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ABSTRACT

ON MORALITY IN MINORITY FICTION: SUBTEXTS OF CLOSETING,
COMMUNICATION, AND COMMUNITY IN BABEL-17 AND FLEDGLING
Andrea Fryling, PhD
Department of English
Northern Illinois University, 2017
Ibis Gómez-Vega, Director

In On Moral Fiction (1978), John Gardner claims that contemporary authors no longer
write moral fiction. Gardner rightly advocates for moral fiction, but he was wrong—or at the
very least working from a limited, white male perspective—when he made the rather blanket
assertion that twentieth-century authors have abandoned moral fiction. The goal of this
dissertation is to explore some of the moral literature that Gardner’s mainstream gaze overlooked
and to examine how expanding the pool of authors may serve to provide relevant and important
insights into modern society and its struggles. Specifically, this study will examine how Samuel
R. Delany and Octavia Butler use closet imagery to grapple with cyclical prejudice in their
science fiction novels Babel-17 (1966) and Fledgling (2005), respectively.
These fantastic texts expose the marginalization imposed on those deemed “Other,”
which seems appropriate to study given Gardner’s (and his society’s) privileging of white male
art as the art of the age. These novels promote the analysis of societal hierarchies, leading readers
to better understand how such privileging comes to occur and why it is so detrimental to society.
The texts include characters who are Other in terms of race, sex, sexuality, socio-economic
status, as well as other aspects of identity, and they frequently have to contend with identity-

based prejudice. However, the traditionally mainstream characters must also combat prejudice as
they interact with the traditionally marginalized, revealing prejudice’s multifold consequences.
Through the fantastic genre of science fiction, Delany and Butler are able to create
supernatural polyoids—characters who embody multiple seemingly-conflicting aspects of
identity—whom society can neither neatly classify nor dichotomize; they fit all categories and
yet none. Because they do not fit into a single social category, they do not have a prescribed
community, and therefore, they must form new, nontraditional communities. These individuals
have the potential to connect the various Others, but their society members’ deeply-ingrained
fear and hatred of the Other present constant obstacles for the polyoids and their newly formed
communities. Both Babel-17 and Fledgling urge readers to contemplate the influence of
prejudice, fear, and hate and to envision a society in which communication and community are
employed to combat them.
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INTRODUCTION
A CRY FOR MORAL FICTION: LIMITS OF A WHITE GAZE
Nobody calls mainstream writers ‘mainstream’ except for those of us in the ghetto of the
fantastic. –James Patrick Kelly and John Kessel, Feeling Very Strange: The Slipstream
Anthology
In 1978, John Gardner wrote On Moral Fiction, a book-length critical essay in which he
bemoans the state of contemporary literature and criticism, and he attempts to convince his
colleagues of the need for art with a purpose. He reminds both authors and readers that the
purpose of art is to better society, not merely to exist as art: not “art for art’s sake.” Gardner
explains that postmodern artists have lost sight of art’s true purpose: “True art, by specific
technical means now commonly forgotten, clarifies life, establishes models of human action,
casts nets toward the future, carefully judges our right and wrong directions, celebrates, and
mourns” (100). Gardner laments that popular authors such as Barth and Barthelme have lost
sight of art’s purpose, resulting “in an age of mediocre art” (56). Gardner claims artists focus too
much on “texture,” or art forms and moves for the sake of artistic forms and moves, and on
preaching different causes that do not have any real “moral fiber” (66). According to Gardner,
modern authors move “to mere language—puns, rhymes, tortuously constructed barrages of
verbiage with the words so crushed together that they do indeed become opaque as stones, not
windows that allow us to see thoughts or events but walls where windows ought to be, richly
textured impediments to light” (68). These authors, Gardner states, have become so preoccupied
with doing something new or with words themselves that their fiction no longer benefits
audiences.
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Even when contemporary authors attempt to include a message instead of merely
compiling impressive words into a decorative but meaningless tapestry, they still fail to create
the kind of moral art for which Gardner calls. Gardner writes, “Too often we find in
contemporary fiction not true morality, which requires sympathy and responsible judgment, but
some fierce ethic which, under closer inspection, turns out to be some parochial group’s manners
and habitual prejudices elevated to the status of ethical imperatives, axioms for which bigotry or
hate, not love, is the premise” (74). Gardner’s criticisms come together to suggest that
postmodern authors have become elitist and careless, creating work that “goes not for the
profound but for the clever” (81). Gardner believes that art should contribute to society by
providing insight into humanity and ideas for improving the world, which he feels his
contemporaries fail to do:
Focusing on ‘message’ and indifferent to real human beings, as represented by their
characters, they take either no position or else smug, slogany positions. In place of
wisdom and careful analysis, products of the artist’s will and compassion, they offer, if
anything, cant, cynicism, or dramatic gimmickry—interesting and arresting infernal
entertainment, but nothing that will hold, nothing that will help. (91)
Their characters, Gardner implies, fall flat because they lack purpose, and consequently, “Insofar
as we’re unable to care about the characters, we can work up no interest in the issues” (73). In
Gardner’s view, contemporary artists have ceased to fulfill their social responsibilities with their
art and lack a “clear image of, or interest in, how things ought to be” (80).
According to Gardner, true art must have purpose, must inspire, must create. Gardner
writes, “[A]rt is essentially and primarily moral—that is, life-giving—moral in its process of
creation and moral in what it says” (15). Gardner firmly believes, “Art is as original and
important as it is precisely because it does not start out with clear knowledge of what it means to
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say” (13). Art is moral and life-giving because it does have an agenda; it discovers while
exploring beliefs and behaviors; “moral art tests and rouses trustworthy feelings about the better
and worse in human action” (19). Upon hearing “moral fiction,” people often assume Gardner
advocates for didactic literature with a singular, black-and-white, bold-faced moral-of-the-story,
but he acknowledges that at “times the moral model may be indirect […] leave[s] true morality at
least partly to implication or at best in the hands of some minor character” (106). In other words,
readers must develop the moral: their opinion on the characters and events presented. Further,
Gardner adds, “[H]ealthy society is pluralistic, allowing every man his opinion as long as the
opinion does not infringe on the rights of others” (135). In contrast to the moral fiction of old,
Gardner does not advocate for a one-size-fits-all, universal command but encourages diverse
opinions governed by mutual respect and awareness.
Gardner often describes moral fiction in terms of artists’ creative processes as much as in
terms of the final product. He explains, “[W]hat I am describing as true moral fiction, the ‘art’ is
not merely ornamental: it controls the argument and gives it its rigor, forces the writer to intense
yet dispassionate and unprejudiced watchfulness, drives him […] to unexpected discoveries and,
frequently, a change of mind” (108). Gardner repeatedly challenges artists to seek truth and
“study people carefully” (120), to present “visions worth trying to make fact” (100) through
realistic characters and scenarios, and he claims that if artists cannot muster feelings for their
characters, and thereby humanity, they will only be able to produce linguistic feats. He
summarizes, “Art, in sworn opposition to chaos, discovers by its process what it can say. That is
art’s morality. Its full meaning is beyond paraphrase” (14). Moral fiction, Gardner writes, is not
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simplistic but provides insight into humanity and social issues, but contemporary fiction,
Gardner argues, lacks clarity, promotes elitism, and detracts from literature’s purpose.
Gardner’s argument was, not surprisingly, not well-received by his peers, and On Moral
Fiction overshadows much of his other work. In one of the gentler reviews of Moral Fiction,
“Moral Crossroads,” Daniel J. Cahill acknowledges that many readers share Gardner’s sentiment
about moral art, but he concludes that “Gardner wishes to place a restrictive limit on the flow of
human and literary invention and discovery” (325). Cahill suggests that Gardner’s method
“might reason half the jungle out of being” (325)—that his reformulation of “an ancient
argument for moral responsibility in narrative art” may inhibit creative progress (323). In one of
the more vehement critical responses, “Fiction Moralized,” Dean Flower condemns On Moral
Fiction as well as Gardner’s writing: “Judged by his own standard, that true art ‘does not rant,’
Gardner’s book cannot be called true art. That’s disappointing when it comes from a prolific
novelist of some stature in this decade. His prose rants, repeats, becomes quickly predictable,
goes flat, lacks form” (534). In addition to accusing Gardner of not fulfilling his own standards,
Flower openly mocks Gardner’s Moral Fiction prose repeatedly: “Gardner sounds embarrassed
by his own critical pose. He alternates donnish language […] with the gruff crudities of a bull
session […] How very odd it is to read a book about mediocre art which is itself casually and
unscrupulously written” (534). Flower points to superficial errors in the text and also questions
Gardner’s readings of contemporary literature, and he attacks Gardner’s—and potentially his
readers’—intellect, stating that Gardner’s “arguments appeal to the average, not the informed,
reader” (533-4). Flower condescendingly remarks, “He still thinks that the highest purpose of art
is to ‘make people good by choice’” (533), adding, “Art, in sworn opposition to chaos, discovers
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by its process what it can say. That is art’s morality. Its full meaning is beyond paraphrase” (14).
“If he fails, part of the reason is that 1978 is not 1880” (535). Flower clearly resents Gardner’s
criticism of contemporary literature, and though he occasionally concedes a point or two to
Gardner, most of his review is unforgiving.
Like Flower, Jerome Klinkowitz finds that Gardner’s ideas are too simplistic. In his
article “The Effacement of Contemporary American Literature,” he writes, “God instructs;
heroes enact; and poets record. So reads John Gardner’s prescription for literature in the world”
(xxvi). His inelaborate summary leaves the impression Gardner’s claims are basic, and he, like
Joseph Epstein, author of “Rx for the Novel,” views Gardner as a literary prescriptivist. Epstein
writes, “[H] aving set up a theory, he feels the legitimate need to find a canon to go with it […]
Gardner is slashing enough in going after the novelists he dislikes, but again like the ecologist,
who is generally so disappointing in demonstrating how things ought to be done, Gardner is
rather less than impressive in putting forth those novelists he admires” (n.p.). Like his
contemporaries, Epstein’s rhetoric reveals a clear disdain toward Gardner and his literary
arguments and moves beyond criticism of Moral Fiction to criticize Gardner himself:
It is one thing to go after the Barths and Barthelmes and Pynchons, and shoot away at
them as at fish in a barrel, but quite another to discover who spawned them, those bigger
fish, and then go after them. These bigger fish are the pantheon of modernist writers:
Joyce, Kafka, Gertrude Stein, and Company. While the modernists cannot accurately be
said to speak in a single voice, nevertheless from their chorus a message does come
through: it is that bourgeois society is finished, and that all efforts to revive it through a
traditional morality will prove unavailing. But Gardner does not seriously engage the
modernists in his argument. When he mentions them at all, he does so—with the partial
exception of Samuel Beckett—for the most part approvingly. He ranges wide but does
not cut very deep. He approves of Dante but not of Ron Sukenick. The hard cases he
simply does not fight. (Epstein n.p.)
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Epstein paints Gardner as somewhat careless or, perhaps, as a coward, superficially scratching
arguments or fleeing entirely. He implies, despite Gardner clearly stating that he believes art
should be social/available to all, that Gardner seeks to recreate bourgeois society, and he
suggests that Gardner’s endeavors toward moral fiction will fail.
While most scholarship at least addresses the content or writing style of Moral Fiction,
Curt Suplee’s “John Gardner, Flat Out; Volatile Author, Charming Raconteur Pursuing and
Pursued by His Ghosts,” as the title suggests, is little more than an unflattering word portrait of
Gardner that attacks the man and ignores the author. The entirety of the article reads, “A match
flares angrily within the thick cloud of pipe smoke over the cocktail table. A pudgy, grimy hand
reaches out to enwrap a martini, and draws it up to the roiling nimbus—through which the glum
face of John Gardner now dimly appears. The martini glass tips, the floating lemon peel bobs
once violently, and the elfin grimace recedes into the fog” (n.p.). The article’s title and
uncomplimentary description of Gardner, who apparently chases his ghosts in a martini, leave
the image of an unclean has-been fading into a smoky bar. The article originally appeared in The
Washington Post in 1982 and reveals the level of distaste many had for Gardner after the
publication of On Moral Fiction. Through these authors’ aggression toward and criticism of
Gardner, it becomes easy to see how Moral Fiction overshadowed his career, leaving Gardner to
recede into the fog.
As a critic attacking his contemporaries, Gardner may well have expected that his critique
of modern art would be rejected, and accusations of progress blocking are predictable responses
to someone reformulating former ideologies. In “On a Moral Fiction Writer’s Last
Novel: Gardner’s Mickelsson’s Ghosts,” Craig Barrow wisely suggests, “[T]he writers under
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Gardner’s attack may have caused On Moral Fiction to be attacked in turn—Bellow, Porter,
Coover, Gaddis, Pynchon, Updike, and Barth, to name only a few, as readers wish to rescue their
favorites from Gardner’s Judgment, Wrath, and Doom” (49). Indeed, the overall sentiment from
Gardner’s dissenters does seem to be resentment that he disparaged their popular authors and
what they viewed as “our fiction” (Flower 530). Barrow further explains the critical response to
Moral Fiction, stating, “John Gardner’s On Moral Fiction has been criticized supposedly
because it is moral criticism similar to that of Irving Babbit, which we seemingly have gone
beyond” (49). However, as Wayne C. Booth explains in “Why Ethical Criticism Can Never Be
Simple,” moral art remains relevant and current so long as authors craft it well: “Rather than
resorting to blunt, non-narrative preaching, they [implant] their messages into engaging narrative
worlds. While […] some moralizers have turned their tales into prosaic sermons, with simple
summarizing moral tags, the most effective teachers—those who recognize moral
complexities—have chosen narrative, with its inevitable ambiguities, as the chief vehicle” (354).
According to Gardner the authors who create these narratives—who create moral fiction rather
than opaque, decorative prose—should be at the forefront of literary scholarship, and Gardner
argues, literary critics must put them there.
Gardner acknowledges in Moral Fiction that it is the job of critics to draw attention to
successful writing, but within it, he addresses the same white male American authors with whom
he takes issue, urging them to create moral fiction. While Gardner’s cause is noble and I agree
with his definition of art and its purpose, I take issue with his target audience. Gardner does
mention a few minorities—or Others—in Moral Fiction, but his focus on reforming the very
artists he openly identifies as mediocre seems a bit counterproductive. If he can see that these
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authors have lost sight of what art should be or cannot find enough meaning in life to create
meaning in art, why would he call upon these same authors to redeem modern art? He remarks,
“Critics would be useful people to have around if they would simply do their work, carefully and
thoughtfully assessing works of art, calling our attention to those worth noticing” (127).
According to Gardner, the critic’s job is to call attention to worthwhile authors, but rather than
calling attention to such authors, he focuses on the writers who have already failed to produce
valuable art. Gardner even acknowledges that more qualified writers may be out there, but he
dismisses them, stating that “good writers, good painters, or good composers of whom no one
ever hears do not, in effect, exist; so that whether or not those good artists are out there, we are
living, for all practical purposes, in an age of mediocre art” (56). Through this statement, in
combination with his statement about the critic’s work, Gardner condemns himself as a critic
who is, essentially, not doing his job. If he has not called attention to the “good” artists, he has
allowed them to remain in oblivion—failing to bring them into existence—and has, by
demanding good art from mediocre artists, not really done anything to better the state of art as he
perceives it.
In actuality, the very “good” writing that Gardner sought already existed outside of
mainstream white male American literature. The goal of this dissertation is to explore some of
the moral literature that Gardner’s mainstream gaze overlooked and to examine how expanding
the pool of authors may serve to provide relevant and important insights into modern society and
its struggles. Specifically, I will examine how my authors use closet imagery to grapple with
cyclical prejudice. When I refer to cyclical prejudice, I mean the phenomenon that occurs when
people hate or stigmatize other people because of fear or lack of understanding, and then, those
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who have been treated with prejudice, in turn, develop prejudice toward those who first were
prejudiced toward them, causing additional animosity from the original oppressors, and so on.
Cyclical prejudice has the potential, of course, to become an issue in any space where hate
occurs, but I plan to look at narratives with extraordinary components, specifically science
fiction (SF) texts, written by marginalized authors living in or writing about the United States.
The oppression of individuals and peoples in these fantastic texts points to the universal, age-old
issue of prejudice, which seems appropriate to study given Gardner’s (and his society’s)
privileging of white male art as the art of the age. To understand how such privileging comes to
occur and why it is so detrimental to society, an analysis of these hierarchies is beneficial.
I do not mean to condemn Gardner here but rather to provide a glimpse into the society
that most likely led him to focus almost solely on white male authors as well as the society on
which my authors offer commentary. Scholars often associate hate and prejudice in the U.S. with
what Robbie B.H. Goh describes in “Sword Play: The Cultural Semiotics of Violent
Scapegoating and Sexual and Racial Othering” as “a primal masculine power and dominance”
that “stigmatize[s] an other, projecting onto it qualities of weakness, deviance, and a violent and
ungovernable excess, which are used to justify the controlling [(i.e., hateful)] actions by the
dominant group” (85). The dominant masculine power in the U.S. is the standard “American,”
about whom Lloyd Presley Pratt states in “Progress, Labor, Revolution: The Modern Times of
Antebellum African American Life Writing,” “He is not an American, but rather a white male
New Englander, and here is how he came to define the category American” (72). He came to
define American when he began “to construct clear and distinct and rigid boundaries between
[him]self and the Other […] he rejects all connection to and violently distances himself from the
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Other” (4), as Shannon Winnubst writes in “Vampires, Anxieties, and Dreams: Race and Sex in
the Contemporary United States.” Eve Sedgwick Kosofsky explains in “Epistemology of the
Closet” that the American separates himself from the Other, viewing the Other “as unclean […]
and an abomination against nature” (75), desperate to maintain his “idealized subject position[s]”
that allow him to dominate the Other (Winnubst 2). In the American’s treatment of the Other,
“there is no suggestion that identity might be a debatable, a porous, a mutable fact” (Sedgwick
77, italics in original), meaning that the Other cannot change his subject position as written by
the American “through layers of history and cultural discourses” (Winnubst 2).
Often, social interactions teach the Other of her position as outsider and cause her to
realize that some aspect(s) of her identity places her outside the realm of “American.” Reflecting
on the position of the Other in “Richard Wright’s American Dream: A ‘Native Son’ in Chicago,”
Daniel Walden writes, “It was a trauma, a shock beyond belief, to know that the white man did
not regard him as a human being, that he did not share his world” (40). The American treats the
Other as a “beast of burden” (716), Stacy I. Morgan notes in “Migration, Material Culture, and
Identity in William Attaway’s Blood on the Forge and Harriette Arnow’s The Dollmaker,” and
when the Other realizes this, “[t]he dynamics between these subjects are ones of fear, aggression,
violence and mutual distrust” (Winnubst 2). The American fears the Other’s differences and
potential power usurpation, and the fear manifests as hate, leading him to other those who do not
fall into the “white male New Englander” group. In turn, the Other, “dispossessed and
disinherited” (Richard Wright qtd. in Walden 37), begins to fear, also manifesting as hate, and to
create his own boundaries: to other the American.
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When I refer to othering, I mean it in the “us vs. them” sense. Often, the Other refers
exclusively to minority figures, but for my purposes, the Other refers to anyone who a group
classifies as a nonmember. Because of prejudice, both the minority and the majority come to
view nonmembers as Other: as an outsider to their respective group. As a consequence of the
fear, mutual distrust, and hate that often accompanies othering, groups tend to avoid interacting
with the Other, resulting in closed-off, closeted living spaces, geographically and/or socially. The
idea of Others being closed off or “closeted” is by no means new, but usually, mainstream
society only recognizes it in terms of queer othering. According to Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick,
“The closet is the defining structure for gay oppression in this century” (49), but interestingly,
Will Roscoe claims in “Strange Craft, Strange History, Strange Folks: Cultural Amnesia and the
Case for Lesbian and Gay Studies” that there are “[d]eep historical and psychic connections
between racism and homophobia” (451), suggesting a link between these prejudices/forms of
oppression. Similarly, in “Feminism, Queer Theory, and the Racial Closet,” Siobhan B.
Somerville states, “Some recent work has argued that the very notion of the sexual closet is one
that is inherently racialized” (196), and she asserts, “[Sedgwick’s] focus is less on identities per
se and more on forms of oppression based on identity” (197). As the link between homophobia
and racism is, as critics agree, identity-based oppression, then it makes sense that the closet
signifies not only gay and race oppression, but all forms of identity-based oppression. Therefore,
I use the image of the closet as the structure of oppression—both in its form as a safe space
which the oppressed may go “in and out of” (Sedgwick 72) and as a repressive space into which
the oppressor forces the oppressed—when discussing prejudice’s consequences as shown within
these texts.
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It is no secret that minority literature in the U.S. has not been given the same
consideration as texts written by the American, which is underscored in this study by Gardner’s
borderline dismissal of non-American texts, so discussions of artistic tradition rarely include or
are meant to include minority literature. When Gardner laments the state of modern U.S.
literature and criticism as lacking moral and purpose in On Moral Fiction, his literary references
are clearly, as Marilyn Edelstein agrees in “Ethics and Contemporary American Literature:
Revisiting the Controversy over John Gardner’s On Moral Fiction,” “(mostly) dead white males”
(44). Gardner claims that “Criticism in the twentieth century has been much more interpretive
and analytical than evaluative” (Edelstein 42), and he reminds his readers, “The traditional view
is that true art is moral: it seeks to improve life, not debase it” (Gardner 5). He implores the
widely-recognized authors of his time to “return to the serious discussion of rational morality
[Sartre’s] outburst interrupted” (Gardner 24), stating, “A good book is one that, for its time, is
wise, sane, and magical, one that clarifies life and tends to improve it” (132). Though I agree
with Gardner that, “Great art celebrates life’s potential, offering a vision unmistakably and
unsentimentally rooted in love” (Gardner 83), that is, that art should be moral, I maintain that he
was wrong—or at the very least working from a limited, white male perspective—when he made
the rather blanket assertion that twentieth-century authors have abandoned moral fiction.
While Gardner pled in favor of a return to the traditional in the late 1970s, marginalized
authors were crafting the very “wise, sane, and magical” literature that he claimed was lacking
(Gardner 132), but it remained primarily in the margins, unread. As Gardner proclaims,
“[W]hether [art] is heard or not, it is civilization’s single most significant device for learning
what must be affirmed and what must be denied” (146), and my goal through exploring this
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literature and its comments on prejudice is to learn what insights these texts offer. Like Gardner,
I believe fiction provides an excellent tool with which to “modify prejudice, humanize” (114),
and my goal is to examine a few of the ways in which minority SF uses supernatural elements to
achieve this effect. Minority SF may sound like a strange choice for exploring issues of
prejudice, but Gardner and I agree that the author “creates what seems, at least by his own
imagination and experience of the world, an inevitable development of story. Inevitability does
not depend, of course, on realism. Some or all of the characters may be fabulous—dragons,
griffins, Achilles’ talking horse—but once a character is established for a creature, the creature
must act in accord with it” (110). Because these fantastic elements still adhere to inevitability,
which forces them to act in accordance with the author’s perception and experience of normative
behaviors—or at least with these norms in mind—common societal issues will inevitably arise,
leaving the characters to contend with them and seek solutions.
These solutions, however, are far from simplistic. Gardner is rightly adamant that moral
fiction is by no means didactic; to oversimplify the messages within fiction would prove
destructive and limiting to the text. The purpose of moral criticism, which I intend to perform
here, is to “[explore] open-mindedly, to learn” (Gardner 19), and as Mary E. Papke1 writes in
“The ‘Other Countries’ of the Human Mind and Soul: James R. Giles on Twentieth-Century
Naturalism,” there is a “need for a committed, compassionate criticism through which the voice
of the Other might be heard” (85), which I also hope to offer here. In line with E.M. Forster’s
oft-quoted “How can I know what I think until I see what I say,” Gardner remarks, “The morality
of art is, as I’ve said, far less a matter of doctrine than of process. Art is the means by which an
artist comes to see; it is his peculiar, highly sophisticated and extremely demanding technique of
1

Papke is paraphrasing James R. Giles.
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discovery” (91). This reiterates my claim that moral texts are not didactic texts; rather, they
allow readers to join authors as they process their own thoughts on societal issues and develop
potential strategies for combatting these issues. Along the way, readers contend with the authors’
suggestions, forcing them to develop their own opinions on the ways in which these issues
should be handled or could be remedied. These texts offer neither simplistic nor quick answers
but provocative questions, scenarios, and suggestions.
While I concur with Gardner that morality in literature is complex and requires extensive
consideration, I do not wholly agree with his assessment of which moral truths/issues are
timeless. According to Gardner,
If the writer, so persuaded, is a decent human being, he or she tends to adopt one of two
humane and praiseworthy, but in the long run unfruitful, programs: either the writer
celebrates important but passing concerns, such as social justice for particular minorities
(dated and thus trivial once the goal has been achieved), or the writer serves only as
historian, holding up the mirror to his age but not changing it, simply imitating […] Both
programs have, as I’ve said, their significance and value. I cannot believe that a true artist
living in America at the present time, can help involving himself in both […] To fail to be
concerned about social justice at a time when, even in the arena of international politics,
the civilized impulse is involved with it as never before, would be a mark of artistic—
almost criminal—frigidity, such limited perception as to make that person no writer at all.
And to fail to imitate people as they are, even in a fable which takes as its setting ancient
Nubia or outer space, would reveal a lack of the true artist’s most noticeable
characteristic: fascination with the feelings, gestures, obsessions, and phobias of the
people of his own time and space. (77)
Gardner says so much in this one section: he belittles advocating for social justices for particular
minorities by claiming that these become dated, he limits mirroring one’s society to presenting a
historical perspective or “imitating,” and he underscores the importance of portraying people as
they truly are, regardless of setting. In these three claims, certainly not the only claims present
but the ones of current interest, Gardner seems to overlook one of the greatest truths of humanity,
which is that history repeats itself.
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By presenting their society’s current affairs in their literature, authors provide examples
for future issues if nothing else. While the specifics of each event may differ, the central issues
remain the same. For example, in Babel-17, Samuel R. Delany, because of the tensions regarding
the use of Standard American English versus African American English in the society in which
he wrote, focuses greatly on the power of language and the effects of using the oppressor’s
language. Like Gardner’s example, Delany’s characters mirror those of his society—battling
essentially the same issues—though they exist in outer space, and as Gardner says, in doing so,
Delany has the power of “seeing into other people’s minds, even people [he] dislikes, and
recreating diverse lives on paper, giving each character his moment of dignity and thus helping
us to understand intellectually and intuitively both others and ourselves” (81). According to
Gardner, Delany reveals himself to be a true artist by mimicking the people of his age, but
because he focuses on time-specific matters, Gardner claims his work will eventually be
obsolete. I cannot agree with this.
The histories authors provide are often moral because, though the details vary, the central
issues reverberate through history. In Delany’s case, some of the primary struggles involve an
oppressor victimizing a specific people, the oppressed people developing prejudice toward both
the oppressor and even their own people because of the oppressor’s influence, and the oppressed
group assimilating to the oppressor’s culture as well as the risks assimilation poses. These
problems have been present for as long as written texts have existed; the oldest texts in our
society (the Bible and Homer’s Iliad) speak of similar issues. Gardner says that, because they are
period-specific issues, they lose “force” over time (78), but Dante, whom Gardner often praises
as a moral artist, writes frequently of time-relevant topics (his political enemies were in the lower
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circles of Hell, for goodness sake. How much more time-sensitive can an issue be than a current
politician?) that represent timeless issues, just as Delany does. I heartily disagree with Gardner
that issues concerning social justice lose force, as the issues of the time are representative of
greater, long-term issues.
To represent Gardner’s argument fairly, he is referring, in part, to the subtle issues of an
age—his example being “debilitating guilt in the modern world: the determinism of Freud, which
undermines values by reading them as evasions […] the pessimism of Sartre, which undermines
values by defining the future as a more or less fierce rejection of the present […] and the logical
and linguistic cautiousness of Wittgenstein, which, misunderstood, claims that truth does not
exist” in the “modern world” (82)—and while specific issues vary through the ages, issues such
as general anxiety and doubt, prejudice, bigotry, interpersonal relationships, and hierarchies span
through the ages. To discredit contemporary matters as irrelevant is a mistake, especially since
Gardner preaches a central truth; the details of the issues may differ, but the core message of love
versus hate and good versus evil is undeniably present and, I argue, universally applicable when
viewed as symbolic for the greater issues.
While specific cases of prejudice may, as Gardner states, be resolved, prejudice as a
whole will always be an issue in one form or another. Perhaps these constraints on time-specific
issues explain the exclusion of so many minority authors from On Moral Fiction, and my
opposition to Gardner on this issue opens the door to further exploration of minority texts and the
timeless truths therein. The world, and the United States in particular, are diverse spaces filled
with various human experiences that, when boiled down to their core, expose a core of shared
truths. To allow only the American to portray these truths is to limit the nuances of these
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revelations that can only be revealed through various perspectives. As Curator Heather Duffy of
the Urban Institute for Contemporary Arts (UICA) states, “If the function of art is to hold a
mirror to society, that function is not working if we’re only holding a mirror to one type of
person” (n.p.). She notes that art galleries “gave a heavy preference to white male artists” in the
past, much like literary scholars, but she adds, “We’re in a place where everyone would benefit if
we could take a step back and really focus on respecting the dignity of every human being”
(n.p.). Papke explains that “the appeal of African American and other marginalized literatures
reflects what Charles Taylor in ‘The Politics of Recognition’ argues so persuasively—‘that for a
member of the dominant culture, such literatures constitute new and constantly expanding
horizons of aesthetic understanding’” (Papke 79). The diversity of perspectives allows for a more
holistic view of universal truths, but this same diversity—in race, sex, gender, ethnicity,
socioeconomics—and the differing perspectives that come with it often lead to conflict and, thus,
the pursuit of these truths.
Because “America [is] a continent of symbiosis, mutations, vibrations, mestizaje” as
Alejo Carpentier writes in “The Baroque and the Marvelous Real” (98), it has a long and
tumultuous—often hate-filled—history of negotiating race, gender, sex, ethnicity, socioeconomic
relations. To pursue and address this history and its continued effects on society, many
marginalized authors have embraced the narrative mode, for as Maggie A. Bowers argues in
Magic(al) Realism: The New Critical Idiom, “What the narrative mode offers is a way to discuss
alternative approaches to reality to that of Western philosophy, expressed in many postcolonial
and non-Western works of contemporary fiction” (1). The narrative allows these authors, then, to
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operate outside of Western tradition and even to challenge it through such modes and genres as
science fiction, speculative fiction, magical realism, and fantasy.
Genre and mode determine what authors can accomplish through their texts, for as Booth
states, “Different genres, different intentions, invite or reject different ethical judgments” (355).
In “The Continuum of Meaning: A Reflection on Speculative Fiction and Society,” Marie
Jakober explains, “The gift of realistic fiction is to take a particular time, a particular place, a
particular manifestation of racism or some other human phenomenon, and compel the reader to
understand it better by living it through story” (28), but fantastic fiction can “tell a story about
racism that transcends particular time and place, which transcends familiar social and cultural
contexts” (28-9). Fantastic literary forms are known “for articulating the perspectives of
normally marginalised [sic] discourses of race, of gender, of non-conformism and alternative
ideologies,” Adam Roberts writes in Science Fiction: The New Critical Idiom (28), making them
highly popular among minority authors. Jakober asserts, “These stories can make us think, make
us question, make us wonder what is, and what is not, changeable” (30). In Magical Realism:
Theory, History, Community, for instance, Lois Parkinson Zamora and Wendy B. Faris suggest
“that magical realist practice is currently requiring that we [re]negotiate the nature of marginality
itself” by making magical realism as inclusive as possible, “avoiding separatism while at the
same time respecting cultural diversity” (4). Likewise, science fiction critics say that it “provides
a means, in a popular and accessible fictional form, for exploring alterity” (Roberts 28).
Furthermore, SF has “demonstrated remarkable sensitivities on the subjects of gender and racial
diversity and contact” (Roberts 28). Each of these fantastic genres encourages diversity and new
ways of viewing social issues, offering platforms for formerly marginalized voices. In “Russ,”
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Delany claims that “science fiction has traditionally been at the forefront of the dramatization
process by which new models for thinking about the world are disseminated” (110), and even
before Gardner’s call for moral fiction, minority authors like Delany had entered the formerlywhite genre of science fiction.
As literary scholars and critics continue to take increasing interest in fantastic modes and
genres, it is vital that we investigate the various roles of the extraordinary elements within these
texts, consider how the authors have chosen to use supernatural components, and explore what
messages arise and to what end. Clearly, this is an enormous undertaking and why, in part, I will
be focusing specifically on the role of the extraordinary in examining prejudice in science fiction
and, even more specifically, in Samuel R. Delany’s Babel-17 and Octavia Butler’s Fledgling.
Both of these works can be read as texts that warn against prejudice and that demonstrate the
ways in which it leads to othering and, consequently, closeting. As Roberts notes, definitions of
SF all suggest there “is a sense of SF as in some central sense about the encounter with
difference” (28), and as Damien Broderick argues, SF provides “the narrative of the same, as
other” (qtd. in Roberts 28). In other words, SF is inherently about encountering that which is
Other, but it also creates a space in which norms become alien, or as Delany writes in “An
Experimental Talk,” “Science fiction redescribes woman, redescribes man, and redescribes the
universe in which they move. And every successful redescription is itself the triumph” (118-9).
These redescriptions transform worldviews and challenge readers’ beliefs and assumptions about
each other.
Delany and Butler are African American, but as I will discuss more later, they represent
multiple aspects of identity that mainstream society classifies as Other. The characters in Babel-
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17 and Fledgling are also diverse, and they experience identity-based prejudice in worlds that
grapple with remarkably realistic social conflicts. These texts provide insight about the nature of
prejudice and its consequential othering through the use of extraordinary elements, but the types
of elements and often the types of othering vary from text to text, allowing for a greater survey
of the ways in which the supernatural comments upon prejudice. Each text presents different
aspects of the following: “Mind and body, spirit and matter, life and death, real and imaginary,
self and other, male and female: these are boundaries to be erased, transgressed, blurred, brought
together, or otherwise fundamentally refashioned” (Zamora and Faris 6), and that is what each of
the texts does. These texts demonstrate that, as Chip Ingram claims in “Agenda #5: Perpetuate
Prejudice,” “Everybody is prejudiced […] we are all born into a cultural bias. You grew up in a
family, in a culture, in a language, with a religious orientation” (8 August 2016). These texts
reveal that bias leads to prejudice, which results in inhumane, shameful behavior by all involved
in prejudice that then results in othering and, subsequently, ostracism/closeting. Ingram explains,
“The moment there’s something different, at best, it creates a barrier: at worst, it—it breeds
hatred” (8 August 2016). Because Babel-17 and Fledgling expose the destructive nature of these
boundaries and behaviors as well as blur the lines of social boundaries, they are able to challenge
these boundaries and potentially offer more effective forms for coexisting.
Chapter one provides a close reading of Samuel R. Delany’s Babel-17, a novel that takes
place primarily in spaceships and with characters who have had extensive cosmetic surgery but
who are human. They live in a universe in which their enemy, the Invaders, create and use a
language, Babel-17, to covertly turn people into weapons, making the language itself into the
ultimate weapon. Rydra Wong and her crew must decipher the language and its purposes while
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traveling across space, all the while trying to evade their adversaries. Unbeknownst to Rydra and
her crew, Babel-17 begins to overtake Rydra, causing her to sabotage her own people even as she
attempts to work against their common enemy. The language—the Invaders’ tool of hate and
oppression—closets Rydra by removing the concepts of “I” and “you” from her thinking, and
thus the relationships between “I” and “you,” from her thought processes as she begins to think
in Babel-17. Consequently, as their journey continues, Rydra learns the power of community, the
only thing that can stop her from permanently turning into an enactor of her oppressors’ hate and
that can enable her to resist the cycle of hate.
The second chapter centers on Octavia Butler’s Fledgling, which also addresses multiple
forms of subjugation and prejudice but perhaps challenges the boundaries of identity even more
than Babel. Fledgling tells the story of Shori, an amnesiac human-Ina hybrid, who must
negotiate her identity and existence in both human and Ina societies after losing her memory
during an attempt on her life. Issues of race, sex, sexual orientation, age, and specie propel the
text’s action and demonstrate the circular and catalyzing nature of hate. The text shows how both
inter- and intra-communal prejudices increase, persist, and destroy, and it warns about the
transferring tendencies of hate and its consequences as the characters develop contempt and
biases against those who oppress them, hate them, or even simply differ from them. The
characters must learn to combat the ignorance and fear that drive their oppressors before they
end up adopting the same harmful attitudes and behaviors that plague them, though this proves a
difficult, and arguably impossible, task.
To date, scholars have paid varying amounts of attention to these texts, and they have
focused primarily on issues of race, sex, culture, language, and genre in somewhat broad terms.
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Some critics have compared a text, such as Fledgling, to other works, often by the same author,
and others have had closer examinations of specific themes or items within the text, such as
weaponry in Babel-17. Because these texts have supernatural components, critical discourse has
involved discussions of how to most effectively categorize them: “[T]here is a closeness between
magical realism, the fantastic, allegory and science fiction” (Bowers 29), and this closeness is, in
part, their common use of supernatural elements in conjunction with the real to allow ideas and
discussions to take place that could not otherwise occur, or at least not in the same way, within
the limitations of the real. Critics have also conjectured about the use of supernatural
components to signal the non-Westernness of a text, as can be seen through Bowers’ claim that
“writers currently in conditions of oppression in the United States, such as Native American,
Chicano, and African Americans, have also adopted magical realism [(i.e., fantastic genres)] as a
means to write against dominant American culture” (Bowers 48). The consensus is that the role
of the supernatural is to break away from Western literary traditions in order to challenge
standard European American society. These authors are, as Gardner requested, writing with
purpose, and while he may have overlooked such texts because of their potential to become
“dated,” the powerful examinations of universal issues of prejudice in these texts transcend time
and space, which is, perhaps, why these texts take place outside the limitations of traditional
settings and norms.
Indeed, scholars have observed that political and cultural issues often appear in texts with
supernatural elements. For example, in The New Novel in Latin America: Politics and Popular
Culture after the Boom, Philip Swanson references the work of Gabriel García Márquez and
notes that his magical realism—and I would extend this claim to most, if not all, texts with
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extraordinary elements—is “a political question of reinterpretation of reality, utilizing the oral
style inherited from his grandmother’s [read: ancestors’] fantastic story-telling” (12). Swanson
continues, “García Márquez seems to want to reproduce a traditional, popular rural perspective—
challenging the hegemony of the alien, dominant, important culture and reinstating the value of
the community’s own cultural perspective” (12). Similarly, Bowers explains that there is “a
turning point of the ‘new novel’ away from fiction in which emphasis was placed on the
experimental, and towards a fiction that was politically and socially motivated, particularly
dealing with folklore and the ‘pueblo’ (common people) but yet which also included
experimental techniques” (Bowers 39). Again, the accepted goal of these texts with extraordinary
elements is to counter dominant culture and assert the value(s) and perspectives of marginalized
cultures. As Zamora and Faris state, “[M]agical realism is a mode suited to exploring […] and
transgressing […] boundaries […that] are ontological political, geographical, or generic” (5).
Similarly, Roberts contends that science fiction “allows the symbolic expression of what it is to
be female, or black, or otherwise marginalised” (Roberts 30). Clearly, the politically and socially
challenging nature of supernatural texts is widely accepted in the critical arena, but many of the
subtexts have yet to be explored.
While scholars have touched on supernatural elements’ association with political and
social issues like marginalization, oppression, and prejudice, they have not looked specifically at
many of the possible readings that the supernatural elements enable, including the messages
about cyclical prejudice. This dissertation will further investigate these readings, allowing for a
greater understanding of the texts and opening new avenues for academic discussion. This close
reading of Babel-17 and Fledgling reveals that they, with the help of their extraordinary
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elements, comment upon the tendency of prejudice to result in a continuous spiral of othering
and closeting that can only be impeded when individuals defy the cycle by choosing to seek
understanding and healing through effective communication and, in doing so, form new
community. The hope is that, by forming new communities—communities that are
“intergenerational, interracial, intergender, interpolitical”—“we would so move beyond our
prejudice” (Ingram 9 Aug. 2016) through learning to connect, accept, and love each Other.
Without this kind of close reading, the texts’ shared themes and messages may go unnoticed and
perhaps diminish their cultural significance and influence. The goal of this dissertation is to
explore and analyze these themes and messages and to encourage similar discussions of other
texts with supernatural components.

CHAPTER 1
BABEL-17: (RE)DEFINING LANGUAGE AND BORDERS
We SF writers often say that science fiction prepares people to think about the real future—but
that’s because it relates to the real present in the particular way it does; and that relation is
neither one of prediction nor one of prophecy. It is one of dialogic, contestatory, agonistic
creativity. In science fiction the future is only a writerly convention that allows the SF writer to
indulge in a significant distortion of the present that sets up a rich and complex dialogue with
the reader’s here and now. – Samuel R. Delany, “Dichtung und Science Fiction”
Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick famously appointed the closet as this century’s symbol of gay
oppression; as Siobhan B. Somerville has pointed out in her essay “Feminism, Queer Theory,
and the Racial Closet,” “recent work has argued that the very notion of the sexual closet is one
that is inherently racialized” (196), suggesting that the closet also functions as a symbol of racial
oppression. Furthermore, critics argue that “[Sedgwick’s] focus is less on identities per se and
more on forms of oppression based on identity” (197). In other words, the closet’s symbolism
extends beyond sex and race to all identity-based oppression. Marc Steinberg, reflecting on
issues of race, history, and oppression, writes, “Control of one’s own or another’s body consists,
of course […] of an exertion of psychological power over one or more of a variety of aspects of,
for, or over someone else’s life” (469, emphasis added), and one of the ways this control
manifests is in the form of the closet. For the purposes of this dissertation, the closet refers to any
confined, constricted, repressive space that an oppressive force has created, dominated, and
caused to be isolated or alienated, from a literal physical space to an individual’s mind. It is
important to note that unlike a controlled space—an area that also has boundaries defined by the
oppressor—the closet confines only one person. The controlled space, created to keep the
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oppressed who “behave” themselves in a managed, peripheral space (e.g. districts, ghettos,
camps, etc.), allows the oppressed some freedom of movement as well as some semblance of
community, though as the name suggests, an external force moderates everyone and everything
within the space to a certain extent. The closet, however, is not simply an annex to the main
room of society, but a tiny, closed-off space in which the oppressor separately confines
individuals deemed too dangerous or undesirable by the oppressor’s standards to remain in
society, a place where the oppressor can exert more complete control over them and cut them off
from any sense of community, a source of empowerment.
The closet takes on many forms—physically and psychologically—(e.g. literal closets,
small enclosures, spaces of isolation, etc.) and serves purposes beyond forced containment. The
oppressor’s worldview typically dominates society, and when an oppressed individual
internalizes the oppressor’s prejudices and ideology, psychological closeting often occurs; the
person becomes trapped, even paralyzed, by the limitations imposed by the oppressor’s
prejudice. Viewing herself and those like her through the oppressor’s eyes, the oppressed/Other
learns to see herself and even her peers with shame and disgust, so the closet becomes a place for
the individual to hide and retreat from the shame, causing the individual to view the closet as a
space of safety. Oppressed individuals may come to see the closet not as an oppressor-controlled
space of confinement, but as a shelter of sorts—a place of her own; as Houston Baker puts it in
his article “On Knowing Our Place,”
For place to be recognized by one as actually PLACE, as a personally valued locale, one
must maintain and set the boundaries. If one, however, is constituted and maintained by
and within boundaries set by a dominating authority, then one is not a setter of place but a
prisoner of another’s desire. Under the displacing impress of authority even what one
calls and, perhaps, feels is one’s own place is, from the perspective of human agency,
Placeless. (201)
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The oppressed’s sense of ownership and safety within the closet is, then, incorrect; the oppressor
has set the boundaries and still maintains control, which is why Philip Bockman urges people,
“What can you do—alone? The answer is obvious. You’re not alone, and you can’t afford to try
to be. That closet door—never very secure as protection—is even more dangerous now. You must
come out, for your own sake and for the sake of all of us” (qtd. in Sedgwick 71): that is, for their
communities. Whether they are in the closet because of an external force or because they have
decided to stay there, closeted individuals are not safe where they are.
Having observed the effects of the closet and prejudice on both individuals and
communities, many contemporary minority authors have incorporated closet imagery into their
fictional work. However, many critics seem to ignore, or at least overlook, this imagery if the
closet symbolism is anything but a literal closet. However, many well-known minority authors
have warned against blatant discussions of race in literature. Carl Van Vechten, for example,
“had been anxious to warn Negro writers against trying to use literature as a means of arguing
social issues. He sensed, quite accurately, the reading public’s disdain for overt discussions of
race in novels and poems” (Huggins 201). In fiction, Jacqueline Plante writes in “In the Spirit of
Process: A Braiding Together of New Utopianism, Gilles Deleuze, and Anne Carson,” “the
author is given space to critique current social conditions while offering dramatic insights on
possibilities of the future” (Plante 176), but to effectively address prejudice, writers had to be
more subtle and creative when discussing it. Consequently, minority authors like Samuel R.
Delany urge their readers to “look more closely” at the entirety of their work to discover what
they are saying beneath the surface of the text (qtd. in Tatsumi 29), for it is beneath the surface,
in the more subtle symbolism and layers of subtext, that meaning lies.
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The novelists addressed in this dissertation were writing during the Civil Rights
Movement and after, so one can assume that people were beginning to view human rights in new
ways and modifying their opinions and beliefs on many issues. Because of evolving ideologies,
never-before considered ideas were able to sprout, and many minority artists employed their art
to challenge and discover their perspectives and ideals about the effects of oppression and
possible methods of combatting oppression, isolation, and the identity-based prejudice that fuels
them. As Paweł Frelik asserts in “Of Slipstream and Others: SF and Genre Boundary
Discourses,” “It is not a coincidence that the most concerted attempts to break down the walls of
the sf ‘ghetto’ begin in the 1960s, concurrently with the emergence of postmodernism with its
‘apparent transgressive aesthetic, its erasure of the borders between disciplines, discursive
regimes, and crucially for SF the boundary between the high and the low’” (25). While minority
writers and those writing on the literary fringes were seeking advancement in this time of
progress, mainstream authors found other ways to push literary limits, but not everyone
considered the direction in which mainstream postmodernism was headed an improvement.
In his 1978 book On Moral Fiction, John Gardner laments that contemporary art has
crossed too far over into “philosophy” (9) and is therefore no longer true art; he states,
The language of critics, and of artists of the kind who pay attention to critics, has become
exceedingly odd: not talk about feelings or intellectual affirmations—not talk about
moving and surprising twists of plot or wonderful characters and ideas—but sentences
full of large words […] and full of fine distinctions […] Though more difficult than ever
before to read, criticism has become trivial. (4)
He takes issue with contemporary critics and most artists because their emphasis has deviated
from art’s true purpose to mere wordplay. Gardner explains, “Art rediscovers, generation by
generation, what is necessary to humanness. Criticism restates and clarifies, reenforces [sic] the
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wall” (6). He asserts that the critics and artists of his time were failing to create true art, but his
marginalized contemporaries were writing literary art that does the very moral challenging and
discovery that Gardner desired. This dissertation seeks to perform the type of criticism that
Gardner demanded on novels that fulfill his definition of moral fiction.
According to Gardner, a fiction writer who creates true art “tests […] opinions in lifelike
situations, puts them under every kind of pressure one can think of, always being fair to the other
side, and what one slowly discovers, resisting all the way, is that one’s original opinion was
oversimple. This is not to say that no opinion stands up, only to say that a simulation of real
experience is morally educational” (114). By Gardner’s own definition, many twentieth century
minority fiction authors fulfilled the role of true artists, but because he looked only to
mainstream authors, he failed to find the art for which he was looking. He mourns the absence of
true art when, in reality, minority authors were producing “morally educational” literature before
he wrote Moral Fiction. As they grappled with, challenged, and discovered their own
perspectives regarding such issues as identity-based oppression, they produced art that
encouraged readers to do the same, which is exactly what Gardner was asking artists to do.
While I agree with Gardner that art should be moral—should emulate and contemplate
real-life issues and ideas—I do not agree with his decision to barely mention marginal authors or
with what he describes as “unfruitful programs”:
“such as social justice for particular minorities (dated and thus trivial once the goal has
been achieved), or the writer serves only as historian, holding up the mirror to his age but
not changing it, simply imitating […] Both programs have, as I’ve said, their significance
and value. I cannot believe that a true artist living in America at the present time, can
help involving himself in both […] To fail to be concerned about social justice at a time
when, even in the arena of international politics, the civilized impulse is involved with it
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as never before, would be a mark of artistic—almost criminal—frigidity, such limited
perception as to make that person no writer at all. (77)
Gardner’s claim that “social justice for particular minorities” can become dated or irrelevant is
very shortsighted. Each instance of achieved social justice serves as an example and hope for
future issues if nothing else. He says that specific issues lose “force” (78) over time; many of
Dante’s issues and characters were time-relevant. I heartily disagree with Gardner here, as the
issues of the time are representative of greater, long-term issues. He refers, in part, to the subtle
issues of an age—his example being Barthelme’s capturing of “modern man’s doubts and
anxieties, free-floating guilt, politics, manners, turn of speech” (79), and while these do vary
through the ages, issues such as general anxiety and doubt, prejudice, bigotry, interpersonal
relationships, and hierarchies span the ages. To discredit contemporary matters as irrelevant is a
mistake, especially since Gardner preaches a central truth; the details of the issues may differ,
but the core message of love versus hate and good versus evil is undeniably present and
universally applicable when viewed as symbolic of the greater issues. While specific cases of
prejudice may, as Gardner states, be solved, prejudice will always be an issue in one form or
another, which is why texts inspired by the happenings of the Civil Rights movement remain and
will continue to remain relevant. Gardner’s call for art to reflect reality suffers when he almost
exclusively includes white, male authors of the time and dismisses social justice gains as
“passing”; art that ignores society’s minorities or fails to celebrate even the smallest human
advances would present a remarkably distorted reflection of reality, but perhaps, in their notentirely-Westernized ways, works by minority writers do not represent Gardner’s reality.
The minority authors addressed in this dissertation incorporate supernatural components
into their work to create what critics describe as “a means, in a popular and accessible fictional
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form, for exploring alterity” (Roberts 28). In his dissertation regarding revisionary language in
the work of several contemporary authors, Jason Embry echoes Roberts in Nam-Shub versus the
Big Other: Revising the Language that Binds Us in Philip K. Dick, Neal Stephenson, Samuel R.
Delany, and Chuck Palahniuk, writing, “Science fiction writers frequently concern themselves
with building new, alien yet cohesive, worlds that comment on our own fractured, ideologydriven world of pain and isolation either through mimesis or by offering some kind of dialectical
counter to existing society” (8). Though Roberts and Embry refer specifically to science fiction
(SF), their claims can be expanded to include all novels with supernatural elements. Gardner also
notes the effectiveness with which the fantastic can comment upon the real, but he cautions, “To
learn about reality by mimicking it, needless to say, the writer must never cheat. He may
establish any sort of givens he pleases, but once they are established he must follow where, in his
experience, nature would lead if there really were, say, griffins” (110). In other words, using
supernatural elements works well in the creation of moral fiction, so long as the elements are
consistent and correspond with real experience—that is, have personalities and behaviors with
which readers can connect; flying saucers may transport cantankerous pink dragons, but the
dragons should not suddenly start singing cheerful melodies without proper character
development. The goal should be to explore known experience in a new light, and as Gardner
states, this does not depend on realism. These novels create a space in which the “impossible” is
an option: “Mind and body, spirit and matter, life and death, real and imaginary, self and other,
male and female: these are boundaries to be erased, transgressed, blurred, brought together, or
otherwise fundamentally refashioned” (Zamora and Faris 6). Authors can ponder new methods
of solving longstanding social issues and real-world problems; they can imagine fantastic
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scenarios that both mirror and defy reality, creating a venue that enables the seemingly
unchangeable to be viewed anew. They can challenge social constructs and worldviews by
placing familiar issues in unfamiliar settings with, at times, other-worldly characters.
The characters in these novels—even those without physical bodies—are, as in reality,
distinct entities with specific identities that are subject to the opinions and treatment of others.
Indeed, those without physical bodies elicit prejudice for their lack of traditional physical bodies.
As De Witt Douglas Kilgore writes in his essay “Difference Engine: Aliens, Robots, and Other
Racial Matters in the History of Science Fiction,”
If physical difference is not going away, if we are to remain ‘embodied’—to be embodied
and speaking in whatever state of techno-organicity is to be embedded in discursive
realms of difference (as Vint would say)—then how do we conceive our social relations
in recognition of our obligations to others? Easterbrook turns to that part of our
philosophical tradition that sees the self always and only coming into being in relation to
the other. Following this, any subject is defined through a constant ‘opening to alterity.’
The implication here is that we only exist in constant dialectical relation to entities we
consider ‘other.’ (20)
If, as Kilgore states, our existence is so completely entwined with the Other, how can we ever
experience a peaceful existence in a society rife with identity-based hatred and prejudice? As
members of this society who have been steeped in its ideologies, we struggle to imagine possible
solutions or methods for improvement when viewing them in their natural context. The gift of
novels with supernatural elements is that they enable us “somehow to reevaluate or reject the
values, belief systems and formal or stylistic patterns that lie at the roots of traditional realism”
(Swanson 3), and Delany and Butler have created texts that encourage such reevaluation and
questioning through their transgression of the boundaries of realism.
In 1966, over a decade prior to Gardner’s beseeching American authors for a moral
fiction, Samuel R. Delany published his award-winning science fiction novel Babel-17 (1966).
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While a great deal of criticism exists on the topics of Delany’s use of technology2, his use of the
science fiction genre3, race and identity4, and even his abilities to comfortably discuss
linguistics5 within his texts, no criticism discusses Babel-17 at length as a social commentary or
even a call to action, as Gardner might call it, regarding prejudice in American society. While
interviewers and critics alike draw attention to Delany’s personal racial and sexual identities and
surmise how they may affect his writing, none has explored the imagery of oppression—
particularly the closet imagery—that arises throughout the text nor, consequently, has any
investigated possible means of combatting the identity-based prejudice that creates these
oppressive constructs as suggested by the text. In other words, the same amoral mentality
Gardner battles against in On Moral Fiction appears to have drawn the attention of most scholars
away from the social commentary the text offers and forced them toward more genre-focused
studies of the text. In an interview with Takayuki Tatsumi, Delany even urges readers and critics
to do more than explore the genre: “But if you look more closely, you’ll notice the plots of all
my first eight SF novels […] hinge in some way or other on the interpretation of a text” (29). In
“SF and ‘Literature’—or, The Conscience of the King,” Delany posits, “Around every text there
is a space for interpretation. There is no way to abolish the interpretive space from around the
2

Charles Nilon’s “The Science Fiction of Samuel R. Delany and the Limits of Technology” offers a particularly
interesting analysis of Delany’s views on technology.
3

Takayuki Tatsumi’s “Interview: Samuel R. Delany” probes Delany’s SF through a dialogue with the author.

4

See Gregory Rutledge’s “Futurist Fiction & Fantasy: The ‘Racial’ Establishment” and David Lunde’s “Black Man/
Gay Man/ Writer...Prodigy: The Quest for Identity in Delany’s Early Work” for examples, and to quote Jason
Embry, “Carl Malmgren, Seth McEvoy, Jane Weedman, and Sharon DeGraw have suggested in varying degrees that
Delany’s ethnicity, sexual orientation, or dyslexia have inspired his stories and directed his view and subsequent
discussion of language and its role in the formulation of society and social constructs” (91).
5

Sandra Y. Govan’s “The Insistent Presence of Black Folk in the Novels of Samuel R. Delany” touches upon
Delany’s use of SF, identity, and language, and Isiah Lavender III explores Babel-17’s language use in
“Ethnoscapes: Environment and Language in Ishmael Reed’s Mumbo Jumbo, Colson Whitehead’s The Intuitionist,
and Samuel R. Delany’s Babel-17.”
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text: it comes into existence as soon as we recognize that words have meanings, most more than
one each” (75). Delany repeatedly expresses his desire for his readers to interpret and develop
meaning from his stories—to discover purpose within the subtext.
Like Gardner, Delany argues in favor of traditional views and practices of art, saying,
“the best articles, the richest ones, the ones that have the most energy and insight are the most
traditional” (Tatsumi 28). He continues, “When you went to Wagner’s Festspielhaus at Bayreuth,
you went to Pay Attention to a Work of Art; and, today, when you Pay Attention to Art, you are
in the midst of Wagnerism. The respectful, silent, attentive, pseudo-religious attitude we bring to
serious art is Wagner’s legacy—as, today, it is the controlling aspect, attitude, and framework of
modernism, whether theatrical or literary” (31). Wagner’s ideologies shaped contemporary art
appreciation, and Delany advocates for the Wagnerian practices that formed the artistic culture of
his time:
All the major modernists, from T S. Eliot to D. H. Lawrence, to Proust and Thomas
Mann, were Wagner’s children—at least the ones most popular in America. It’s just not
fashionable these days to point it out. As soon as you have something suppressed,
something that it’s intellectually unfashionable to talk about, it becomes pervasive at the
level of the repressed. So, in a sense, precisely as we forget the Wagnerian influences in
modernism as a gallery of specific Wagnerian images, Wagnerism as a set of values, of
attitudes, and as a presumed framework for art rushes in to swamp almost all
considerations of modern art. (31)
Essentially, Delany asks people to realize that, though they wish to move past the traditional, the
traditional has created the entire art culture—the very appreciation of art.
While Delany, much like Gardner, seeks a certain seriousness and search for meaning
within art, he does not believe art must be stagnant or joyless. He talks about playing with words
and ideas in art and how they play back; he just wants readers to realize that “Literature with a
capital ‘L,’ to the extent it still exists after the recent theoretical onslaught, still sees itself as
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reflecting life in some direct and unbiased way” (43), and it is in these reflections of life that art
teaches some of its most important lessons: “it’s important to know what that situation feels like,
from the inside. But it’s also important to know what someone in that situation looks like, from
the outside. You want both sides, especially in the kinds of experiences that make you aware of
the differences between social classes” (Delany qtd. in Tatsumi 33). Art allows us to see and feel
from different perspectives, providing insight into others, creating the kind of meaning/moral
purpose in art for which Delany and Gardner advocate.
Babel-17 does an exceptional job of enabling readers to see life through various social
lenses, forcing them to question and observe the consequences of stereotypes and prejudice.
Gardner “said […] that great fiction provides readers vicarious experience, helping us ‘know
what we believe’ and reinforcing ‘those qualities which are noblest in us’ and leading us ‘to feel
uneasy about our failings and limitations’” (Barrow 49). Like Gardner, Carl Freedman writes in
“Racing Delany” that “this older (and mainly white) postmodernism” does not prioritize these
“questions of identity, authenticity, and ‘subject position’” (476), which is part of the reason he
argues, “Delany has been ahead of everybody else all along” (477). By showing readers life
through the eyes of a vast array of characters who have different economical, sexual, political
backgrounds who are thrown into circumstances that demand they interact with one another,
Babel-17 fulfills Gardner’s criteria for moral fiction. Readers explore Babel-17’s society and
events alongside its characters who constantly face situations that require them to reassess their
worldviews, values, and ideals.
Delany desires his work to be accessible and thought-provoking, which is part of the
reason he selected the genre of SF: “Because SF developed largely outside, and often in
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opposition to, literature, and largely outside literature’s ideological constraints, it kept-in the subgenre of sword-and sorcery—those Wagnerian images, where they could be recognized, intact,
by anyone” (Delany qtd. in Tatsumi 31). SF provided Delany a venue in which to write the noble
Wagnerian/moral literature he values without sacrificing the freedom to explore new ideas. In
other words, literature with supernatural elements (SF in this case) embraces Wagnerian images
because they do not evolve in congruence with the rest of literature, allowing them to continue in
the moral tradition that the rest of literature has repressed. As part of the moral tradition,
Delany’s characters, though alien in some respects, are relatable and undergo situations that
cause them to question their beliefs and stances, leading readers to empathize and examine their
own beliefs and stances, which is why “sf has become one major cognitive framework for
understanding the world” (Frelik 31); it stages life’s complexities, showing them perspectives
readers may never have seen on their own. As Tracie N. Castleberry writes in her article
“Twisting the Other: Using a ‘Third’ Sex to Represent Homosexuality in Science Fiction,” “This
is why science fiction creates the perfect outlet for exploring the Other. Alien cultures become
ethnographic studies and come to represent various aspects of our own culture” (Castleberry 14).
Close, moral readings of Babel-17, the kind Delany calls for, will provide a greater depth
of insight and understanding into a text that is inherently moral because “all true works of art—
can exert their civilizing influence century after century, long after the cultures that produced
them have decayed” (Gardner 105). By having its civilizing influence maximized through close
analysis of what Sandra Y. Govan calls “a multi-layered work” in her essay “The Insistent
Presence of Black Folk in the Novels of Samuel R. Delany” (44), Babel-17—as well as
Fledgling—have a greater potential to influence for centuries. Delany argues,
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Science fiction is a tool to Help you think; and like anything that really helps you think,
by definition it doesn’t do the thinking for you. It’s a tool to help you think about the
present—a present that is always changing, a present in which change itself assures there
is always a range of options for actions, actions presupposing different commitments,
different beliefs, different efforts (of different qualities, different quantities), different
conflicts, different processes, different joys. It doesn’t tell you what’s going to happen
tomorrow. It presents alternative possible images of futures, and presents them in a way
that allows you to question them as you read along in an interesting, moving, and exciting
story. Science fiction doesn’t give you answers. It’s a kind of writing that, at its best, can
help you learn to ask questions—or, as perhaps the greatest modern SF writer, Theodore
Sturgeon, has put it, to ask the Next question—in a world where both doing and not
doing, thinking and not thinking are, for better or worse, different actions with different
consequences. (“The Necessity of Tomorrow(s)” 13)
Perhaps, as Delany suggests, through learning from art, cultures can enhance and preserve
themselves more effectively; perhaps these positive influences can prevent at least some societal
decay. Indeed, “If there are real values, and if those real values help sustain human life, then
literature ought sometimes to mention them” (Gardner 24), and if literature mentions them,
perhaps society will emulate them and become a bit more self-preserving.
Babel-17 grapples with these “real values” throughout, particularly through its
discussions of language. In his essay “Samuel R. Delany and John Wilkins: Artificial Languages,
Science, and Science Fiction,” Michael R. Collings explains, “Science fiction has become
increasingly involved with the workings of communication and communications systems as
writers have become more aware of the role of language in human society and have incorporated
linguistics and communication theory into their fictions” (61). Delany was an African American
man writing Science Fiction in the U.S. during the 1960s, a time when language debates divided
African American communities according to individuals’ use of Standard American English
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(SAE), the language of the oppressor6, or “African American Vernacular English (AAVE)”7
(Cukor-Avila and Bailey 181). His focus on the workings of communication and the centrality of
the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis in Babel-17 is not surprising. In her essay “Created Languages in
Science Fiction,” Ria Cheyne explains the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis: “The key proposal of the
linguistic relativity hypothesis (often called the Whorfian or Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, after the
linguists associated with it) is the idea that the language that people speak affects the way that
they think” (395). This hypothesis was at the forefront of the 1960s language debates; in
“Geneva Smitherman: The Social Ontology of African American Language, the Power of
Nommo, and the Dynamics of Resistance and Identity through Language,” George Yancy writes
that proponents of AAVE argued, “Africanized English is so deeply sedimented with African
conceptions of the self, reality, time, norms of social interaction, and other modes of spiritual and
cultural comportment, that there is something radically distinct—perhaps at the very
psycholinguistic (cultural) deep structural level” (295). Linguist Geneva Smitherman supports
this idea in Talkin and Testifyin: The Language of Black America, stating “that the two different
speech communities [(white and African Americans)] employ differing thought patterns and
conceptions of reality and that these differences are reflected in different styles of discourse”
(140). Proponents of SAE, on the other hand—much like they do today—argued that everyone
should speak “correctly,” i.e., like them.

6

In her essay “The Master’s Tools Will Never Dismantle the Master’s House,” Audre Lorde explains that having to
use the language of the oppressor, “the master’s tools,” to combat their oppression severely limits the oppressed, for
the master will always have the advantage of ownership.
7

For a thorough history of AAVE and the various associate language debates over the years, see The Oxford
Handbook of African American Language (2015), edited by Sonja Lanehart.
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In the midst of a debate that paired two distinct communities with two distinct languages
and, thus, worldviews, Delany recalls, “There was me, who passed from one to the other twice a
day” (“Tomorrow(s)” 5). Because he did not “belong” to either community, Delany explains that
he questioned “the distinctions the more […] I became a far more astute observer of our own
racial situation than I might otherwise have been” (8). His questioning and observation continue,
and Delany explores the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis throughout the SF world of Babel-17. He often
reiterates, “Science fiction is not about the future; it uses the future as a narrative convention to
present significant distortions of the present […] Science fiction is about the current world—the
given world shared by writer and reader” (“Some Presumptuous Approaches to SF” 26).
Although writing in the traditionally white, futuristic genre of science fiction, Delany
“address[es] dilemmas specific to the 20th century […] in Babel-17, a work which takes on the
relationship between language identity and [blacks’] experience of reality” (Johnson 5). Indeed,
these 20th century dilemmas of language and identity influence and inspire the central themes of
Babel-17; the entire plot centers around Babel-17, a language created by the main character’s
oppressor to further subjugate its enemies, and the characters in the text must determine what to
do with the oppressor’s language—adopt, modify, or refuse to accept—when it becomes part of
their reality. They must determine what the consequences of their individual choices will be on
their interpersonal relationships. As in the 1960s language debates, the characters in Babel-17
will have to examine the effects of using the oppressor’s language on the Other’s community and
its individuals. Through heroine Rydra Wong, Delany explores, illuminates, and comments upon
the role of language in society and, through the text, suggests a beginning place for conflict
resolution for a cyclically prejudiced and warring universe.
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Babel-17 tells the story of Rydra Wong and her quest to decode Babel-17. When she was
a child, a war raged between the Invaders and the Alliance, and an Invader attack left Rydra an
orphan. The trauma left her with nearly perfect communication abilities. Recounting the incident,
she remarks, “I don’t know whether it was psychological or physiological, but I came out of the
whole business with total verbal recall” (Delany 9). These abilities have created a name for
Rydra, and she is known as “this age’s voice” (4); her communication skills are unparalleled in
the universe. The war that imparted these skills on her as a child continues into her adulthood,
and they are the very thing that leads to her involvement in the war, underscoring the cyclical
nature of conflict and prejudice: the marks left on her by the Invaders as a child cause her to fight
against them as an adult.
Because of Rydra’s linguistic abilities, the Alliance calls upon her to aid them in the war
when they discover a mysterious Invader code, Babel-17, and Rydra agrees to lend her skills,
unaware of how drastically this single translation job will change her life. Babel-17 opens midaction; General Forester of the Alliance has sent Babel-17 to Rydra, requesting that she decode it
because it seems to have something to do with a recent string of sabotages. As Rydra works with
it, she deciphers that Babel-17 is actually a language, and she reveals, “I’m going to solve this
whole Babel-17 business by myself” (Delany 23). In order to solve it, Rydra must amass a crew
to help her fly her spaceship as she seeks out the origins of Babel-17. In true Rydra fashion, she
selects an unlikely group of individuals to pilot her ship, for her ability to read even body
language enables her to determine compatibility between people who, at first glance, have
nothing in common. Because of her knack for communication, Rydra has an ability to bring
people together and create community amongst individuals who do not know and may even fear
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or dislike one another. After evaluating each of the crewmembers and ensuring that they were
“people [she] could talk to”—which, as an expert in communication and community, she knew
would be vital to their success—they set off together to resolve the issue of Babel-17 (55). Along
the way, they begin to experience various acts of sabotage, are kidnapped, meet new and often
strange acquaintances, and unravel the mystery of Babel-17. While Rydra begins the Allianceaiding journey with the utmost confidence in her abilities as a ship’s captain, a communicator,
and the epicenter of her ship’s community, the trip has a great deal to teach her—and perhaps the
reader as well—about the power of oppressor/oppressed relationships and the even greater power
needed to overcome them.
Rydra’s role as an exceptional communicator is key to the novel’s commentary on the
power of language to create or destroy community, for it is through her communicative abilities
and failings that Babel-17 demonstrates communication’s ability to unite or divide. Indeed,
“Babel-17 is fundamentally concerned with communication. Delany portrays Rydra Wong in a
number of roles (as spaceship captain, poet, and military code breaker) and in relationships with
an unusual variety of people (including the discorporate); in all of them, she is, as Susan StoneBlackburn writes in “Adult Telepathy: Babel-17 and The Left Hand of Darkness,” communicator
par excellence” (Stone-Blackburn 247-8). On the second page of Babel-17, Delany proclaims
that “Rydra Wong has become this age’s voice” (4) for the first time, though he makes certain to
repeat this idea later on as well. By immediately declaring Rydra the voice of her age, Delany
informs his audience that Rydra, better than any individual in any worlds at that time, represents
a universal perspective, resulting from her knowledge of and ability to use multiple languages.
While her knack for spoken and written languages alone is impressive, she has another ability
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that only she and her therapist and close friend, Dr. Marksu T’mwarba (Mocky), know; she
confides in Mocky that she can read people’s inner thoughts through their body language, an
ability she gained after a trauma during the battle in which her parents were killed. Between the
two abilities, Rydra has an unprecedented communication expertise. She remarks, “I know what
[people] want to say, and I say it for them” (18). Rydra’s communication abilities are so
substantial that she is able to voice the “clumsy feelings that [people] can’t express” (18), which
explains her success as the voice of her age as well as her ability to connect with everyone she
meets: dead or alive. She even manages to understand unspoken ideas and feelings, translating
and combining an entire age into a single voice, encapsulating its essence, verbally capturing the
Zeitgeist.
Rydra manages to create a single voice for her age, but as the text progresses, the
characters’ interactions increasingly reveal that, even within the “sides” of the conflict, societal
divisions create distrust and segmentation that interfere with community progress. Because of
her linguistic knowledge level, Rydra receives a request from the Alliance, who is the
Other/oppressed people group of the universe, victims of the Invaders’ oppression, according to
the world as Rydra knows it. They want Rydra to decode an intercepted message that they
believe has something to do with a string of sabotages. Forester acknowledges Rydra’s linguistic
abilities, stating, “And on the worlds of five galaxies, now, people delve your imagery and
meaning for the answers to the riddles of language, love, and isolation” (Delany 10). Again, the
text underscores Rydra’s communication skills and insight into people, lest we somehow
overlook them. The Alliance assumes the message is a code, which they are calling Babel-17,
and even when Rydra tells General Forester of the Alliance that the message is not a code but a
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language, he is reticent to go against what his own experts say, even though they have been
unable to crack the “code.” Finally, Rydra says, “General, although [your cryptographers] know
a hell of a lot about codes, they know nothing of the nature of language” (8). Even though he
recognizes Rydra’s skillset, Forester seems to distrust Rydra when he is asked to believe her over
his own people. Both Forester and Rydra choose to help the Alliance, but because she is not part
of his specific group within followers of the Alliance, he is hesitant to extend trust, leaving
Rydra the impression she must prove herself.
Demonstrating her expertise, Rydra plainly explains language’s qualities in clear terms,
educating both Forester and readers about the significant role that language plays in a person’s
perceptions of the world. Rydra explains the properties of codes to General Forester: “[B]oth
[types of codes] have this in common: once you find the key, you just plug it in and out come
logical sentences. A language, however, has its own internal logic, its own grammar, its own way
of putting thoughts together” (Delany 6-7). Rydra informs both Forester and the reader that, as a
language, Babel-17 has the potential to greatly influence the logic and thoughts of all those who
learn it. Collings asserts, “Science fiction has frequently reflected the attitudes of linguists and
other scholars toward language” (61), and Rydra’s view of language’s role reflects the linguistic
environment in which Delany wrote Babel-17:
For linguists, the current situation involves discoveries of the roles language plays and its
power in forming human thoughts and perceptions, to the point that, as Wittgenstein said,
‘The limits of my language mean the limits of my world.’ And, as Peter Farb further
argues, this awareness is a unique property of the twentieth century: ‘For tens, and
perhaps hundreds, of thousands of years, people regarded language as a holy instrument
that let them look out upon the world in wonder and fear and joy […] Only in the last few
decades have people suspected that their window on the world has a glass that gives a
distorted view. Language is no longer certain to open up new sights to the imagination;
rather it is thought by some to obscure the vision of reality.’ (Collings 61)
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People who lack the knowledge that language “shapes perception drastically and completely”
potentially risk everything when dealing with language, which Delany will demonstrate through
General Forester (Delany 10). Knowledge of this sort determines the difference between desiring
to stop the sabotage and actually stopping it or, in other words, the differences between
destruction and death and prevention and life, respectively.
Although she understands and communicates on behalf of those around her, Rydra
struggles to express her own feelings and ideas to others, a problem that Babel-17 further
exposes and exacerbates. Because the two have open and effective communication, Rydra is free
to tell Mocky everything that has her mind racing. She tells him her frustration: “I know what
[people] want to say, and I say it for them.” She is able to voice the “clumsy feelings that
[people] can’t express” (Delany 18), but she cannot express her own—even to Mocky. This is
the first indication that Rydra does not feel as connected to others as they feel to her.
Interestingly, as she discusses her difficulties with communicating herself, Mocky realizes
“[s]omething else was happening in her Oriental face” (21); Babel-17 has taken her focus. When
he asks about it, she confides in him, “There’s something about the language itself that scares
me” (22). Because of her excellent communication abilities, Rydra senses the power inherent in
this particular language; she knows that this language has “got to be involved with the Invasion”
(11), and soon, she knows “where the next accident is going to be” (22).
As Rydra translates the Invaders’ language, she begins to comprehend their physical
attack plans, but she overlooks the internal effects the language is having on her: growing fear
and tendencies toward isolation. Rydra intuits the danger of Babel-17, so she tells Mocky, “I
figured out I’d better talk to somebody first,” after making it clear that she is “going to solve this
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whole Babel-17 business by myself” (Delany 23). Mocky becomes suddenly quiet, only tilting
his head to urge her onward. Continuing, Rydra states, “[M]ost textbooks say language is a
mechanism for thought, Mocky. But language is thought. Thought is information given form.
The form is language […] when you learn another tongue, you learn the way another people see
the world, the universe” (23). Yancy claims the same, writing, “[T]o use the term ‘language’ is to
suggest an entire cultural identity […] and a legitimate mode of reality construction” (295).
These few lines encapsulate the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis and form much of the novel’s subtext;
language dictates a person’s perceptions, ideas, and worldviews, and it makes it an incredible
weapon or tool, depending on the user’s purposes and conscientiousness.
At first, Rydra at least appears conscientious and alert to the dangers of handling
language haphazardly, but her immovability regarding her Babel-17 plan shows that her visit to
Mocky is more ceremonial than genuine; Rydra places little value in his words, and thereby his
community, regarding her Babel-17 plan. Despite Mocky’s gentle warnings, Rydra determines to
take Babel-17 in hand, in spite of its potential hazard. She tells him, “I want to find out who
speaks this language—because I want to find out who, or what, in the Universe thinks that way”;
“I’m going to get a spaceship, get a crew together, and get to the scene of the next accident”
(Delany 23). She is set on seeking Babel-17, so Mocky’s pleas that she is “not the most stable
person in the world” and that she should at least let him read over her psyche-indices are met
with a “thanks” and the promise she will “leave tomorrow” (24). Mocky, reflecting on Rydra’s
fear of a talking myna bird as a child, understands that he cannot stop her: “So now, thirteen
years later, something else was speaking to her, and now she was scared. He knew how scared
she could be; he also knew with what bravery she could face down her fears” (26). Mocky’s
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respect for Rydra’s courage appears to comfort him, but a foreboding tension looms through the
entire conversation. Rydra knows that she should talk to someone before making such a
dangerous decision, but when she goes to converse, she does so with blocked ears. She knows
the importance of communication with her community and the safety it provides, but in spite of
the perils of language she has just recited, Rydra proceeds without heeding Mocky’s advice.
This rejection of the communal voice and wisdom begins the formation of walls between
the community and Rydra—the first signs of her entering a psychological closet. Babel-17 has
already started to colonize Rydra’s mind and close her off to her community, causing her to
dismiss the advice of the person who knows her best—someone she instinctively goes to for
protection when she is afraid. As the text and Rydra’s interactions with Babel-17 progress, the
divisive power of the oppressors’ language becomes increasingly clear. Her mindfulness of
language and expert communication abilities slow Babel-17’s takeover of her thought processes,
but her determination to solve it alone suggests that the isolation of the psychological closet is
imminent.
Although Rydra ignores her and Mocky’s better judgment, leaving her “still frightened,”
she still recognizes her need for community—as well as her inability to fly a ship on her own—
and sets off to find her crew (Delany 26). In a universe rife with prejudice, creating a compatible
ship community can be quite a feat. During her conversation with Mocky, we learn that in
addition to the factions of Invader and Alliance in Rydra’s universe, there is, within the Alliance,
a separation between Customs and Transport. Rydra and Mocky contemplate where she falls, for
Mocky is essentially Customs and she has interacted mostly with Customs, but her parents were
Transport and she “was Transport up until the time of the Embargo” (24). Because she will “be
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managing Transport people” on the ship, Mocky tries to evaluate where Rydra fits, as the two
classes do not interact well, but Rydra does not fit. She is neither and both; she does not fit into
the dichotomy. It is her neither/bothness, or “thirdness,” that allows Rydra to move fluidly
among people of various backgrounds; she is able to communicate and thus connect with
everyone. As Frantz Fanon claims in his book Black Skin, White Masks, a psychological study of
the effects of racism and colonization, “To speak a language is to take on a world, a culture”
(38). Rydra’s ability to communicate with people regardless of their background enables her to
enter their world, their culture; it breaks down systematized barriers and creates relationships.
Because she has this gift, she has freedom to wander from district to district without fear.
Rydra’s freedom to wander and to lead others through various districts is unique; she
enables her companions to walk beyond the confines of and to experience life outside of their
limited stations. When Rydra hires Customs Officer Appleby to sanction her crew, trouble arises,
for Appleby is used to the limited boundaries of his experience, comfortably distanced from
anything that does not align with his understanding of how things should be. In his essay
“Racism and Science Fiction,” Delany stresses,
Racism [(read: “prejudice”)] is a system. As such, it is fueled as much by chance as by
hostile intentions and equally the best intentions as well. It is whatever systematically
acclimates people, of all colors, to become comfortable with the isolation and segregation
of the races [(read: “people groups”)], on a visual, social, or economic level—which in
turn supports and is supported by socio-economic discrimination. (par. 30)
This systemization is ingrained in Appleby, who is in the upper socio-economic echelon of
Alliance society and is accustomed to the tidy divisions of segregation. Because Rydra is in a
hurry, she expects Appleby to come with her immediately as she seeks out her crewmembers.
Appleby, clearly uncomfortable, tells her, “But Miss Wong, I don’t walk around Transport Town
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at night” (Delany 27). Delany’s personal experiences as an African American in the 1960s
surface in Appleby’s fear of entering the Other’s space in the darkness. The echoes of 1960s
white mothers’ voices warning their children to stay out of those places cling to Appleby’s
words.
In moments like this, readers may easily recognize the text’s reflection of their daily
lives, and this opens the possibility that the other ideas represented in this text may also be
applied to the “real world.” Delany articulates his desire for real-world associations in an
interview: “I hope you can see: it’s not my characters, who, at the level of the subject, are
somehow congruent with some fancied Real Life of the writer. It’s rather situations, irreducibly
social, among many elements in my books, which are analogous to social situations I have seen
from the edge, been centrally trapped in, or gone careening through” (qtd. in Tatsumi 34). These
social situations, Delany emphasizes, are the part of his work he desires his readers to notice. As
Gary Westfahl states in “Janeways and Thaneways; the Better Half, and Worse Half, of Science
Fiction Television,” and Delany was doubtlessly aware, “[T]he young nerds attracted to science
fiction may have shared the gender and skin-colour of the era’s dominant class, but in every
other way they were alienated and marginalized members of society […] rejected, ridiculed, and
out of place. Such people often bond with, and adopt the attitudes of, other members of society
who feel rejected, ridiculed and out of place” (b32). By creating characters and social situations
with which his white audience could identify, Delany could challenge and possibly even change
the some of the attitudes held by young white men, who could potentially influence future social
relations.
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According to Delany, SF should always resonate with reality. He insists, “[A]nyone who
reads or writes sf seriously knows that its particular excellence is […] in all the brouhaha
clinging about these unreal worlds, chords, are sounded in total sympathy with the real” (“Five
Thousand” X-60). He does not, as Gardner accuses mainstream postmodern authors of doing,
point to the texture of his prose or use nearly inaccessible, philosophic language with the
intention of showcasing his mastery of language. Rather, he looks to experience and “sympathy
with the real” as the driving forces for his work, explaining that his interests lie “in problems of
writing, problems of language, problems of life, and problems of art” (qtd. in Tatsumi 29). He
writes with life and with his audience in mind, noting, “[S]cience fiction has always been
immeasurably more intimate with its readers, with its critics, than has literature—at least than
literature has been since World War One” (28). As an author and artist, Delany takes this
relationship with his readers seriously.
Delany sees the potential of art as a vehicle for social change, and as he writes in the
midst of several race-based sociopolitical movements, he desires to see change effected through
art—to educate readers about the kinds of events taking place in the world. Nathan Irvin
Huggins, author of Harlem Renaissance, which chronicles African American history, life, and art
around the time of the Harlem Renaissance, explains, “Negro experience in the United States has
been inseparably tied to issues of social reform, so one would naturally expect a Negro art with a
message” (203). Once again, moral art is embraced and even encouraged in marginalized
society; Gardner needed only to expand his literary gaze to discover and, as he says critics
should, make known the “good art” for which he called. Govan likewise comments on the failure
of critics to look beyond mainstream literature:
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By focusing on writers who have lent themselves, conveniently, to our presuppositions
and who have obliged us by creating works we review and judge according to expected
patterns, we have developed a critical astigmatism which prevents us from clearly seeing
black writers who work outside our established norms. This serious limitation has, until
recently, prohibited us from recognizing the achievements of so gifted a writer as Samuel
R. Delany, merely because he works in a popular form […] He is also a writer who, while
working in a genre long dominated by whites, brings to his speculative worlds a black
presence and a subtle black perspective. (43)
Perhaps the “critical astigmatism” to which Govan refers managed to keep unexpected works
such as Delany’s from Gardner’s view. Regardless of the reason critics had previously
overlooked such works, Govan encourages critics and readers to take notice of Delany’s—as
well as other minorities’—unexpected works now and observe that race influences the worlds
Delany creates. Govan writes, referring to Delany’s The Ballad of Beta-2, “While race is not a
primary issue here, the lessons of oppression and negatively emphasized difference certainly are”
(46). Govan’s claims also resonate with Babel-17; lessons of oppression and negatively
emphasized difference saturate the text, particularly in Transport Town.
Identity differences and prejudices surface quickly for Appleby as he leaves his Customs
world, highlighting Rydra’s ability to see past superficial variations. As they enter into Transport
Town, the text describes many of the sights, such as “restaurants of many worlds” and an ebonyskinned man with “jewels set into his chest, face, arms, and thighs” (Delany 28). This man is
Lome, who speaks differently than they do and takes the reader into the town beside them.
Appleby keeps his distance from Rydra and Lome, fearing she will introduce the men. When
Lome leaves, she asks why Appleby fears Lome, and in turn, he asks himself, “How did she
know?” (29). Once again, Rydra finds herself in another person’s thoughts. Too shook up from
the interaction to pursue his thought, he blurts, “‘Where in five hells did he come from?’ and she
replies, ‘He’s an Earthman’” (29). In disbelief, Appleby asks her,
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‘You mean all that getup is cosmetisurgery?’
‘Um-hm’ […]
‘But why the devil do they do that to themselves? They’re all so weird. That’s why
decent people won’t have anything to do with them.’ (29)
Appleby unapologetically responds in disgust, showcasing a clear “us vs. them” mentality, even
though both groups are within the Alliance. Appleby, not understanding the Transport culture,
writes all Transport people off as weird and indecent, confining them mentally to a closet marked
“Other,” where he neatly files all of their differences without dealing with them. Rydra, on the
other hand, nonchalantly compares cosmetisurgery to the tattoos sailors used to get. Physically,
Appleby continues through the town, but he has created a very real mental barrier between
himself and them.
Appleby has accepted the relationship between himself and Transport as vertically divided,
with Customs on top, but his journey into Transport Town shows him that, in the realm of
prejudice, no one group reigns supreme. Following Lome’s advice, Rydra and Appleby head to a
café to look for Brass, the pilot Rydra wants to hire. Suddenly, Appleby realizes that this is
where fights are held and exclaims, “But that’s supposed to be illegal!” (Delany 30). Rydra
calmly replies that the bill never passed, diffusing Appleby’s indignance. With Rydra there to
answer his questions and quell his fears, as well as set the facts straight, Appleby’s disgust
slowly turns to interest. As he sees “the results of cosmetisurgery [that] were enough to keep the
eyes leaping,” he whispers, “I’ve never been in a place like this before!” (30). Rydra’s effective
communication leads to Appleby’s understanding, so the closet he has constructed for these
people whom he considers weird and indecent begins to collapse. In fact, he quickly finds
himself as an Other: “‘At least take your shoes and shirt off,’ Rydra said, slipping off her blouse.
‘People will think you’re strange’” (31). In this new environment, Appleby has become the
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strange one. Rydra’s suggestion that those in the café will view Appleby as strange awakens him
to realize that, as Marie Jakober writes in her article “The Continuum of Meaning: A Reflection
on Speculative Fiction and Society,” “Everyone is someone else’s mutant, someone else’s
enemy” (29); in this district, Appleby—average and normal among his Customs peers—stands
out unpleasantly and elicits prejudice. He, too, experiences “the phenomenon of Othering—the
process by which humans decide that another is an Other, both different and inferior, deserving
of abuse or even death” (29-30). As a member of Customs, Appleby’s primary shortcoming to
Transport people is Custom’s maltreatment of Transport.
Customs regulates Transport Town, and therefore Transport folk. Delany’s real-world
observation that “the white [gate] seemed to surround the black, holding the black one to its
place and keeping it rather more crushed together in less space” translates to the relationship
between Customs, the oppressor, and Transport, the oppressed (“Tomorrow(s)” 5). Transport
people, policed and contained by Customs in their physical world, sometimes attempt to gain a
sense of control by closing themselves off mentally from Customs, while Customs people often
create mental barriers toward Transport due to feelings of supremacy. Customs and Transport are
mutually suspicious of each other, resulting in internal/psychological closeting—a containment
of the self—often stemming from the shame of external closeting. For some, internal closeting
brings a sense of superiority and control by setting themselves apart from the Other, and
increased inferiority to others, as is the case with Calli, a Navigator Two:
Calli: ‘Hey, Customs!’
Appleby: ‘Eh...pardon me?’
‘What you doing here, Customs?’
‘Sir, I am not bothering you.’
‘And I’m not bothering you. Have a drink, Customs. I’m being friendly.’
‘Thank you very much, but I’d rather—’
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‘I’m being friendly. You’re not. If you’re not gonna be friendly, Customs, I’m not gonna
be friendly either.’
‘Well, I’m with some—’ He looked helplessly at Rydra.
‘Come on. Then you both have a drink. On me. Real friendly, damn it.’ (Delany 31)
The tension is palpable as drunken Calli aggressively approaches uneasy Appleby.
Though he claims to be friendly, Calli’s forcefulness and his willingness to quickly shift
to unfriendliness if Appleby does not respond to him as he desires informs onlookers that Calli’s
“What are you doing here” is not a friendly greeting but a distrustful demand to an unwelcome
Customs person who has transgressed boundary lines. Delany, speaking specifically of racism,
though his claim expands to all identity-based prejudice, explains responses like Calli’s, stating,
[W]hat racism as a system does is isolate and segregate the people of one race, or group,
or ethnos from another. As a system it can be fueled by chance as much as by hostility or
by the best of intentions. (‘I thought they would be more comfortable together. I thought
they would want to be with each other...’) And certainly one of its strongest
manifestations is as a socio-visual system in which people become used to always seeing
blacks with other blacks and so—because people are used to it—being uncomfortable
whenever they see blacks mixed in, at whatever proportion, with whites. (“Racism and
SF” par. 28)
Calli functions within a similar system in which his socio-visual norm does not include Customs
mixed in with Transport; Appleby came to Transport Town to assist Rydra, not to assert his
dominance, but Calli has been trained that Customs and Transport should not mix. Appleby’s
helpless look to Rydra reveals the fear he feels as an oppressor who has stepped into the ghetto,
so to speak: the controlled space. Always the peacemaker, Rydra intercepts Calli’s attention,
asking, “Why are you so ‘friendly’ tonight?” to which he replies, “I’m just friendly with
Customs here. I like you” (Delany 31). Obviously, Calli is not being truly friendly, as he implies
his dislike for Appleby in the latter half of his comment to Rydra.
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Calli approaches Appleby with an animosity and suspicion similar to that with which
Appleby approaches Transport Town and its people, and as their interactions continue, Calli’s
comments uncover the cause of his attitude toward Appleby: his resentment toward Appleby’s
higher rank in their societal hierarchy. The fights are a form of entertainment in Transport Town,
so Calli’s negative reaction to seeing a Customs officer—a reminder of his inferiority in
society—during what should be his pleasurable time, is not surprising, nor is his consequential
confronting of Appleby when he finds him on “his turf.” As Alain Locke asserts in his essay “Art
or Propaganda,” while discussing how minorities can combat majorities in art and literature,
“The sense of inferiority must be innerly compensated, self-conviction must supplant selfjustification and in the dignity of this attitude a convinced minority must confront a
condescending majority” (1). However, Calli’s attitude does not seem to have reached the “selfconviction” phase, as it is not with dignity but anger that he approaches Appleby. Because
Customs looks down on Transport, a reciprocal contempt develops and furthers the problem.
Their angry interactions would normally only compound the situation, but this time, they have
with them what I call a polyoid—taken from the Greek prefix poly-, meaning “many,” and the
suffix –oid, “meaning like, resembling, in the form of,”8 someone who defies dichotomizing in
one or several ways—Rydra.
Because Rydra can read how each side feels and creates a communication-friendly
environment, the walls between the two sides continue to fall apart, though the years of societal
training that have fortified these walls do not slip away effortlessly. Babel-17 frequently
reiterates the peacemaking power of effective communication and understanding. On their own,
these two groups find themselves on the verge of coming to blows, only further engraining an
8
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already deep-seated hatred, but when a polyoid intervenes, providing knowledge through
language to each about the other, the mounting hatred and fear fall to the strength of mutual
understanding and connection, giving way to community. Babel-17 does not ignore or simplify
the complexities of prejudice and hate; instead, it offers language as a medication to begin
healing and preempting interpersonal conflict. Language is not a magical elixir to instantly solve
all problems, but its healing properties do appear, at times, to be almost supernatural.
Reinforcing this potency, the supernatural aspect of this text is, in Rydra, language, and when
she is mindful of its use, she is able to use its properties to elicit understanding, even for
someone as seemingly closed off as Appleby…slowly.
With the guidance of Rydra’s words, Appleby seems to be moving away from his initial
prejudices, but a lifetime of prejudice proves difficult to shake entirely. He meets Brass, Rydra’s
pilot, who bears more resemblance to a lion than a man because of extensive cosmetisurgery, and
Brass gently responds, “Just cosmetisurgery,” to Appleby’s look of amazement (Delany 38). The
unknown and unfamiliar façades still surprise Appleby, but he no longer immediately rejects and
others the variances in appearance. He even communicates directly with Brass and relaxes some
when Brass reassures him that his appearance should not frighten him; Rydra, the bridge
connecting him to Transport people, has shown him that superficial variances are just that:
superficial. Differences between Customs and Transport, however, extend beyond cosmetic
enhancements. Years of war and mutual hatred have defined the relationships between Transport
and Customs, and as the characters divulge their personal histories, the cause for the ongoing
strife between them becomes clearer and resolution becomes harder to imagine.
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Although never stated explicitly, Transport seems to have a much higher casualty rate
than Customs in the war against the Invaders, and the consequent devastation continues to mold
Transport lives long after the battles end. Rydra, interested in employing Calli and Ron,
Navigators Two and Three, respectively, inquires about their One: “Why’s she dead?” and Calli
answers, “Ran into Invaders. Only people who ain’t dead, Brass, me, and Three; and our Eye”
(Delany 33). Like Rydra, these new crewmembers have sustained great loss at the hands of the
Invaders. Calli and Ron’s partner, Cathy, with whom they were “tripled” (33)—“a close,
precarious, emotional, and sexual relation with two other people” (43)—died in the attack as
well, leaving the men devastated. Observing their depression and consequent seclusion, Rydra
scolds, “You’re going to mope around here forever? Go to the Morgue” (33). Although Ron and
Calli still have each other, and even Brass, from their former ship community, they have
succumbed to the Invaders’ oppression by staying within the controlled space of Transport Town
and refusing to seek a new One: a One who would complete them personally and professionally,
making them employable and active members of Transport/the Alliance once more. Embry
explains that, “the world in the beginning of [Babel-17] is fragmented due to the otherness
represented in language and thought. Things are defined through the negative, creating isolation
and suspicion” (90). Calli and Ron are no exception; they view themselves by what they do not
have and fear the prospect of allowing someone new into their lives and have decided to remain
in semi-isolation instead of risking further hurt and brokenness. They have each other from their
immediate community and Brass from their ship’s crew, making the controlled space of
Transport Town tolerable.
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Unlike Calli and Ron, who still have each other, the Eye from the crew lost his Ear and
Nose, the rest of his triple; the Eye lacks the intimate ties of an immediate community to which
he is accustomed, and without the strength, support, protection, and life inherent in community,
the Eye cannot continue living in the oppressive controlled space. Calli and Ron lend strength to
each other through the bonds of community, but the Eye, Calli tells Rydra, “cracked up without
his Ear and Nose” (33). A discorporate, the Eye has no way to maintain communication with
Brass and the Navigators, for embodied people—with the exception of Rydra—cannot clearly
recall their interactions with the discorporate, causing a major disconnect between the corporate
and discorporate. Clearly supernatural beings, the discorporate do not neatly translate to reality.
Delany writes,
As the SF reader knows (and the literary reader often becomes uncomfortably aware
within the first few paragraphs of any SF text), science fiction does not try to represent
the world. It conscientiously misrepresents the world in an endless series of lucidly
readable ways—and this amounts to something very different from literature’s exhaustion
(which, perhaps naively, I take to mean nothing more than ‘intense fatigue’) before
representation’s admittedly daunting problematics. (“An Author’s Introduction” xvi)
In the face of these daunting problematics, questions such as “what are we to make of the
discorporate?” often arise for readers. According to Delany, “[S]cience fiction, because of the
object priorities in the way we read it, in the questions we ask of it, in the modes by which we
must interpret it simply for it to make sense, is able to critique directly both particular institutions
and the larger cultural object in general” (“Disch, II” 141-2). So, how can we interpret the
discorporate? Easterbrook’s idea of defining the self “in relation to the other” (Kilgore 20)—the
not-self—offers one possible interpretation, so comparing the Eye with the other surviving
members of his ship should provide some insight into his purpose. Brass, an individual in the
larger community of the ship who does not have a more immediate/triple community, remains in
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the controlled space of Transport Town and maintains communication/relationships with his
surviving crewmembers. Calli and Ron, two parts of a triple and members of the larger ship
community, cling to each other—their immediate community—and maintain
communication/relationships with Brass in the controlled space. The Eye, however, is the sole
survivor of his triple and cannot communicate with the rest of the surviving crewmembers. He is
invisible and, for all intents and purposes, without a voice, even in his own ship community. This
supernatural element, the discorporate Eye, encourages readers to ponder and, to an extent, face
what happens to the unseen, voiceless oppressed of society and even who the unseen and
voiceless are in society and their own communities. The conundrum, of course, remains that a
closeted person often lacks a proper means of communication or fears calling out for help,
cutting them off from community. When the Invaders kill nearly everyone on the Eye’s ship,
they sever his ties to those with whom he can communicate; through their oppression and killing,
the Invaders have taken the Eye’s only communication community, so he opts for suicide,
heading to the Morgue.
The Morgue in Babel-17 does not present the same finality it does in reality, but
represents one of the most severe instances of closeting in the text. In his article “Semiotics,
Space Opera and Babel-17,” William H. Hardesty explains that the Morgue performs “the
recording of human consciousness so that suicides ‘who [“discorporate”] through regular
Morgue channels can be called back’” (Hardesty 65). In Transport Town, death can act as a
closet for those, like the Eye, who choose it—those who have not died of old age or too
gruesomely—allowing them to hide away from the pain and oppression they face in life. Calli
answers Rydra’s “why is he dead” by relating the Eye’s extreme loss. While victims like the Eye
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choose to enter into death, the trauma and pain experienced at the hands of an oppressor is
almost always the motivation for entering the closet. In Samuel Delany, Seth McEvoy remarks
that Delany’s themes “of loneliness and apartness [are…] not surprising since he was not an
ordinary child: advanced intellectually but saddled with dyslexia, black in a white America, gay
in a heterosexual society” (59); Delany’s own experience with difference and isolation enabled
him to effectively create situations that portray why oppressed people “could deliberately choose
to remain in or to reenter the closet in some or all segments of their life” (Sedgwick 68). In
Magic(al) Realism: The New Critical Idiom, Maggie A. Bowers asserts that non-European
American texts, typically written by and/or about authors like Delany, figures that mainstream
European America has marginalized, often expose “the depth of the effects of colonization on
both the colonizers and the indigenous people […] in the novel” (38). The Eye’s decision to
closet himself in the Morgue—to literally remove his consciousness because of the pain the
colonizers/Invaders have caused, the kind McEvoy says Delany would know all too well—
reveals, as Bowers says, the level of suffering experienced by the oppressed. In reality, a person
whose pain drives them to suicide cannot be conjured back to life, but in Babel-17, however,
Morgue suicides allow the “crossing and recrossing” of even death’s boundaries (Sedgwick 71).
Because Babel-17 embraces the supernatural, we can see what would happen if the dead
could start living again: how they can rediscover and recover life, love, and meaning for
themselves and their new communities, bringing healing and wholeness where hurt and
oppression once dominated. This use of the supernatural creates scenarios in which the “what
ifs” can be explored, and they encourage us as readers to question how society may function
differently if we choose to operate outside of typical societal norms. What does each of us
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contribute to our individual communities? What healing could we bring if we choose community
over closets? Marginalized authors like Delany use texts with supernatural elements to encourage
these contemplations in a way that Gardner lamented many novels written by his mainstream
contemporaries could not.
Writers such as Delany use moral art with supernatural elements to comment on and lead
readers to probe and challenge societal practices outside of the real-life contexts that limit their
perspectives or even discourage them from reading authors not included in the traditional literary
canon. The limitations of the canon prevent both the oppressor and the oppressed from
considering the perspectives of the marginalized, and as Daniel Cruz asserts in A Third Way to
Change: Violence against Whites in African American Novels from the 1970s, “Art is essential
for the oppressed because it affirms their existence, it offers an undistorted mirror that reflects
who they truly are (human, equal to whites or any other group in all ways) rather than who the
oppressors say they are (subhuman, inferior in intelligence and cultural progression)” (35).
Literary art enables readers to reflect on societal norms by presenting them with reflections of
their own society and allowing them to see the world anew, challenging both the oppressor and
the oppressed to (re)view their reality. Minority literature typically presents a marginalized
perspective of society, exposing many of the problematic social structures and beliefs that
perpetuate cycles of prejudice and maltreatment. Minority literature with supernatural
elements—elements such as reanimation of the dead and accessing the deads’ “thinking ability”
through the Morgue (Delany 49)—allows readers to contemplate any (im)possible solution to
societal dysfunctionalities.
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While Babel-17 offers alternative solutions, it does not obfuscate the deep-seated nature
of prejudice and its effects; through Calli and Appleby’s continued interaction, the text
demonstrates that healing resists quick-fixes and entails a process that involves uncovering layers
of mutual hurt and presuppositions through communication. As Rydra and her crew continue
toward the Morgue, Appleby continues to encounter what is, for him, the unusual. He sees the
souls of the dead—the discorporate—wandering through town, and he thinks, “I’ve never been
close enough to speak to a discorporate soul” (Delany 42). Appleby, in an attitude highly
reminiscent of slumming, watches the sights, entertained. Calli, however, becomes defensive as
the two exchange comments about the way Transport functions, and Appleby condescendingly
quips that he knows why Transport people claim they use dead crewmembers (faster reflexes
than the living, etc.): “‘You don’t know anything, Customs.’ The tone was of their first exchange
in the café. ‘Aw, you hide in your Customs cage, cage hid in the safe gravity of Earth […] You
have nothing to say to me!’” (42). Calli’s words reveal what he sees as a truth about the position
of oppressors: oppressors have the freedom to closet themselves to avoid the oppressed—much
as Appleby does mentally when he first enters Transport Town—but they also have the freedom
to move between closets when they so choose.
Calli knows full well that he lives within the boundaries Customs has set, reinforcing
Houston Baker’s claim that a person whose locale is under another’s domination remain
placeless. The oppressors’ privileged position provides them with an autonomy and mobility that
the oppressed typically cannot have as they subsist, in most circumstances, as the tenants rather
than the landlords of the closet and controlled space—places that are “constituted and maintained
by and within boundaries set by a dominating authority” (Baker 104). Calli’s reaction also
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reveals the hurt and anger the oppressed often endure and the counter-closeting they often enact.
Defying the boundaries of the closet Appleby has clearly placed Transport into, Calli insists that
it is, in fact, Customs who exists in a cage of ignorance.
Always the peacekeeper, Rydra explains Calli’s retort as a consequence of his
bereavement at the loss of his First Navigator to their common enemy, explaining the intimate
configuration of a triple. In his “outrage” (Delany 42), Appleby hatefully spews, “Perverts!” in
response, resulting in “the double of hurt and bewilderment” in Ron and further hurt to Calli
(43). Discerning Appleby’s regret for hurting them, Rydra urges, “You have to say something”
(43). Unfortunately, Appleby’s verbal offering—“I’m sorry for you”—echoes his mindset of
superiority, and the apparently pitiable receiver of his attempt at an apology replies, “I’m sorry
for you too” (43). The progress they seemed to have made disintegrates with a brief exchange,
demonstrating the power of language to divide as easily as it can unify. Each man actively seeks
the flaws in his respective Other and, consequently, finds them. The origin of the tension
between the two groups seems indiscernible at first; why is Customs in the privileged position?
The answer is subtle.
Delany states, “Racism for me has always appeared to be first and foremost a system,
largely supported by material and economic conditions at work in a field of social traditions”
(“Racism and SF” par. 1), and this belief surfaces in Babel-17, wherein economic conditions fuel
identity-based oppression between Customs and Transport. As the rest of the crew ventures into
a discorporate sector that is illegal for bodied persons to enter because the “hallucination count”
increases and can be too much for corporates to handle, Appleby stays behind and is “hustled by
a succubus,” which amuses the crew and returns him to their good graces (Delany 46). Because
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corporates cannot remember discorporates, his mind, still clinging to her words and the deep
emotions she elicited, is clouded when the Transport crew returns. The men laugh as Appleby
realizes the discorporate has robbed him: “Calli slapped his thighs laughing. He loped over and
encircled the Customs Officer’s shoulder. ‘You’ll end up a Transport man after that happens a
couple more times’” (46). And there it is. The evidence that the Customs/Transport divide is
finances. Customs, as the party with more money, has the upper hand in Alliance society.
Appleby’s post-robbery financial vulnerability enables the rest of the crew to relate to him and
even sympathize with him. When the privilege that divides them neutralizes, they begin to
converse and relate, creating an environment of community rather than animosity. Rydra,
through her communication abilities, composes a team with the “Highest compatibility index
[Appleby has] seen in a long while” (46-7), and Appleby is impressed, perhaps even drawn in,
by the warmth of Rydra’s small community.
As Rydra continues to amass her crew, the need for the skillsets/personalities (the entirety
of the person must be compatible with the rest of the crew) of individuals who have chosen to
withdraw from society via the Morgue becomes apparent, and the awakening process uncovers
one of the dangers of closeting: facing the pain that provoked isolation. Finally arriving at the
doors of the Morgue, “Rydra step[s] through; the rest follow” (Delany 48). As they move
cohesively into the Morgue, following Rydra, the crew shows they have already begun to
function as a unit, and they will continue to follow the Captain as she selects the remaining
members. Rydra explains the Morgue to Appleby as she directs them “Over here to the Suicides”
to find her next crew member (48). The Morgue houses many people who have chosen to closet
themselves when they can no longer take the pain and trauma of life; their “consciousness is
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gone wherever consciousness goes,” but their bodies remain in the Morgue (49). As with Calli’s
previous crew’s Eye, these people typically no longer have a personal community to make the
controlled space of Transport Town bearable. They find reprieve in the Morgue, but when
someone calls them back, they must reawaken and experience the “renewed loss, mourning, and
refreshed personal fear” that occurs upon exiting the closet (Sedgwick 74). All that they meant to
escape still returns when they wake, for the mind and experiences still survive.
Recounting a Suicide’s return to consciousness, the text demonstrates the jarring shock of
leaving the closet, forcing readers to question whether the reprieve from social oppression and
pain outweighs the incalculable agony and fear that may accompany revivication. When Rydra
wakes Mollya, who she determines will best triple with Ron and Calli based on Mollya’s psycheindices, Mollya has “terrified eyes,” clearly afraid and confused by leaving her closet (Delany
51). While her own memories/conscious return to her upon waking, she is entering this world—
the world as it is at the time Rydra revives her—for the first time. Outside of the closet, she must
(re)learn and experience everything as it presently exists, not how it was before she closeted
herself or while she inhabited in the closet, which is the case for all individuals emerging from
the closet. She questions, “Ninyi ni nani?” (51), which translates to, “Who are you?”9 Mollya
does not know these people or their intentions, or even if they work for the people who caused
her to closet herself/closeted her.
Delany’s language choice of a markedly African language, Swahili, for Mollya, whose
harsh reintroduction into society rivals only the Butcher’s, once again calls up the language
debates of the 1960s. Reflecting on the history of African American language, Yancy contends,
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What is clear is that the newly arrived Africans found themselves in a hostile and
dangerous world of anti-Blackness, a world that refused to recognize the complex
cultural and subjective here from which Africans viewed the world and hated their
captivity and oppression […] Africans were forced into unfamiliar groupings so as to
eliminate any sense of community, cultural, linguistic, or otherwise. The objective,
despite, paradoxically, the racist belief that Africans were devoid of any complex
linguistic-communicative practices, was to prevent them from communicating, from
gaining any sense of group identity, and, hence, suppressing any possibility of
rebellion/overthrow. (Yancy 285-6)
As Mollya stands, terrified, before a group of strangers with whom she cannot communicate, she
bears similarity to the newly arrived Africans, who would have been in a similarly dark space,
also quite possibly ignorant of their surroundings (in the belly of a slave ship in their situation),
before suddenly being thrust into daylight, with unfamiliar faces and sights. Mollya’s fear and
uncertainty as she stands alone, with no community or way (that she knows of) to communicate,
recall the helpless plight of the kidnapped Africans. Yancy stresses the necessity of language in
creating community; the oppressors’ greatest tool for maintaining power is disrupting communal
communication, for without it, unification—and thus escape—become impossible. Mollya,
standing at the threshold of the closet, waits for a reply.
Mollya’s ability to connect with the rest of the crew does not occur instantaneously, and
unfamiliar words and excessive attention add to the chaos. Calli, blinded to her fear by his own
grief, anxiously demands, “You’re alive now. Will you love us?” (Delany 51). While he means
well and readily welcomes Mollya into his community, Calli fails to realize that she feels
hesitant and cautious, having just come out of the closet, a place she sought for safety but that
requires the death of her self for her to remain there. Ron, however, takes time to evaluate
Mollya’s situation and remarks, “I don’t think she speaks English,” to which Rydra replies
playfully, “This way you’ll have to get to know each other before you can say anything really
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foolish” (51). Rydra lessens the tension by reminding them they will all eventually become
familiar with one another and that their temporary need for thoughtful, effortful communication
may prove beneficial. Ron, increasingly concerned for how Mollya must feel while surrounded
by strangers in new surroundings, tries to soothe her, saying, “You are pretty. Don’t be
frightened. You’re alive now” (52). Interestingly, Ron tells Mollya when she leaves the closet
that she is “alive now,” reminding us that life in the closet is not really living at all—merely
preservation at best—and her return to being alive seems to be the reason he believes she should
no longer be afraid. Somewhat clumsily, Ron tells Mollya that they want her and that, now that
she has with them with her, she does not have to be afraid. She has a community that accepts and
has even chosen her because of her identity and will, by making her one of their own, protect
her. Mollya, however, has been in the closet—disconnected—and does not understand.
Enabling his readers some insight into the situation, Delany leaves some of Mollya’s
speech untranslated; like the crew, we can only understand what Rydra tells us unless we
conduct further research. Confused by Calli and Ron’s pleas, Mollya says, in Swahili, “Sielewi
lugha yenu,” which Delany does not translate, but it means “I do not understand your language”
(Delany 52). Mollya cannot yet connect with Calli and Ron because their
language/communication is not yet compatible, but as always, Rydra bridges the gap,
communicating for them; “She says she’ll go with you. She lost two-thirds of her triple seven
years ago, also killed through the Invasion. That’s why she came to the Morgue and killed
herself” (52). Using SF’s potential to provide possible alternative futures, Babel-17 imagines a
different future for the Africans who arrived on America’s shores and were powerless because
they had no way to communicate with each other through Mollya: a future with a polyoid to help
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the Other connect. Rydra’s supernatural abilities help the new triple to connect not only in terms
of language, but also by way of experience; they have all lost those dearest to them at the hands
of the Invaders. By having acquired mastery over multiple languages and having shared
experience through her own trauma with the Invaders, Rydra manages to bring various people
groups together who would otherwise have most likely remained closeted with the seemingly
insurmountable language barriers separating them.
Rydra’s code-switching abilities bring to mind another part of the language debate during
Delany’s time. One of the arguments in favor of African Americans speaking both AAVE/AAE
and SAE/GAE focused on the power of multilingualism; as I.M. Laversuch writes in “Language,
Power and Discourse in African American Culture,” “[M]any African Americans today are in
fact bidialectal, regular users of both AAE and General American English. As such, they are
remarkably adept at managing multiple linguistic codes to negotiate power and identity” (898).
As the situations with Mollya and Appleby demonstrate, Rydra’s code-switching ability gives
her the power to create understanding and thereby level the playing field between
Appleby/Customs and her crew/Transport as well as the power to create community and,
thereby, identity for Mollya; Mollya is now part of a triple and part of Rydra’s crew. Rydra’s
linguistic ability has enabled her, like the aforementioned African Americans, to negotiate power
and identity, and because of the supernatural gift she possesses, she is not only bidialectical but
multilingual, substantially increasing her powers of communication and community building.
Rydra’s understanding of language lets her see that, above all else, good communication
will ensure her mission’s success. Once she has cultivated the crew, Rydra writes a letter to
Mocky, telling him, “You know, Mocky, getting this crew together I was only interested in one
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thing […] they had to be people I could talk to. And I can” (Delany 55). Rydra tells Mocky that
being able to talk with her crew is paramount to “competency” because she knows that
community plays the most vital role in survival (55); as long as she has a community that can
communicate, trust, and support one another, she knows she has the best possible tool for
success. Indeed, the importance of communication within her community causes her to write to
Mocky. She informs Mocky she plans to head to “The Alliance War Yard at Armsedge” because
of Babel-17: “Wanted to let you know that’s where I’m going, just in case” (54). Although Rydra
does not heed Mocky’s warnings about waiting before starting such a venture, she still keeps him
updated on her whereabouts and activities, knowing that her best interests are his concern. The
words “just in case” intimate that she trusts Mocky to be on standby—that she knows to rely on
him should anything happen; she keeps the lines of communication open. She also writes, “Talk
and talk and talk: what sort of mind can talk like that language talks? And why?” (54). Babel-17
continues to preoccupy her thoughts, bleeding into her letter to Mocky and, soon, into every facet
of her life.
As the oppressors’ language overtakes her subconscious, Rydra unwittingly sabotages her
own crew, unmasking the danger of internalizing the oppressors’ mindset, regardless of noble
intentions. Like Philip Ochieng, as quoted by Joseph McLaren in “African Diaspora Vernacular
Traditions and the Dilemma of Identity,” Rydra initially believes that the oppressors’ language
“can even be made to serve our interests and undermine the interests of those who introduced it
to us” (100). Unfortunately, Rydra underestimates the risks of trying to accomplish this on her
own, and while she realizes Babel-17 is a language, she does not understand that it is “one that
obliterates ‘I’—the self—as a basic referent, one that forges linguistic traps and dangerous
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patterns of action, capitalizing on typical gestalt psychology” (Govan 45). And because she
insists on solving Babel-17 on her own, her community has no idea she is undergoing an internal
battle: that her very identity is at stake.
Although the crew remains unaware of Babel-17’s hold on Rydra, they do understand the
imminent threat of suffocation as they linger in hyperstasis and that any and every member of
their once-united crew is a potential traitor, breeding suspicion between community members.
Because of the sabotage, the “regular communicator shorted,” so Rydra and her friends may have
no way out (Delany 64). This brings up two interesting points: intercommunal communication
and failed communication. Rydra and her crew communicate very well at this point, but because
the communicator will not work, they have no communication with other communities. Rydra
knows that intercommunal relationships matter, hence her constant connecting of people from
various communities. These other communities can offer fresh insights and assistance that could
save a community locked in a state of stasis. The second point, failed communication, is the
greatest danger/problem. The shorted communicator removes any hope of help from the outside
world. Rydra and her crew find themselves in the predicament of many isolated
individuals/communities; they have not figured out a way to reach out or rescue themselves, so
they are stuck in this “dead spot” with a traitor in their midst with nearly certain death as their
only prospect for the future (63). As is often the case, the oppressor has dislocated the oppressed
to most effectively closet them, and the ensuing confusion causes paralysis and internal conflict,
suspicion, fear, helplessness, and hopelessness.
As they sit together helpless, Rydra, grounded in the presence of her community, has the
ability to look at Babel-17 from her communal mindset rather than the colonized mindset that
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compromises her loyalty when she immerses herself in Babel-17 within the confines of her
cabin, and as a result, she has the ability to use it to their benefit. Yancy recalls that
thinking/writing in his communal language “not only helped me to remember much of what was
‘forgotten,’ but helped me to make ‘inroads against the established power-lines of speech’” (2734), which is exactly what happens with Rydra. She exclaims, “Circles in different languages!”
(Delany 65). Although the crew has no external communication abilities, Rydra has been, as she
describes it, learning to see “the way another people see the world, the universe” (23). By
learning Babel-17, she begins to see the world through the oppressor’s perspective, which
somewhat ironically enables her to undo the damage the oppressor intended to cause them
through the sabotage. Gates encourages African Americans to do similarly: “Our task is not to
reinvent our traditions as if they bore no relation to that tradition created and borne, in the main,
by white men. Our writers use that impressive tradition” (xxiii). Instead of rejecting everything
to do with the oppressor, the oppressed should build on their successes, but Gates’ use of “our”
suggests that the white traditions that he endorses using are those that have been part of the black
tradition as well. That is, Gates advocates language that possesses “the Western and the black”
(xxiv), and Babel-17 reverberates this message.
When Rydra exclusively uses Babel-17, she sabotages her own people, but when she
combines it with her communal perspective, she develops ideas that were otherwise unattainable.
Rydra uses this new perspective to their advantage: “In her cabin she grabbed up her translation”
of Babel-17 so they could use the inlying concepts to free themselves from the danger of
isolation/the closet (65). When Rydra returns, her crew senses her excitement:
‘Work?’ Mollya wanted to know. ‘Idea you?’
‘I do. Only it’s not really my idea.’
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‘Whose is it, and what is it?’ Ron asked.
‘I suppose it belongs to somebody who speaks another language.’ (66)
Rydra says it belongs to “somebody who speaks another language,” but it was Rydra that had
Babel-17 on her mind—using it to work through their situation. When alone with Babel-17,
Rydra unquestioningly adopts its ideologies, but with her community, at least at this stage, she
consciously uses it to help her and her community. While she appears to be using the language
mindfully, she becomes avoidant when her crew inquires how she developed the idea that saves
them. She begins to answer, “From the word for ‘great circles’ in…another language” (Delany
68), but she becomes secretive, as with translating the language alone in her cabin. As Sedgwick
claims, “secrecy can function as ‘the subjective practice in which the oppositions of
private/public, inside/outside, subject/object are established” (67); through her secrecy, Rydra
builds walls between her and crew, dividing her private, inside world—a world increasingly
dominated by the subject’s perspective via Babel-17—that she used to share with her crew from
their community. Rydra’s work with Babel-17 provides them with the ideas that fix their ship
and save them, but working with the language away from her community and saturating herself
in the oppressor’s mindset gradually positions her crew as the object, something to be acted upon
but not included in the inner workings of the subject.
Through the events that unfold as Rydra learns Babel-17, Delany highlights two key
arguments of the AAVE versus SAE dispute: the potential self-benefit of using the oppressor’s
language and the potential community-harm of the same. During the language debates,
proponents of African Americans using SAE to improve their situation saw the potential for
similar situations; people could, as Rydra does after the first sabotage, use the oppressor’s
language, which was forced upon them, to help themselves combat oppression. Contrastingly,
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some “[b]lacks view those choosing to speak SAE as separating themselves from the rest of the
race, for ‘as Labov’s study shows, the black vernacular has assumed the singular role as the
black person’s ultimate sign of difference, a blackness of the tongue. It is in the vernacular that,
since slavery, the black person has encoded private yet communal cultural rituals’” (Gates xix).
Babel-17 explores both of these perspectives.
Rydra quite literally separates herself from the community as she closets herself in her
cabin when working with Babel-17, and though she is able to combat the oppressor with their
own language, she does so alone, hiding her idea source from her community and becoming
increasingly careless in her use of it. Rydra has to figure Babel-17 out in order to protect the
Alliance, suggesting that the oppressors’ language can be used for good, but she cuts herself off
from her community to do it and ends up sabotaging them, showing the perils of abandoning the
communal language. The text demonstrates some of the benefits of learning and controlling the
oppressor’s language, but it also showcases the danger of using it haphazardly, indicating that
both sides of the argument have some validity, which reinforces one of the text’s central
assertions: communication between the individual and her community is vital because the
individual and the community are vital to each other.
When the individual, Rydra, separates from the community, her crew, the wellbeing of
everyone on the ship—and possibly the entire Alliance—are compromised. It is important to
note that Rydra never intended to adopt the oppressor’s language as her own; she began
translating and using the language in attempt to discover the Invaders’ plans, to know what the
oppressor intended for her people, to survive. Much like Africans arriving in America, Rydra
learns the oppressors’ language in an attempt to understand and communicate, but the thought-
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shaping power of the language overtakes her, transforming her worldview without her knowing
it: “This was the situation that Blacks of African descent faced; they were forced to learn the
language of the colonizer, forced to split, to multiply in so many different cultural,
psychological, linguistic, and spiritual directions against their will” (Yancy 275). And it is this
kind of division that begins to take place in Rydra.
Conversations with her community prevent Babel-17 from completely engulfing Rydra’s
mind, but as she speaks with her crew, warning signs that her loyalties are shifting arise. When
her crew presses her, Rydra tells them more about Babel-17: “We have to go to another language
in order to think about the problem clearly without going through all sorts of roundabout paths
for the proper aspects of what we want to deal with” (Delany 69). Rydra’s appreciation of Babel17 becomes increasingly apparent as she explains its abilities to Calli, Ron, and Mollya. She
boasts of it, “From what little I know about it already, most of its words carry more information
about the things they refer to than any four or five languages I know put together—in less space”
(69). As she spends countless hours trying to understand and master Babel-17, Rydra becomes
more and more enamored of the language and less and less enchanted with all other languages.
Rydra’s preoccupation with the wonders of Babel-17 becomes particularly alarming
when recalling how closely thought, identity, and language are related. In Samuel R. Delany,
Jane Weedman comments, “Delany, in Babel-17, illustrates the realities of the black culture
through the linguistic effects of double consciousness. When a person is exposed to two cultures,
double consciousness evolves” (41). Double consciousness can be beneficial, as it is when Rydra
actively communicates and connects with her community, which enables her to plug into a
different language/perspective to aid them. However, when she isolates herself, she becomes
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unaware of her own destructive actions and illustrates how oblivious a person may be to the
overtaking—the colonizing and closeting—effect that language can have on the mind. When the
first sabotage takes place, Rydra’s double consciousness causes her to incapacitate the ship and
then prevents her from remembering what she did. Rydra’s behavior “suggests a Du Boisian
‘double consciousness,’ the dilemma of the divided self torn between Westernization and
surviving African retentions” (McLaren 108). She becomes both saboteur and savior, torn
between the oppressor and the oppressed, literally divided in her consciousness.
As Rydra becomes more engrossed in Babel-17, her communication with her crew begins
to, as can be seen in the scene with Calli, Ron, and Mollya in which she attempts to withhold
information, break down. In case the reader has somehow overlooked this communication
rupture, the traitorous member of the crew does not break the engine nor the air seal, but the
board that “carries all the communication circuits” (Delany 70). Clearly, Delany does not want
the reader to overlook the consequences of broken communication nor the fact that it can start
with one individual. SF affords a medium in which Delany can signify an entire community’s
communication through a single panel and illustrate, through the rupture of that panel, how failed
communication can halt the progress as well as jeopardize the future of a community/culture.
However, Delany does not leave the crew doomed in their internally fragmented isolation
and, thereby, does not suggest that the plight of the oppressed is hopeless; he presents possible
means for freeing themselves. Sedgwick cautions,
There are risks in making salient the continuity and centrality of the closet, in a historical
narrative that does not have as a fulcrum a saving vision—whether located in past or
future—of its apocalyptic rupture. A meditation that lacks that particular utopian
organization will risk glamorizing the closet itself, if only by default; will risk presenting
as inevitable or somehow valuable its exactions, its deformations, its disempowerment
and sheer pain. (68)
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Wisely, Delany offers a saving vision in each instance of closeting in the text, and the saving
vision remains the same throughout Babel-17: community via successful communication. When
the sabotage lands the Rimbaud in hyperstasis, Brass approaches Rydra, telling her, “They’re
ho’ing you can get them out, Ca’tain” (Delany 64). Drawing Rydra back into her community by
voicing their reliance on her, Brass mentally brings Rydra out of Babel-17 by engaging her in
their communal language and reminding her of her importance to the community, which then
enables her to reenter her community and mend the literal and symbolic communication issues.
After she and the crew implement her “great circles” revelation, “communications instruments
for stasis are in working order. We can signal for help” (78). Once communications are back up,
they can get help; communication unlocks the door to the closet, enabling escape from the
danger of isolation. It is not enough to merely unlock the door, though; they must find a way out:
together. Rydra cannot “get them out” on her own, for to navigate safely, she needs the
discorporates to present the correct images for her. When she acts on her own, Rydra sabotages
the ship, but when she and her crew start and maintain communication, she resumes her role in
the community. Together, they not only unlock the door trapping them in hyperstasis, but
successfully navigate their way out of the dead spot. This unification cannot last, though, as
everyone knows there is still a traitor among them.
Distrust cripples effective communication and creates fissures among communities, and
as the Rimbaud’s situation points out, one individual’s disloyalty can threaten an entire
community. Babel-17 has so divided Rydra’s mind that even she does not know she is the
saboteur, causing her to mentally question the loyalty of her crewmembers, widening the gap
between them. Because of Rydra’s mental and, as Delany reveals later, subsequent physical
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servitude to the oppressor, every member of her spaceship community nearly dies. The less
control Rydra has over Babel-17, the more it is able to take over her thought processes and thus,
her identity. Alone, Rydra half-mindedly observes language—particularly Babel-17—dance
before her while, in the other half of her mind, “[t]he question [of the traitor], a vacuum where
no information would come to answer who or what or why, ma[kes] an emptiness” (Delany 71).
The same emptiness that blocks Rydra from recognizing the traitor appears to have conquered
the linguistically cognizant portion of her mind, for the Rydra that labored to warn Forester of
language’s power and that spoke passionately to Mocky of how failed communications “tie the
world up and keep people apart” has vanished (21). The psychologically closeted Rydra, half
paying attention at best to the processes of language in her mind, fails to realize that Babel-17
has begun the process of dividing and conquering her mind—that it has tied her up and pulled
her apart from her community; it denies admittance to the information that could possibly repair
the ship’s community and entertains the other half of the mind with trivial satisfaction to prevent
its noticing.
Extending its reach over Rydra’s mind, Babel-17 begins to assert itself into her
consciousness and further gnaws at her identity. It surfaces slowly: “[m]omentarily she ponder[s]
the accident of birth that had seated her firmly inside the Alliance’s realm. Born a galaxy away,
she might as easily have been an Invader” (Delany 73). Rydra, who was once willing to travel
through galaxies to aid the Alliance, now views this aspect of her identity as merely an
“accident.” Because of the grip Babel-17 has on her mind and the ways that it has reshaped her
worldview, she no longer has the strong sense of community that she once possessed with her
once-fellow Alliance members and crewmates. By illuminating Rydra’s thought processes as she
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becomes increasingly distant from her community, Delany manages to “use language in much
the same way that Babel-17 is used […] forc[ing] the reader to think in new ways” (McEvoy 58).
Indeed, as Rydra’s mind transforms under the control of Babel-17, “[t]he reader, in response to
the writer, is also set in motion, ahead of herself, as an active, interested and concerned
participant” (Plante 179). Delany engages readers, forcing us to consider the role of language in
identity and to contemplate the potential outcomes that could result from underestimating
language’s influence on an individual and, consequently, a community. Stone-Blackburn
comments, “Delany emphasizes the need for [communication] by repeatedly presenting gaps
between people: between individuals, like the ‘triple’ of Calli, Ron, and Molly; between groups,
like the planet-bound and the spaceship crews; and on a cosmic scale, between ‘the Invaders’ and
‘the Alliance’ in the intergalactic war” (248). As the text shows, Rydra’s life is by no means the
only one at risk when Babel-17 disrupts communication by closeting off half of her brain.
As the attacks continue, Rydra’s conscious mind observes TW-55 murder Alliance
members, impelling her to delve deeper into the threat to her community and consider her own
part in the events. When she eventually reflects on the first sabotage, she says to Brass,
‘I guess whoever broadcast in Babel-17 can also broadcast in English […] Probably
whoever cracked those circuit boards.’ Rydra cast her mind into the past as the plaster of
unconsciousness crumbled. ‘I guess the saboteur doesn’t want to kill me. TW-55 could
have picked me off as easily as he picked off the Baron.’
‘I wonder if the s’y on the shi’ s’eaks Babel-17 too?’
Rydra nodded. ‘So do I.’ (Delany 116)
Even casting her mind into the past and knowing that she speaks both English and Babel-17,
Rydra cannot recognize her involvement, preventing any culpability she may assign herself; even
when the text exposes her thoughts, she remains innocent. Rydra has not willingly turned against
her community, but in her carelessness with language, she has cordoned herself off from them,
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which has allowed Babel-17 to work its magic without intervention. Babel-17’s consistent
portrayal of Rydra as unaware of her betrayal suggests that even those who are linguistically
mindful and skillful need to be well-rooted in their language community, never attempting to
conquer the oppressor’s language alone. Rydra’s previously reliable mastery of language
overinflates her confidence, leading her to be mastered by language.
In Rydra’s defense, her linguistic skills are unparalleled; Rydra’s mastery of so many
languages has given her the ability to communicate with and to connect people from various
isolated communities. Her abilities are so great that “[h]er poems were popular on both sides
[(Invaders and Alliance)]” (Delany 73). Even before her mind is divided, Rydra appeals to both
Invader and Alliance because her writing goes beyond sides and taps into the human experience.
Ver Dorco remarks, “We live in a world of isolated communities, each hardly touching its
neighbor, each speaking, as it were, a different language,” and Rydra replies simply, “I speak
many” (73), as if to say, “I touch them all.” Embry observes, “Delany draws Rydra’s ability to
use language as the ability to build a bridge across the ‘unfathomable abyss of radical Otherness’
and provides a hope for others to connect” (107). Her linguistic abilities make the isolated
communities about which Ver Dorco speaks accessible to Rydra and whomever she chooses to
bring with her. She does not just build bridges; she often is the bridge. Within the short span of
the text, she single-handedly develops a dictionary for Babel-17, transcribes people’s thoughts
and desires, translates Swahili (among other languages), reads muscles, and has even discovered
a way to understand and recall discorporate speech, which was thought impossible.
Consequently, she believes she can control Babel-17 to further benefit and protect her
community, but she forgets the original fear that language invoked as it dances and sings before
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her. Interruptions from her crew prevent her from completely losing herself in Babel-17, pulling
her into what Yancy calls the “language of [her] nurture” (274), her first language, and their
shared languages, keeping Babel-17 from overtaking the entire territory of her mind.
Delany stresses the uniqueness of the Rimbaud crew’s ability to communicate with each
other in the war-torn universe through Rydra’s conversation with the Baroness, and the Baroness
asserts that the important aspects of communication lie not in complex structures or profound
ideas but in simple openness and honesty. As she watches the crew interact, the Baroness tells
Rydra, “I dare say if you stayed here long enough we would devour you, if you let us. What you
bring we are very hungry for” (Delany 92). Although her terminology starts out somewhat
unsettlingly, the appetite of which the Baroness speaks soon becomes clear: one for effective
communication and the community that it enables. Living at the Alliance’s Arm’s Yard, the
Baroness and company rarely interact with the outside world, and because everything is so
secretive, communication is highly limited. She tells Rydra that through her crew, who state their
ideas and opinions openly, “we start to learn things, things about you, and ultimately about
ourselves” (92). Rydra shrugs, “We’re used to talking to each other” (92). Little does Rydra
know that this simple act of talking with each other has saved her from being completely
ensnared in the oppressor’s closet. The Baroness, however, sees the importance of this
communication and the community it creates. She continues, “Yes, but you tell the important
things. What you like, what you don’t like, how you do things” (92). The easiness the crew feels
with each other as a result of talking to one another creates a supportive community in which
they are happy and comfortable enough to be honest, which the Baroness appreciates and desires
for her community, if it can be called that.
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However, Rydra’s preoccupation with Babel-17 soon takes its toll on her relationship
with her community, creating a sense of displacement among her own. Instead of the feelings of
warmth and comfort that once characterized her relationship with her crew, Rydra feels ill-atease and out of place; she hurries from their previously-sought-after company. She tells the
Baroness that they are used to talking to each other, but she becomes anxious to leave the space
in which her community is enjoying one another. As was the fear of many African Americans
during the time when Delany wrote, Rydra set out to learn the oppressor’s language with a
specific goal in mind, but somewhere along the way, it usurped her identity and made the
language and community she once valued appear less appealing and more distant. Rydra has
learned and used numerous communities’ languages apparently without issue; “‘Babel-17’s’ one
major disadvantage, however, is that it destroys the identity of the speaker. Just as a computer
cannot correct its own programming or even be aware of the cause of any malfunctions in its
programming, the ‘Babel-17’ language is similarly structured” (Weedman 42). Because Babel-17
erases, or at least buries, Rydra’s identity, she cannot—at least alone—make the language her
own. Weedman explains, “Delany has survived as a black writer in a predominantly white
culture by mastering both white and black uses of similar languages and by adapting a
predominately white literary genre to depict the conflicts between these two cultures and their
psychological and linguistic affects [sic] on blacks” (41). Through his literature, Delany makes
his constant awareness and attention to the power of language evident, constantly reminding
himself and his reader of language’s ability to unite or divide, to create or destroy.
Unlike Rydra, Delany’s gift of language mastery did not occur supernaturally or
effortlessly but with a slew of challenges, and he undoubtedly required others’ help and support
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to overcome his struggles. Delany struggled to gain control over language, consciously fighting
each step of the way with a learning disability and mindful of societal prejudices that would
subject him to more scrutiny than mainstream writers:
It is easy to see how, during the 1960s, Delany’s African Americaness, dyslexia, and
homosexuality, not to mention his interest in writing science fiction, moved him further
and further from the center of literary acknowledgement, but because of these separate
disenfranchisements, he wrote inventive and startlingly literary treatments of science
fiction that focused on world-building and the influence of language on the characters of
the worlds he envisioned. (Embry 92)
Delany’s focus on language plays a key role in maintaining and shaping his identity, and his
identity played a key role in his language use. Like Rydra, his disenfranchisements led him to
develop a skillset—a knowledge of and way of using language—that he may never have had his
circumstances not required them to succeed. Both Rydra and Delany have a natural knack for
language that adversity amplifies.
While Rydra’s supernatural linguistic abilities occur immediately after her oppressorinflicted injuries (though it takes time for her to fully understand them), Delany acquired his
linguistic skill in the more limited context of reality, which required a bit more deliberate
development of his abilities. He describes a playful encounter with a colleague during an award
ceremony that left him with a serious realization: “No one here will ever look at you, read a word
your write, or consider you in any situation […] without saying to him- or herself (whether in an
attempt to count it or to discount it), ‘Negro…’ The racial situation, permeable as it might
sometimes seem (and it is, yes, highly permeable), is nevertheless your total surround. Don’t you
ever forget it…! And I never have” (“Racism and SF” par. 18). Delany specifies his race here,
but as Jeffrey A. Tucker writes in A Sense of Wonder: Samuel R. Delany, Race, Identity, and
Difference, “Delany's race is a field that overlaps, intersects, and is contiguous with his other
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identities” (48). Delany undoubtedly remained cognizant of other facets of his identity while
handling language for the same reasons he posits for his racial awareness. Battling dyslexia and
prejudice, Delany did not have the freedom that Rydra has to nonchalantly pick up languages or
the overconfidence that leads Rydra to become careless. Rydra’s fame stretches across galaxies,
while Delany’s work—like Delany himself in many ways—remained mostly marginal, but being
marginalized does not have to mean to be without community.
Through Rydra and the misadventures that take place each time she secludes herself,
Delany makes it clear that repurposing the oppressors’ language should not be attempted alone.
In Babel-17, Delany’s tightknit relationship with his community is apparent, as he addresses the
key points of the 1960s language debates and quotes his then-wife’s poetry at the beginning of
each section. Using the support of his community and even borrowing from their language,
“Delany […] poses the possibility that language can be used to create a better reality—one free
of suffering and war” (Embry 23) through Babel-17. However, Bockman’s words resound
throughout the text: “What can you do—alone? The answer is obvious. You’re not alone, and
you can’t afford to try to be. That closet door—never very secure as protection—is even more
dangerous now. You must come out, for your own sake and for the sake of all of us” (qtd. in
Sedgwick 71). Particularly in times of social upheaval and/or conflict, the decision to closet
oneself puts the entire community at risk, as Rydra’s subconscious acts of sabotage reveal. Rydra
believes that closeting herself will enable her to “solve this thing,” but she becomes fixated on all
that Babel-17 can do and mistakes this knowledge as control of the language. On the contrary,
Delany warns, “[Y]ou only gain some control over language when you become clearly aware of
all the things language can not do” (qtd. in Tatsumi 36). Rydra’s overconfidence and consequent
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closeting causes her to overlook what Babel-17 cannot do, like enable her to effectively
communicate with her community and thus withstand the closet’s pull.
Even as Rydra succumbs to the internal urge to closet, her community prevents her once
more, drawing her back into the uncloseted part of her mind: the area housing their communal
language. At the Ver Dorco residence, Ron and Rydra both wander away from party, for they are
both having community issues and feel there are “Too many people” inside, at least that is the
excuse Rydra gives Ron when he asks why she why she is outside (Delany 93). When she
notices him, she thinks, “Skin is not silver […] yet whenever I see him that way, curled up in
himself, I picture a knot of white metal” (93). Through Ron’s muscles and posture, Rydra reads
that he has curled up into himself. When Rydra inquires if there is trouble in his triple, Ron
begins to answer, but he suddenly becomes defensive: “Sure, you know about things like this,
but you don’t really know. You write about what you see. Not what you do […] Perverts […]
That’s what you Customs all really think. The Baron and Baroness, all those people in there
staring at us, who can’t understand why you could want more than one lover. And you can’t
understand either” (93). Ron lets his experience with one prejudiced Customs person, Appleby,
who speaks in a state of high agitation, dictate his perception of all other Customs people, and he
assumes he knows them and their worldviews. Because of this cyclical prejudice, Ron closes
himself off to Rydra because he thinks she cannot understand, making assumptions about her
because he perceives her as one of “them.”
Ron turns against Rydra immediately, although she shows interest in helping him,
because his prejudice—a result of previous hurt and perhaps even hate—blinds him to her
individuality. Growing more aggressive, Ron tells Rydra, “[Y]ou’re a Queen, yeah. But a Queen
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in Customs. You’re not Transport” (Delany 94). Ron’s us versus them mentality deafens him to
Rydra’s attempts to relate to him: “Five years ago, Ron, I was…tripled” (94). Certain his
stereotype of Customs and Rydra is accurate, Ron refuses to accept Rydra’s claim that she is
“neither” Customs nor Transport but that she can talk with both: that she exists in a third space
(94). Until Rydra feels compelled to tell Ron of her loss because of his distrust, he does not
accept her claim. When he sees through her emotion that she did belong to a triple, he asks about
her partners and whether they are Customs or Transport, still not ready to accept her as one of his
own. She tells Ron of her triple and says they were not Customs or Transport either. She speaks
fondly of her former lovers, and Ron begins to come out of his body closet, “his hands, grasping
high on his forearms, slid to his wrist,” when she proves they are similar (95). As they continue
discussing her triple, Ron recognizes one of the men, Muels Aranlyde, as a favorite novelist of
his, and “His knees c[o]me apart” (95); Ron’s walls of prejudice collapse as communication
reveals commonality.
Their shared knowledge of Muels Aranlyde, the author Ron and Rydra have in common,
further opens the doors of communication between the once closed-off, prejudiced Ron and his
perceived Other, Rydra, demonstrating the power of language/literature to connect. Interestingly,
Muels Aranlyde is an anagram for Samuel R. Delany (Tucker 45), and in this moment that he
inserts himself into the text, Rydra says of “Muels’” writing, “Most of the books are just all the
fantastic things that could have happened, or what we worried might have happened” (Delany
95). As Rydra explains to Ron that Muels’s novels are not “true stories” (95), per se, Delany’s
interview comments come to mind once more: “I hope you can see: it’s not my characters, who,
at the level of the subject, are somehow congruent with some fancied Real Life of the writer. It’s
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rather situations, irreducibly social […] which are analogous to social situations I have seen from
the edge, been centrally trapped in, or gone careening through” (qtd. in Tatsumi 34). These
situations, set in Science Fiction, enable Delany—much like Muels—to explore the fantastic
possibilities or potential outcomes to which Rydra refers: to explore what would happen if
people could perceive closets manifestly instead of overlooking isolated individuals, if they
could recognize the white knot of a body locking in a troubled mind and physically observe the
power of conversation to deconstruct oppressive enclosures.
During this conversation, Rydra reveals her story and the lessons her partners taught her,
bringing up memories and emotions that both hurt and build through their telling. As she speaks,
“She [feels] herself drift toward the dangerous emotions,” but she continues speaking, reflecting
on how her triple community formed her (Delany 96). Her openness builds Ron’s confidence in
her and trust between the two of them: “Ron sat cross-legged now, forearms on his knees, hands
hanging” (96). He has opened up substantially, embracing acceptance and healing through
communication and community with Rydra, escaping the stagnancy of his prejudice-walled and
fear-bolstered closet. Then, Rydra touches a nerve, and “It was like a cue. Ron began to pull
back together, knees rising, arms locking around them, chin down” (96). Rydra and Ron have
such similar experiences that her words remind him of his current communal difficulty that had
initially caused him to close off. He worries about the future of his triple. He tells Rydra that they
love each other and that he can communicate well with Mollya and Calli, “But it’s him and
Mollya. He still can’t understand her so well […] so he keeps away from both of us” (97). Calli’s
inability to communicate effectively with both of his partners elicits feelings of confusion and
isolation, so he does not feel like part of his community and thus physically separates himself
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from them. When Calli enters the symbolic closet, “Mollya doesn’t know how to get through to
him” (97). Calli and Mollya have both experienced substantial loss at the hands of the Invaders,
and now that they have a chance to create a new community, the lingering fear and damage
caused by their mutual oppressor prevents them from bonding. Rather than risking further pain
and/or rejection, Calli closets himself, which ends up causing Ron to closet himself; their small
community divides and dissolves when their communication falls apart.
Once again, Rydra comes to the rescue with her communication abilities; she teaches Ron
to use his communication skills to spread communication abilities and tear down the closet walls.
Rydra encourages Ron, “Now you can communicate with both of them. You can’t act as a gobetween; that never works. But you can teach each of them how to do what you know already”
(Delany 97). Like Rydra, Ron will use effectual communication to create and restore community
with his partners. They will no longer live separately, avoiding potential pain and rejection as
well as any possible solution, but will learn to make sense to each other. When Ron and Rydra
finally bond through conversation, they are able to develop a plan for healing Ron’s community
as well as bring more immediate healing to Ron: “Like metal unbending, Ron suddenly stood,”
breaking completely free of his bodily closet (98). After talking with Rydra, Ron understands
that his community needs him and what he has to do to unify them: bridge the communication
gap. Babel-17 shows once again that communication unlocks the closet and that community
draws individuals from the closet and has the power—with mutual cooperation—to keep them
out.
Still standing outside with Rydra, Ron makes a profound observation about the selfpreserving nature of closeting; many claim their boundaries protect them from potential threats
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when, in fact, they keep their distance from their perceived Other to avoid acknowledging the
Other’s situation, particularly any suffering for which they may be responsible. Ron and Rydra
have drawn each other into Rimbaud communal conversation, and just as Rydra shifted his local
perspective, Ron challenges Rydra’s global point of view:
Ron turned to the rail and looked at the vivid sky. ‘They keep a beautiful shield up here.’
‘To keep from being burned up by Bellatrix,’ Rydra said.
‘So they don’t have to think about what they’re doing.’
Rydra raised her eyebrows. Still concern over right and wrong, even amidst domestic
confusion. ‘That, too,’ she said and wondered about the war. (98-9)
Ron suggests that the Alliance Arm’s Yard workers close the closet door so they do not have to
see the repercussions of their attacks. He points to the beautiful gate they have placed between
themselves and their opponents to distract themselves from their actions. Although he is for the
Alliance and in the midst of his own trials, Ron recognizes the Othering and oppression taking
place around him. Rydra, whose mind has been so preoccupied by Babel-17, seems taken aback
by Ron’s ability to see outside of himself and to care about other people, even those who are his
enemies, a skill at which she excelled before Babel-17 compartmentalized her mind.
Ron’s observation about Armsedge’s artificial sky calls its function into question, and
upon further reflection, the isolation that the shield—appealing as it may appear—affords
Armsedge is exactly what leads to its demise. The Ver Dorco and the Baroness emphasize the
absence of communication both within the confines of Armsedge and with the outside world, and
the consequent absence of community makes them the perfect target for the oppressor. The arms
yard focuses on creating effective weaponry to combat the Invader army, but they overlook the
greatest weapon: community. As a result, their enemy is able to enter their ranks and destroy
them in minutes with a few words of the oppressors’ language, Babel-17. Among the debates
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during the Civil Rights Movement was the nonviolence versus violence debate, which adds a
layer of meaning to Babel-17’s treatment of language as a weapon and/or tool for unification,
suggesting that the greatest weapon to combat oppression and divisiveness is effective
communication: offering a potential solution—or at least starting point for a solution—to both
debates. Because the people at Armsedge allow communication to break down and all live
separate lives, TW-55 can pick them off individually; a single member of the oppressors’ regime
overtakes an entire place because the people within have so isolated themselves that they have no
communal bonds to empower them; the oppressors’ greatest advantage is an isolated, divided
people. The Rimbaud crew, whom the Baroness praises as having learned to communicate
effectively and therefore act as a unit, escape the attack together, reinforcing the necessity of
communication and community to survival.
After yet another sabotage, Rydra awakens in a blue room, and once again, trauma opens
her mind to further linguistic understanding; she revises her previous assertion that language is
thought and therefore shapes the perception of reality, for she now realizes that language is
reality. She muses, “No way to say warm in French. There was only hot and tepid. If there’s no
word for it, how do you think about it?” (Delany 111). This question applies to the various
spaces that act as closets and the different unnamed prejudices/forms of oppression; if they have
no name, how can they be considered? If a space is not properly identified—named, if you
will—people will continue to perceive it and think about it either as something else or as nothing
at all. Rydra’s cabin is just a cabin, for example; it plays no greater role than this, for as Richard
Cavendish claims in Man, Myth & Magic: An Illustrated Encyclopedia of the Super Natural, “In
magic [i.e., the supernatural)], the name of the thing is the thing” (6). As readers, we must
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identify these spaces and forms of oppression and rename them according to their current
function. The sky at Armsedge was not a sky, but a shield. Ron has a body, but there are times
when, as a closet, the white metal knot of a body has Ron. Strapped down in the blue room,
Rydra begins to understand that “the name contains the essence […] the quality which makes it
what it is and not something else” (Cavendish 6) and that to fully understand and think about
something, it must be accurately named.
Because the name contains the essence of the thing, when the essence of the thing has
changed, so must its name. Through Rydra’s own naming process, the reader comes to call
Rydra the “saboteur” (Delany 116). While that name does not encapsulate Rydra’s entire
identity, it does apply to one of her roles. Similarly, the ship and the cabin are not solely closets,
but when used to confine and isolate, they are, in essence, closets. Because she frequently
occupies the third space as a polyoid, Rydra’s essence is often unnamable; she is neither
Customs nor Transport and, after learning Babel-17, she is neither Alliance nor Invader. It is
because she does not fit within named societal dichotomies that Rydra so easily moves between
and connects people of various backgrounds. She cannot be confined to Transport Town, for
example, because she is not Transport, but she can move freely through Transport Town because
she also is not Customs. It could also be argued that she can move between the Customs and
Transport boundaries because she is both: not entirely either, but fitting equally in either. She has
personal ties to both communities, but her linguistic duality enables her to assimilate equally
well in either community. As long as she has control over her identity and consciously chooses
to take part in various communities, she continues to be “Rydra,” but when the oppressors’
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language usurps her identity, causing her to be disloyal to her chosen community, her essence
changes; she is “saboteur.”
Babel-17 uses Rydra’s psychological split to make clear that identity can evolve and, at
times, be controlled through linguistic oppression. As she lies there, Rydra continues this thought
pattern: “What’s in a name? What name am I in?” (Delany 112, italics mine). The reader, who
has no idea where Rydra is, asks the same question, sharing her curiosity and ignorance, not
knowing who or what has placed her in this space. She determines, “An individual, a thing apart
from its environment, and apart from all things in that environment; an individual was a type of
thing for which symbols were inadequate, and so names were invented. I am invented. I am not a
round warm blue room. I am someone in that room” (112). Here, Rydra demonstrates how a
closeted individual defines herself in terms of her closet; she realizes the difference between her
self and the closet, but she cannot quite define herself outside of her relationship to the closet she
is in. Further examining her situation, “She didn’t ‘look at the room.’ She ‘somethinged at the
something’” (112). Rydra begins thinking in Babel-17. Her most recent trauma unlocks Babel-17
for her, enabling the supernatural feat of escaping the “restraining web” that binds her and
provides her with the ability to differentiate her self from the closet (112), allowing her to control
her environment.
Although Babel-17 grants Rydra some control over her environment, each time the
oppressors’ language is used—even if used to defy the oppressor—the user takes on the
oppressor’s worldview, one that devalues and seeks to destroy the oppressed. Rydra marvels
about “Babel-17; she had felt it before with other languages, the opening, the widening, the mind
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forced to sudden growth. But this, this was like the sudden focusing of a lens blurry for years”
(Delany 113). As she suddenly grasps Babel-17, she consults it to take control of her situation:
By breaking the threads at these points, she realized, the whole web would unravel. Had
she flailed at it, and not named it in this new language, it would have been more than
secure enough to hold her. The transition from ‘memorized’ to ‘known’ had taken place
while she had been—Where had she been? Anticipation, excitement, fear! She pulled her
mind back into English. Thinking in Babel-17 was like suddenly seeing all the way down
through the water to the bottom of a well that a moment ago you’d though was only a few
feet deep. She reeled with vertigo. (113)
Rydra feels she is gaining control over the language and greater insight into the world, but
because it is the oppressors’ language, it still causes her harm through vertigo and illness,
revealing that taking on the oppressors’ worldview is destructive for the oppressed. Similarly to
Rydra, those speaking the non-Africanized form of SAE during Delany’s time believed they
could use SAE to take control of their environment, seeking to perform a sort of linguistic
“passing” that would enable them to simply break free from the societal ties that repressed them.
The belief was increasingly common that “language both paralleled and to a large degree
controlled human potential” (Collings 62), so if the dominant people spoke SAE, then speaking
SAE must provide the potential to become the dominator, or at least give the illusion of being a
dominator.
But, as we see through the severe illness that takes over Rydra every time she uses the
oppressors’ language, taking on the language/identity of the oppressor “is neither painless nor
easy,” as C. S’thembile writes in Nella Larsen’s Passing: Navigating Difficult Boundaries of Self
and Society (4). Adopting the oppressors’ language fractures the individual’s identity, and SF
provides a medium in which the repercussions of these fractures can be made manifest,
physically exhibiting the internal conflict of the divided oppressed. As Roberts states, SF “allows
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the symbolic expression of what it is to be female, or black, or otherwise marginalised [sic]”
(30). Through the symbolic expression of SF, Delany explores what happens when individuals
take on their oppressors’ language; they often realize that “[language] is an issue of ‘whose
culture?’ and ‘whose values?’ and ‘whose identity?’ Peep the insightful lines where
[Smitherman] elaborates, ‘The moment is not which dialect, but which culture, not whose
vocabulary but whose values, not I vs. I be, but WHO DO I BE?’” (Yancy 282). Through
Rydra’s physical illness, the psychological effects of adopting the oppressors’ language become
externally observable; she cannot function normally as her former self or as part of her
“community” because she no longer knows who she is—just that she is “someone” (Delany
112).
When Rydra’s captors enter the warm blue room, Delany fortifies the inseparability of
language and identity once more, and he asserts that a man’s use of language will reveal his
allegiance. Rydra “waited for them to speak. A word would release identification: Alliance or
Invader. Her mind was ready to spring on whatever tongue they spoke, to extract what she knew
of its thinking habits, tendencies toward logical ambiguities” (Delany 114). A word or two alone
will provide Rydra with all that she needs to “define, fix, identify” (115). Although Rydra is
cognizant of all that a person’s words can reveal and of the effect language has on an individual,
she continues to allow her mind to wander in Babel-17.
Through her failed interactions with her crew, Delany uses Rydra to show the dangerous
nature of self-closeting and how easy it is to lose control over the closet. Eventually, Rydra
becomes so distant from her crew because of Babel-17 that Brass, who appeared earlier in the
novel to be her closest shipmate, must tell her, “Talk to me in English, Ca’tain. I don’t
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understand you” (Delany 135). Rydra has become so careless in her use of Babel-17 that she no
longer notices when she begins to speak it, halting communication between her and the rest of
the crew. At one point, “She tried to speak, but it came out a grunt” (130). Because of her
carelessness, Rydra becomes nonverbal at times and incoherent to her community at others. If
she had not originally established such a positive relationship with her crew, she might have lost
all communication. Thankfully, Brass cares enough about Rydra to take the time to talk through
their communication issues, and in doing so, he calls her back into their shared language and,
accordingly, her community. Like Brass does with Rydra, many African Americans in the United
States encouraged one another to embrace the communal “Africanized ‘Standard’ American
English” because it “functioned as a medium of Black culture and reminded Black folk of the
historicity of their African identity” (Yancy 289). African Americans speaking the nonAfricanized form of SAE were viewed as “putting on the white world” (Fanon 36), which acted
as a lingering form of oppression. In addition, by choosing the oppressors’ language, Rydra and
blacks effectively rejected their cultural identity by rejecting the communal language, alienating
them from their respective communities.
Although Rydra manages to return to English, the moment of confusion between her and
Brass seems to create a barrier—an acknowledgement that their communication has broken
down, that it is not what it had been before. At first, Rydra is able to volitionally move “in and
out of the closet of privacy” (Sedgwick 72), where she can secretly indulge in her admiration of
Babel-17, but as Babel-17 infiltrates her thoughts and actions more and more, she loses control,
finding herself within its mental closet when she has not intentionally chosen its solace. As
Bockman says, the closet is a space of oppression that people cannot—even when they feel they
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have control of it—afford to stay in; it is never safe. Babel-17 has such a hold on Rydra that she
appears to forget who her comrades are. Strangely, maybe because Tarik credits him for saving
them out of the Snap, Rydra decides that Butcher is her “ally on this trip” (Delany 139), which
suggests that she no longer—because of “[d]iscomfort or distrust”—views her crew as her allies
(136).
As her loyalties shift under the restraint of Babel-17 and Rydra employs the language to
save Butcher, she locks minds with an assassin and reveals the key difference between herself
and the average individual who adopts the oppressors’ language—the reason Babel-17 has not
completely consumed her: telepathy. Through telepathy, she has inadvertently maintained
linguistic connections with the Rimbaud crew, preventing Babel-17 from total colonization.
Now, just as she does every time she thinks or acts in Babel-17, “she got very sick, and pitched
forward, half-blinded,” and she wakes: “The round, warm, blue room again. But alone” (Delany
145). As she lies in this closet, knowing she cannot leave until someone releases her, her mind
begins to reveal what the most recent trauma has jarred loose:
It was what Mocky had repeatedly insisted to her: telepathy. But, apparently, telepathy
was the nexus of old talent and a new way of thinking. It opened worlds of perception, of
action. Then why was she sick? She recalled how time slowed when her mind worked
under Babel-17, how her mental processes speeded up. If there was a corresponding
increase in her physiological functions, her body might not be up to the strain. (146)
Mocky, who knows her better than anyone because of years of open communication, recognized
Rydra’s telepathic gifts before, but Rydra dismissed his hypothesis. Now, another round of
oppression has forced her to uncover more of her abilities, and Rydra realizes that she has
telepathy and that Babel-17 enables her to use it at an accelerated rate. Frightened by this
realization, “She wanted to get [to Administrative Alliance Headquarters] with the language, the
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vocabulary, and grammar, give it to them, and retire. She was almost ready to hand over the
search for this mysterious speaker. But no, not quite; there was still something, something to be
heard and spoken…” (146). Despite her fear for her own wellbeing, Rydra senses there is more
to this epiphany. Her mind returns to Butcher:
The Butcher’s egoless brutality, hammered linear by what she could not know, less than
primitive, was for all its horror, still human. Though bloody-handed, he was safer than
the precision of the world linguistically corrected. What could you say to a man who
could not say ‘I’? What could he say to her? Tarik’s cruelties, kindnesses, existed at the
articulate limits of civilization. But this red bestiality….fascinated her! (146).
Rydra, though gaining awareness of Babel-17’s dangerous nature and its effects on her, cannot
yet see that the fascination that originally draws her to Babel-17 is the same fascination drawing
her and the Butcher steadily together.
Through Rydra and Butcher’s conversation about “I” and “you,” Delany reiterates the
importance of naming things, reminding readers that without naming a concept or thing, it is
impossible to properly discuss or consider them, and even more importantly, without a name, it
cannot exist. Determined to make sense of the mystery surrounding him, Rydra tells Butcher,
‘Look, you and I are going to talk to each other. But first I have to teach—’ she
stopped—‘the brain something.’
‘What?’
‘About you and I. You must hear the words a hundred times a day. Don’t you ever
wonder what they mean?’
‘Why? Most things make sense without them.’ (Delany 149)
Despite Butcher’s apparent disinterest and inability to understand the significance of I and you,
Rydra continues, “Something happened to you that left you with no memory, unable to speak or
read […] I suppose they went through all the possibilities that you were working for somebody
else under hypnotics. You don’t know what language you spoke before you lost your memory?”
(150). She surmises that his current speech pattern must be derived from the language he spoke
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prior to losing his memory. Rydra attempts to use linguistic information to determine Butcher’s
original identity, once again underscoring language’s fundamental role in shaping identity, but he
does not have her knowledge of language; Butcher cannot understand Rydra’s need to know or
why she feels so strongly that he must learn “I” and “you.” He asks, “Why must these sounds
mean something?” (150). Rydra answers, “Butcher, there are certain ideas which have words for
them. If you don’t know the words, you can’t know the ideas. And if you don’t have the idea,
you don’t have the answer” (150). Furthermore, “Sometimes you want to say things, and you’re
missing an idea to make them with, and missing a word to make the idea with. In the beginning
was the word. That’s how somebody tried to explain it once. Until something is named, it
doesn’t exist” (151); “language is the medium through which reality is constructed. Language,
then, shapes the contours of one's metaphysics” (Yancy 289). For Butcher, then, neither “I” nor
“you” exist.
Because she comprehends language’s power, Rydra knows that teaching Butcher the
common language concepts of I and you will enable him to connect with other members of the
English-speaking community. According to Rydra, “I” is “more important than anything else”
(Delany 154), and though he can make sense of most communication without it, Butcher begins
to realize that a basic understanding of language and connecting with others through language
are not the same. Indeed, “A Man who has a language consequently possesses the world
expressed and implied by that language. What we are getting at becomes plain: Mastery of
language affords remarkable power” (Fanon 18). Because no one else speaks a language that
does not possess the words/concepts for I and you, the Butcher feels completely isolated; he does
not have access to the world in which everyone around him exists because he does not have
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mastery of their language. Whoever has taken his language and left him without these concepts
has stripped him of the power to connect, transforming him into a puppet rather than a person.
Since he has no language community but greatly desires one, he works to understand and apply
these concepts into his speech, and he tries to explain his loneliness to Rydra. Butcher tells her
that he tried to save a baby so he would not be so alone. Rydra, seeking clarity, inquires, “You
wanted to raise the baby yourself so he would grow up and […] speak the language you speak?
Or at any rate speak English the way you speak it?” (Delany 157). The Butcher affirms this, and
Rydra becomes even more determined to teach him I and you.
Through practice and an initial reversal of the two terms, Butcher learns I and you, and in
the process, he and Rydra learn a great deal more about each other. During their exchanges,
Butcher becomes aware of how ‘I’ can affect ‘you’—how people influence and affect each other
through their words and actions. He had sacrificed his wellbeing and taken countless lives
because neither the self nor the other existed for him; he had nothing to lose or protect, and he
had no guilt. He was the perfect weapon, but as Charles Nilon argues in “The Science Fiction of
Samuel R. Delany and the Limits of Technology,” Rydra
makes Butcher in Babel-17 human by discovering that his language (Babel-17) does not
contain the words you and I, and then introducing him to the words’ mythologies. His
morality had been technical, and his humanity had been focused on achieving the
technical efficiency of killing. Through language that contains new mythologies, Rydra
changes the butcher [sic] into a human. (66)
Through the use of I and you, Rydra explains to Butcher that she not only finds value in the self
and other, but that, because of the head injury sustained in an Invader attack during her
childhood, she can see and feel what both her self and the other feel, citing her childhood
experience with the myna bird and reading its mind as a child as evidence. Until the Invaders’
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most recent abuse of her and consequent gains in supernatural linguistic ability, she did not know
exactly what her gift was. Now that she had named it—telepathy—she could control her power
and use it, along with her other linguistic abilities, to help Butcher as well.
Unwittingly, the Invaders push Rydra to create the communication and relationship bonds
with her crew and Butcher that will enable them to thwart the Invaders’ plans. The Invaders
sabotage and murder in attempt to oppress and weaken the Alliance, but instead, they cause
Rydra to develop and hone supernatural strengths that will be their undoing. The harm caused by
Babel-17 and other Invader attacks closet Rydra, but her community and their shared language(s)
give Rydra strength and keep her from permanently withdrawing into the closet. Each sabotage
forces her to communicate with and rely on her community because they need one another to
survive. The crew breaks down the walls that would eventually have destroyed Rydra and,
consequently, the Rimbaud community.
Delany demonstrates the importance of communication and community to individual
freedom and wellbeing through Butcher, for without community, he had no way to escape the
closet or even to know he was being abused. Butcher assures Rydra, now that he understands “I,”
that he, too, has been harmed by the Invaders and is against them. He says, “[W]hen I escaped, I
escaped with nothing: no memory, voice, words, name” (Delany 162). The Invaders oppressed
him so greatly that he lost himself completely, and by taking his voice and words, they ensured
he could not form community that might enable him to escape their control. He states, “I was no
I before, but now there is a reason to stay free. I will not be caught again. There is a reason”
(162). Rydra asks him what the reason is, and he tells her, “‘Because I am,’ he said softly, ‘and
you are’” (162). Once his new community, Rydra, teaches him his individual value and his
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importance to her, he gains motivation to never be caught again: a reason to stay out of the
closet. Babel-17 repeatedly shows that the way out of the closet is through language and that the
way to stay out of the closet is through continued communication with one’s community.
When Rydra enters Butcher’s mind through telepathy, she supernaturally discovers the
source of the sabotages and that Babel-17 has magnetized them to each other. To save the rest of
her community and the rest of the universe, she maintains a mindmeld with Butcher. Because
Babel-17 has compromised both of their loyalties to the Alliance, Rydra must use her telepathic
abilities to paralyze herself and Butcher with the small part of her that has, through her telepathic
link with her community, resisted the oppressors’ rule. Babel-17 has overtaken nearly all of
Rydra, but she manages to send a message to her crew by overriding it. The crew listens for
instruction: “Rydra’s voice: ‘The crew will debark with the Captain and the Butcher. The crew
will take them to General Forester, together, and not let them be separated” (Delany 184). The
voice and speech patterns are not Rydra’s, and because they know her well, the crew recognizes
the change: “‘Brass, Slug! Something’s wrong up there!’ Ron’s voice overcut the Captain’s
signal. ‘You ever heard them talk like that? Hey, Captain Wong, what’s the matter…?’” (184).
Because they trust Rydra, they follow orders, but the crew fears for her because they know her
communication style and that what they are hearing is not her style. When she takes on the
oppressors’ speech, her community is shaken and finds her unfamiliar, and they instinctively
reach out to one another for support when one of their own is at risk.
Because Rydra has invested in and brought together so many individuals who were
isolated, prejudiced, in broken communities, or otherwise needing to connect, these people are
quick to respond when they realize she needs help, illustrating the lasting effects of compassion,
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understanding, and connection. As readers, we witness Rydra’s connective powers and her
ability to neutralize prejudice best through Appleby, who now frequents Transport Town and
even gets cosmetisurgery. When Mocky angrily bursts into his office in the interest of helping
Rydra, Appleby states, “‘I’m Danil D. Appleby. Had I known you were Rydra’s friend, I would
have ushered you up here myself!’ The hostility had acted as a takeoff from which to spring into
ebullient camaraderie. ‘If you’re leaving on the Falcon, you’ve got time to step out a little while
with me, haven’t you?’” (Delany 190). Long after leaving Mocky and Appleby, Rydra still
manages to bring them together. Realizing that they share a mutual community member leads
them to trust each other and creates a bond that replaces the hostility caused by distrust that
causes Mocky’s anger, and instead of throwing him out, Appleby invites Mocky on a trip to
Transport Town, saying, “As a matter of fact, Rydra first took me there” (191). He admits, “I
saw a bunch of the weirdest, oddest people I had ever met in my life, who thought different, and
acted different, and even made love different. And they made me laugh, and get angry, and be
happy, and be sad, and excited, and even fall in love a little myself […] And they didn’t seem so
weird or strange anymore” (194). Mocky summarizes, “Communication was working that
night?” and Appleby confirms. In Delany’s later novel, Dhalgren, he explains this phenomenon:
“You meet a new person, you go with him […] and suddenly you get a whole new city […] You
go down new streets, you see houses you never saw before, pass places you didn’t know were
there. Everything changes” (355). Through Rydra, Appleby learns to stop closeting the Other and
learns to find value in other ways of living/cultures, emphasizing once more the significance of
creating community and understanding through effective communication. Rydra clears up his
misconceptions, and he trades his ignorance for community. The “Custom’s cage” no longer
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confines him (42), though he does remain mindful of his coworkers’ prejudice, which inhibits
some of his personal development, exposing the cyclical nature of prejudice. Appleby opens up
and revises his perceptions when Rydra encourages him to, whereas his prejudiced coworkers
stagnate his growth, underlining that a healthy communal worldview is integral to individuals’
healthy perspectives.
Babel-17 upholds the ideology that kindness and connecting abilities draw people
together and give them confidence and the ability to truly live. However, as General Forester
proves, some people are immovable. Arriving at Forester’s office, Mocky tries to work with
General Forester to help Rydra, but when Forester does not let him see her immediately, Mocky
burst through another door. The shell of Rydra confirms with Forester that Mocky stands before
her, and he affirms:
The woman blinked and said: ‘Message from Rydra Wong, delivered verbatim,
noncomprehension of its significance.’ Suddenly the face took on its familiar animation.
Her hands grasped each other, and she leaned slightly forward: ‘Mocky, am I glad you
got here. I can’t sustain this very long, so here goes [sic]. Babel-17 is more or less like
Onoff, Algol, Fortran. I am telepathic after all, only I’ve just learned how to control it.
I…we’ve taken care of the Babel-17 sabotage attempts. Only we’re prisoners, and if you
want to get us out, forget about who I am. Use what’s on the end of the tape, and find out
who he is!’ She pointed to the Butcher. (Delany 198)
Babel-17 has fully closeted Rydra, but with the supernatural help of telepathy, she pushes the
door open just long enough to ask for help, exhibiting what could happen if closeted
individuals/prisoners would—using the pressures of oppression “as a takeoff from which to
spring” (190)—tap into their innermost strength and reach out in communication, regardless of
how uncharacteristic their communication attempts may be.
Rydra and Delany share the ability to introduce us to people from other worlds that make
us think and challenge our perceptions of the Other as well as provide an outside perspective
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from which to evaluate those who refuse to reconsider their prejudices. Responding to Rydra’s
call for help, Mocky inquires about the crew/fellow members of Rydra’s community, and
Forester hisses, “Them? It’s like trying to talk to something out of your bad dreams. Transport.
Who can talk to people like that?” (Delany 199). Mocky quips, “Rydra could” and is on his way
(199). Mocky quickly dismisses Forester, whose palpable disdain for Rydra’s community alerts
Mocky, who knows Forester has interacted with community-building Rydra, to Forester’s
immovability. Mocky discerns any further dealings with Forester would simply waste his time,
and their encounter implies the futility of interacting with individuals like Forester. Instead,
Mocky asks the crew if they will help, and Brass, Calli, Ron, and then Mollya respond:
[Brass:] ‘Captain Wong’s not from our world. But wherever she came from, she brought
a set of values with her that said, ‘I like your work and I want to hire you’ […]
[Calli:] ‘She cuts through worlds and don’t mind taking you along. When’s the last time
somebody took me to a Baron’s for dinner and espionage? Next day I’m eating with
pirates. And here I am now. Sure I want to help’ […]
[Ron:] ‘she gets you thinking, Doc […]you start thinking that maybe those people who
live in other worlds—like Calli says—where people write books or make weapons, are
real. If you believe in them, you’re a little more ready to believe in yourself. And when
someone who can do that needs help, you help’ […]
[Mollya:] ‘I was dead. She made me alive. What can I do?’ (203-4)
Rydra’s community recognizes that she looks at what an individual has to offer rather than labels
or their past and thus brings people together and breaks down barriers. Rydra and Delany
highlight our similarities, suggest means for more effective communication, and teach us to care
about and believe in both “I” and “you.” They “cut through worlds, and join[ed] them—that’s
the important part—so that both became bigger” (205). In other words, they create a third space
in which people can contemplate, grow, and connect.
Babel-17 demonstrates the danger of prejudice regardless of the “side,” advocating the
polyoid position. With Rydra’s crew and the message she relays to him, Mocky manages to draw
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Rydra and Butcher out of their mindmeld. He explains to Forester, “‘His consciousness is, in
effect, restricted to one segment of his cortex. What this does’—the doctor lifted a metal helmet
and put it on the Butcher’s head, glancing at Rydra—‘is create a series of “unpleasantnesses” in
that segment until he is, so to speak, driven out of that part of the brain back into the rest’”
(Delany 208-9). The Invaders have maintained control of Butcher—previously known as Nyles
Ver Dorco, son of the Baron, who made him into an Alliance weapon only to have the Invaders
take control of the weapon via Babel-17—by closeting his actual self to a tiny portion of his
brain and filling the rest with Babel-17. Mocky uses Rydra’s message to force Butcher’s
consciousness out of its psychological closet. Once his community destroys the closet that has
held him captive, he recalls his past and initial allegiance to the Alliance. However, he and Rydra
have permanently moved into a third space—neither Alliance nor Invader; they have had enough
of being programmed by combatting “Others” and decide that “This war will end within six
months” (219).
Rydra and Butcher decide to reprogram Babel-17 into Babel-18, making it their own, and
use it to bring peace, a solution that also appealed to those involved in the AAVE versus SAE
debate. Rydra’s initial idolization of Babel-17 resulted in sabotage, explaining why some blacks
“argued against the notion that all things white were good and that the Negro should emulate
white art and taste” (Huggins 203). However, ignoring the benefits of Babel-17 seems
counterproductive, for as other blacks argued, “Our task is not to reinvent our traditions as if they
bore no relation to that tradition created and borne, in the main, by white men” (Gates xxiii). In
the end, Rydra and Butcher opt for a modified Babel-17, Babel-18, interweaving cultural
perspectives into a single language, reflecting and perhaps promoting the pro-Ebonics
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perspective of the language debates: “THE EBONICS SPOKEN in the US is rooted in the Black
American Oral Tradition […] the combination of African languages […] and Euro American
English […] Ebonics is a set of communication patterns and practices resulting from Africans’
appropriation and transformation of a foreign tongue during the African Holocaust” (Smitherman
19). Like the Africans in the U.S., Rydra and Butcher will have to “appropriate the language for
their own side, reshaping it into Babel-18 by removing the anti-Alliance bias and adding
personal pronouns that had been absent from Babel-17” (Cheyne 398).
Rydra and Butcher understand that the work has just begun when they escape the closet.
As Embry says, “Only through taking control of language can the characters end the cycle of
domination and free themselves and their enslaved societies” (155), and in “The Language of
Science Fiction: Babel-17,” Carl Malmgren claims, “At the literal level mastering the new
language [(Babel-18)] will end the war; at the figurative level it will enable humanity to bridge
the gap between Self and Other, healing the breach of isolation and alienation and clearing up the
‘misunderstandings that tie the world up and keep people apart’” (10). Rydra and Butcher know
that, through communication, they can begin to repair community and potentially prevent future
conflict. Malmgren’s wrap-up oversimplifies Babel-17’s conclusion, however; Delany does not
offer a tidy ending. As Gardner writes, “True art is too complex to reflect the party line. Art that
tries hard to tell the truth unretouched is difficult and often offensive. It tears down our heroes
and heart-warming convictions, violates canons of politeness and humane compromise” (15). In
accordance with Gardner’s claim, neither Rydra nor Butcher is faultless, and they do not share a
simple solution for the future. Forester determines that Rydra and friends a threat to the Alliance
and attempts to lock them away, and Butcher remarks, “I’m still a criminal. Canceling out bad
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deeds with good is a linguistic fallacy that’s gotten people in trouble more than once […] To end
this war I may have to make a lot more…mistakes [(perform violent acts)]. I’ll just try to keep
them down’” (Delany 219). Clearly, Butcher believes communication and moving toward
goodness is the best plan, but that it may not be enough to stop the war. He intimates that
violence should not be the first response but may be necessary to bring about peace. Rydra,
though, argues that past mistakes should not interfere with positive future behavior: “The whole
mechanism of guilt as a deterrent to right action is just as much a linguistic fault” (219).
Delany provides both perspectives to consider, but he closes with Rydra telling Butcher,
“And even without Babel-17, you should know by now, I can talk my way out of anything”
(219), suggesting that, if done well—or, in Rydra’s case, supernaturally well, which may be why
she achieves so much success—communication can serve to connect and to free. In his reading
of Babel-17, Embry recognizes a similar purpose and call to action:
As cultural pendulums go, it seems about time for the cynically distant notion that we are
helpless, confused, and alienated in a broken world of irreconcilable perspectives to
swing to a worldview that resituates command and direction in the hands of humanity
that is more than capable of shouldering the load, straightening the mess, and addressing
the needs of the many disparate voices. An approach to revealing the reappearance of
faith and hope lies in the return to language and its power over society. (151)
Rydra’s communication skills provide people with faith and hope in themselves and the people
around them, serving to draw people out of their lonely closets and to connect them with a
variety of people and cultures, and like Rydra, “Babel-17 also serves as a bridge between
fragmented and isolated worlds, as a language system with the potential to make its ‘speakers’
grow. Armed with this language system, we can, like Rydra Wong, begin to tell right from
wrong, begin to right a wrong […] indeed begin to change the world” (Malmgren 13). In our
quest to begin to change the world, we must, as Babel-17 encourages, remember to reach out to
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the invisible, the voiceless, and all forms of Other, arming them with this same communal
language system and, in so doing, providing them with community and a means to “negotiat[e] a
sense of themselves and a sense of place and reality” (Yancy 282).

CHAPTER 2
FLEDGLING: A NOVEL: CLOSETING THE OTHER, OTHERING THE CLOSET
I don’t write about good and evil with this enormous dichotomy. I write about people. I write
about people doing the kinds of things that people do. And I think even the worst of us doesn’t
just set out to be evil. People set out to get something. They set out to defend themselves from
something. They are frightened, perhaps. They set out because they believe their way is the best
way to perhaps enforce their way on other people. – Octavia Butler, qtd. in Juan Williams’s
“Interview”
In “Obituary: Octavia E. Butler, June 22, 1947-February 24, 2006,” Susan Sturgis echoes
the sentiment of many readers and scholars of Octavia Butler’s fiction: “In so much fiction,
nothing much is at stake, not for the characters, not for the reader [...] Butler brought the big
questions to the table with no easy outs, either for her characters or her readers. My extended
encounter with her work last fall reminded me how much fiction can matter, if it’s brave
enough” (19). Socially-conscious and complex, like the work of many contemporary marginal
authors, Butler’s fiction with supernatural elements fulfills Gardner’s call for moral art.
According to Gardner, “We recognize true art by its careful, thoroughly honest search for and
analysis of values. It is not didactic because, instead of teaching by authority and force, it
explores, open-mindedly, to learn what it should teach” (19, italics mine). Butler’s work does
just that: “Butler generates a ‘characteristic ambivalence towards her message’ that disturbs
didactic or partisan readings of her texts,” as Amanda Boulter writes in “Polymorphous Futures:
Octavia E. Butler’s Xenogenesis Trilogy” (170). Likewise, De Witt Douglass Kilgore and
Samantrai Ranu state in “A Memorial to Octavia Butler,”
[T]he tales Butler tells are not simple future-history scenarios extrapolating Utopian
solutions to contemporary troubles. Her narratives can be grim and are often tragic. Her
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characters are never uncomplicated paragons of good, messiahs determined to lead their
people from fear and oppression into the light. Dominance and submission, masters and
slaves characterize the future as well as the past; rape is a constant danger in even
sympathetic social relations. Her view of the human prospect may ultimately be hopeful
but it is never sentimental. Resolution, if and when it comes, is hard. If it is fair to say, as
some scholars have, that science fiction tends to create technical fixes for racism and
racial politics (erasing race as a part of the future), that charge cannot be leveled at
Butler. Her futures are populated with recognizably raced subjects and textured by
histories that cannot be left behind. (354)
Scholars agree that Butler’s texts and use of supernatural elements are neither simplistic nor
didactic. As Gardner argues that art should, her works have layers of meaning that surface
through her exploration and analysis of social strata, beliefs, and practices. As Larry McCaffery
explains in “An Interview with Octavia E. Butler,” “Her fiction has its roots in her experiences as
a black woman growing up in a society dominated by white people, particularly white men. With
the publication of her Patternist novels, she immediately signaled her interest in anthropological,
racial, and political themes” (McCaffery and McMenamin 54). In line with her previous work,
Butler’s final novel, Fledgling, tests the boundaries of identity and SF by defying labels and
presuppositions and enables readers to do the same.
As a black, female SF author starting out in the 1960s and 1970s, Butler apparently did
not register on Gardner’s Moral Fiction radar, but it was during this time that members of
American society started to push back against the societal constructs that likely caused Gardner
to largely overlook minority authors like Butler and Delany. In “Racing Delany,” Carl Freedman
indicates that changing social trends and literary interests have brought more marginalized
authors to the forefront:
[T]hough sf was a practically all-white field…in the early 1960s, and though the
academic Black Studies establishment has been shamefully slow to recognize Delany’s
[(read: black SF authors’)] achievement, the current excitement generated by ‘Afrofuturism’ and the race-conscious attention finally being paid not only to Delany but also
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to Octavia Butler, Steven Barnes, Nalo Hopkinson, and other black sf writers reflect the
fulfillment of a promise long implicit. (477)
Gardner may have simply been a man of his time, but by expanding his literary gaze, he would
have found the “good” art he so desperately sought. Bell hooks addresses this issue in
“Postmodern Blackness,” writing that “white critics who passively absorb white supremacist
thinking, and therefore never notice or look at black people…who render us invisible with their
gaze in all areas of daily life, are not likely to…promote a breakdown in traditional ways of
seeing and thinking about reality, ways of constructing aesthetic theory and practice” (25).
Although he did ignore black people almost entirely in his aesthetic theory, Gardner’s definition
of moral art applies to many black artists. According to Gardner, art “is good (as opposed to
pernicious or vacuous) only when it has a clear positive moral effect, presenting valid models for
imitation, eternal varieties worth keeping in mind, and a benevolent vision of the possible which
can inspire and incite human beings toward virtue, toward life affirmation as opposed to
destruction or indifference” (18), and through Butler’s unique use of SF, her work does just that.
In “Reflections on Octavia E. Butler,” in which several of Butler’s colleagues reflect on her life
and work, Jeffrey Allen Tucker states, “I suppose most great works of art successfully appeal
across demographics, affinities, and subcultures; however, to actually witness a diverse audience
make connections amongst themselves across difference by way of Butler’s novel affirmed for
me the value of art and literature” (McIntyre et al. 436). Tucker affirms Butler’s ability to create
art that “has a clear positive moral effect” and that “can inspire and incite human beings toward
virtue.”
The same social constraints that likely kept Butler from Gardner’s notice provided her
with material for her “models for imitation.” Butler tells Frances M. Beal in the “Black Scholar
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Interview with Octavia Butler: Black Women and the Science Fiction Genre,” “I grew up during
the sixties—that was the period of my adolescence—and I was involved with the black
consciousness raising that was taking place at the time” (15). Similarly, she tells Juan Williams
in “Interview: Author Octavia Butler Talks about Her Books and Her Writing Career,” “[O]ne of
the reasons I got into writing about power was because I grew up feeling that I didn’t have any,
and therefore, it was fascinating” (n.p.). She adds, “I find myself still interested in power
relationships and still writing about them, not so much any longer because I worry about not
having power myself, but just because they are part of what it means to be human” (n.p.). Even
as Gardner was calling for “good” art, Butler was working to create art that would reimagine
social constructs and offer alternative visions of the future. As Simon Glickman and Ralph G.
Zerbonia report in their entry about Butler in Contemporary Black Biography, “Butler’s work
has helped put race and gender into the foreground of speculative fiction, exploring…social and
political issues with a developed sense of ambiguity and difficulty. Such explorations…were
previously absent from science fiction: ‘In the ’70s, Butler’s work exploded into this ideological
vacuum like an incipient solar system’” (29). For some time, however, Butler’s groundbreaking
literature did not—most likely because of her marginal race, sex, and genre—receive much
attention from mainstream literary society. Nevertheless, Butler persisted in creating literary art
that continues to explore and subvert social constructions in a society rife with identity-based
anxieties and prejudice.
During a routine browsing of Yahoo!’s homepage shortly after reading Fledgling for the
first time, I noticed a newspaper article about a hate crime in the United States. Often, these hate
crimes take place, as in Delany’s Babel-17, between two armies, two political groups, two
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socioeconomic classes, etc., but this hate crime was different. The article told of an Amish man,
Sam Mullet, and members of his “breakaway” group who attacked another Amish sect and cut
off the men’s beards and the women’s hair, both of which are “held in high esteem” in Amish
culture (Welsh-Huggins par. 12). Mullet defends these actions because of “long-standing
resentment of his group’s [mis]treatment” by the other sect (Welsh-Huggins par. 1). This article
caught my attention, in part, because I did not recall ever seeing the Amish in the news; as a
minority group, they are outside the sphere of “normal” white America, marginalized citizens
who live in isolated areas and keep primarily to themselves: Others. Mainstream society—the
“norm”—has little interest in the Others’ daily activity, so they mostly remain unseen and
unheard. According to Benjamin Robertson in his article “‘Some Matching Strangeness’:
Biology, Politics, and the Embrace of History in Octavia Butler's Kindred,” “[The norm]
operates as a story society tells itself about itself: we are this and they are that; we deserve
inclusion in society and the benefit of its protection by virtue of possessing a certain
characteristic; they, by virtue of privation, deserve exclusion and all the lack of protection it
entails” (368). That is, if the Amish, for example, deviate from the norm, they are not part of the
community and do not warrant its services or attentions. In addition, the article caught my
attention because the attack took place within a group, rather than between two separate groups.
In Babel-17, conflict took place within the Alliance, but the people were from different
socioeconomic backgrounds; we expect that kind of conflict. However, the average white
American assumes that only one type of Amish person exists: a quiet, peaceful, keeps-to-his-own
person. Thus, an attack within the Amish came as a surprise. Reading this article, I could not
ignore its parallels with Octavia Butler’s Fledgling (2005).
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Butler’s Fledgling explores a situation similar to that of the Amish community: a case of
hate that results in further hate within two sects of a “single,” marginalized community, the Ina,
known to humans by the less flattering moniker “vampire.” Shori, a victim of intracommunity
hate crimes, must overcome the consequent amnesia and (re)discover her identity in a world that
constantly attempts to other and closet her. Like Delany, Butler chooses to use supernatural
elements to create situations that mirror reality, encouraging readers to think outside the
constraints of reality about the issues within their own societies. Instead of dealing with real-life
othered communities like the Amish, Butler creates a fictional people who live in isolated
communities that are surrounded by farmlands and forests, much like Sam Mullet’s sect. By
using fictional communities, Butler transcends specific identities and represents a generic, fill-inthe-blank Other, enabling her to challenge all identity-based prejudice: “Butler’s fiction refuses
to account for identity as reducible to the texts produced by political and cultural power for the
purpose of oppressing those who do not merit representation […] Butler avoids a reductive
essentialism by interrogating the ways in which material identity evolves, especially as these
identities form semi-permanent relationships with other identities” (Robertson 366). As Adam
Roberts suggests in Science Fiction: The New Critical Idiom, fiction with supernatural
components, specifically science fiction (SF) in his case, “allows the symbolic expression of
what it is to be female, or black, or otherwise marginalised [sic]” (30). In addition to expressing
what it is to be marginal, Lauren J. Lacey contends in her article “Octavia E. Butler on Coping
with Power in Parable of the Sower, Parable of the Talents, and Fledgling,” “Butler’s texts […]
offer a different perspective of power—one that is not dominant, white, or male” (385). Indeed,
Fledgling’s fictional community successfully expresses what it is to be marginalized because of
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race, sexual orientation, age, and—the symbolic wildcard—specie, and through these fictional
characters and situations, Butler explores possibilities of alternative power structures as well as
peaceful coexistence between individuals and communities who differ in various ways. The
events within the text underscore the dangers of prejudice, othering, and closeting and encourage
readers to contemplate the powerful role that communication and community play in forming the
identity and wellbeing of the individual and, consequently, future communities.
Butler’s use of fiction with supernatural elements to explore and combat identity-based
prejudice by constructing nontraditional communities through successful communication aligns
with Delany’s methods in Babel-17. Like Delany, Butler knew a great deal about SF and
acknowledged her role as a SF author, remarking, “I didn’t decide to become a science fiction
writer. It just happened”; SF drew her because of the “freedom of it; it’s potentially the freest
genre in existence” (qtd. in Beal 14). Also like Delany, Butler’s characters and their stories
mattered to her far more than genre classifications. As Butler told Beal, “I don’t really worry
about sub-genres or genre really. I write what I have to write and when I finish, I send it off to
my publisher and they worry about what genre it falls into” (14). In “‘We Keep Playing the Same
Record’: A Conversation with Octavia E. Butler,” Butler tells Stephen W. Potts, “[S]cience
fiction is supposed to be about exploring new ideas and possibilities” (332). Butler explains that
she became an SF author not because she chose a genre in which to write, but because SF
provided her a vehicle in which to probe new ideological frontiers. Roberts echoes this idea,
stating, “SF provides a means, in a popular and accessible fictional form, for exploring alterity”
(28), which is exactly what Butler does through Fledgling.
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Butler emphasized that the content of her writing mattered most to her, but she
recognized that people inevitably would attempt to categorize her work. Scholars have responded
to Fledgling in a variety of ways: with readings ranging from vampirism-as-illness10 to
posthumanism11, and with explorations of Fledgling’s disability, gender, power and agency, race,
and/or sex commentary12 to examinations of its language and ideology, revealing a law-asperformance subtext as well as a pedagogical philosophy13. Marty Fink’s frequently-referenced
article “AIDS Vampires: Reimagining Illness in Octavia Butler's Fledgling” claims that “the
vampire functions as an allegorical suggestion that those living with HIV/AIDS or otherwise
marked as diseased should be banished and feared, punished and slain” (417). However, in
“‘Every Age Has the Vampire It Needs’: Octavia Butler’s Vampiric Vision in Fledgling,” one of
the first critical responses to Fledgling, Ali Brox suggests that the vampire figure in Fledgling is
a hybrid, specifically by way of race. Broadening her lens beyond the vampire, Lacey examines
the power structures in three of Butler’s novels in “Octavia E. Butler on Coping with Power in
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For example, see Marty Fink’s “AIDS Vampires: Reimagining Illness in Octavia Butler's Fledgling,” which De
Witt Douglass Kilgore and Samantrai Ranu incorporate into “A Memorial to Octavia Butler.”
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For example, see Ali Brox’s “‘Every Age Has the Vampire It Needs’: Octavia Butler’s Vampiric Vision in
Fledgling” and Pramod K. Nayar’s “Vampirism and Posthumanism in Octavia Butler's Fledgling” and “A New
Biological Citizenship: Posthumanism in Octavia Butler’s Fledgling.”
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For example, see Therí Pickens’s “‘You’re Supposed to Be a Tall, Handsome, Fully Grown White Man’:
Theorizing Race, Gender, and Disability in Octavia Butler’s Fledgling,” Gregory J. Hampton’s “Vampires and
Utopia: Reading Racial and Gender Politics in the Fiction of Octavia Butler,” Lauren J. Lacey’s “Octavia E.
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Parable of the Sower, Parable of the Talents, and Fledgling.” While some focus on Fledgling as
a vampire story14, most classify it, like Delany’s Babel-17, as SF, perhaps simply because Butler
considered herself (or knew people considered her) a science fiction author15.
As with Delany, discussions of Butler’s writing and its genre placement seem married to
discussions of race16. Because of works like Delany’s Babel-17 and Butler’s Fledgling, critics
have taken increasing notice of the links between SF and African American culture. For instance,
De Witt Douglas Kilgore writes in “Difference Engine: Aliens, Robots, and Other Racial Matters
in the History of Science Fiction,” “My point is that this genre devoted to social extrapolation
has race as part of its operating system” (17), and he later adds, “Science fiction’s penchant for
racial play, for making new races or species, allows us to experiment with how beings are
created, developed, and changed,” using Fledgling as an example (21). Further, Freedman writes,
“Tucker echoes Gilroy and Delany himself in insisting that there is a special affinity between
science fiction and African-American culture. A people so massively and cruelly oppressed by
actually existing socio-political arrangements has a particular need for the images of alternative
worlds that science fiction is uniquely equipped to supply” (477). Also noting the ties between
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contemporary black fiction and the supernatural, Marc Steinberg writes in his essay “Inverting
History in Octavia Butler’s Postmodern Slave Narrative,” “Forms of the fantastic appear in many
of the works of contemporary African-American novelists” (475). In the Encyclopedia of the
African Diaspora: Origins, Experiences, and Culture, Dixie-Anne Belle states, “Octavia Estelle
Butler is the celebrated African American author of science fiction novels that address society’s
future through issues that include women’s role as society’s leaders, the balance of power
between oppressors and the oppressed, and the self-destructive cycle of humanity” (235,
emphasis added). Significantly, Belle refers to Butler as “the African American” SF author,
highlighting how recently black authors have joined the SF genre and how uncommon black
presence is in the genre as well as, possibly, the lingering assumptions that SF is a white, male
genre. Gregory J. Hampton explains in “Vampires and Utopia: Reading Racial and Gender
Politics in the Fiction of Octavia Butler,” “Classic Science Fiction (SF) has always been a forum
for political commentary because it has always been an investigation of the Other. Allegory has
often been the veil that politics has stood behind in order not to frighten away the genre’s white
adolescent male audience” (106). Cognizant of her primarily white-male audience, Butler,
Boulter writes,
works within and against the conventions of the [SF] genre, drawing upon familiar
themes (such as alien contacts, telepathy or immortality) to expose and reconfigure the
implicitly sexist and racist assumptions that, until the 1960s, characterized science
fiction. Her narratives evoke African legend and African-American history as well as
contemporary black (and) feminist politics. (170)
Here, Boulter explains Butler’s unique use of SF, arguing that Butler embraces traditional
elements of SF, making her appealing to its traditionally white audience, but she also challenges
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the traditional genre boundaries as well as its traditionally white perspectives, providing an
alternative lens through which to view societal norms and practices.
While many scholars now acknowledge Butler’s unique uses of SF, there was a time
when her race overshadowed her writing in the SF genre, and Delany dealt with racial
stereotyping as an SF author as well. Interviewers consistently asked Butler and Delany about
writing in a traditionally white genre and frequently asked about other black SF writers. In
response to Charles H. Rowell’s inquiries about her position as a black SF author in “An
Interview with Octavia E. Butler,” Butler replied, “As far as being a black science fiction writer
here, my early isolation helped me. On one level, I was aware that there was only one other black
science fiction writer that I knew of—and that was [Samuel] ‘Chip’ Delany. I was aware of him
because he was one of my teachers at Clarion. Before that I’d seen his work, but I didn’t know
he was black” (63-4). Butler implies here that she became an SF author because she enjoyed the
genre, not because she was influenced by other black authors. Although neither Butler nor
Delany claims any literary ties between them, literary convention organizers placed the two
authors together simply because of their race, so in his essay “Racism and Science Fiction,”
Delany attempts to raise awareness of racial grouping, urging “intermixing with, the many sorts
of writers who make up the sf community” (par. 36). Delany adds, “I have been invited to appear
with Octavia at least six times, with another appearance scheduled in a few months and a joint
interview with the both of us scheduled for a national magazine. All the comparison points out is
the pure and unmitigated strength of the discourse of race in our country vis-à-vis any other”
(“Racism and Science Fiction” par. 34). When organizers continued to schedule Butler with him,
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Delany recognized that this pairing testified to ongoing race assumptions and charged society to
“establish—and repeatedly revamp—anti-racist institutions and traditions” (par. 36).
Cognizant of identity-based grouping, I worried that discussing two black authors in this
dissertation would be perceived as such, particularly because people asked, “You’re using two
black authors?” Pondering whether people’s concerns about my selection were valid, I recalled
Audre Lorde’s words in “The Master’s Tools Will Never Dismantle the Master’s House”: “It is a
particular academic arrogance to assume any discussion of feminist theory without examining
our many differences, and without a significant input from poor women, Black and Third World
women, and lesbians” (Lorde 110). The same arrogance, then—the assumption that only one
aspect of identity forms experience—would prevent two black SF writers from appearing in the
same dissertation. In his article “Significant Others,” Henry Louis Gates sympathizes with Lorde
and criticizes Luce Irigaray’s attempts to speak for all women regardless of race and other
differences, writing, “[T]he discursive occlusions in any social formation are multiple, not
singular […] What Irigaray's recuperative strategies lead her to overlook is the specificity of
oppression: as Fenster insists in Samuel Delany’s Dhalgren, ‘Being a faggot does not make you
a black’” (614). Gates rightly insists that each identity-based difference affects multiple aspects
of the individual and that one difference does not account for all differences. Emphasizing the
many components of identity and encouraging people to contemplate these variations, Delany,
referring again to organizers’ repeated pairing of him and Butler, writes, “The fact is…Butler
and I are very different writers, interested in very different things […] I think that the nature of
the generalization (since we have an extraordinarily talented black woman sf writer, why don’t
we generalize that interest to all black sf writers, male and female) has elements of both racism
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and sexism about it” (“Racism and Science Fiction” par. 32). As Lorde, Gates, and Delany point
out, different aspects of identity uniquely shape experience, so to exclude either Butler or Delany
because of race from this discussion of supernatural texts, then, proves as discriminatory as
lumping them together at conventions based solely on race.
Although Butler and Delany do certainly differ on various levels, their experiences as
Other have led to their work containing similar explorations of identity and possible futures; both
their similarities and their differences have led to their inclusion in this discussion. Comparing
Butler’s and Delany’s lives and work exposes the ways in which difference contributes to
forming worldview as well as how a shared difference can overshadow the many idiosyncrasies
that contribute to individuality. In other words, though the two differ in many ways because of
their unique experiences, their experiences as Other have led to similar themes, subtexts, and
genre use. While reading Delany’s fiction with supernatural components may provide insight
into “the” black experience, reading Butler’s fiction with supernatural components—even if the
message(s) are similar—adds another dimension of understanding.
Though he underscores their differences in “Racism and Science Fiction,” Delany
acknowledges that they also have shared experience, particularly on a racial level: “Butler and I,
born and raised on opposite sides of the country, half a dozen years apart, share many of the
experiences of racial exclusion and the familial and social responses to that exclusion which
constitute a race” (“Racism and Science Fiction” par. 33). In her article “A Cyborg Manifesto:
Science, Technology, and Socialist-Feminism in the Late Twentieth Century,” Donna J.
Haraway points to one such similarity, stating, “I am indebted […] to writers like Joanna Russ,
Samuel R. Delany, John Varley, James Tiptree, Jr, Octavia Butler, Monique Wittig, and Vonda
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McIntyre. These are our story-tellers exploring what it means to be embodied in high-tech
worlds. They are theorists for cyborgs” (173). Haraway draws attention to Butler and Delany’s
use of SF to reimagine embodiment and identity. Each identity-based experience enables further
understanding and therefore reimagining of embodiment or, in some cases, disembodiment. As
discussed in Chapter One, Delany’s self-awareness of his multifaceted identity certainly played a
role in Babel-17. Indeed, in her entry “Delany, Samuel R.” in The Concise Oxford Companion to
African American Literature, Sandra Y. Govan quotes Delany as stating, “The constant and
insistent experience I have had as a black man, as a gay man, as a science fiction writer in racist,
sexist, homophobic America, with its carefully maintained tradition of high art and low, colors
and contours every sentence I write” (105). Although Delany and Butler have in common that
they are both black, born in the U.S. in the 1940s, and write SF that focuses on identity,
communication, community, and social (r)evolution, their backgrounds differ significantly and,
as a result, so does their fiction.
Butler recognized that her multilayered identity and life experiences contributed to her
writing as well. She referred to herself as a “loner” (Glickman & Zerbonia 30). As a child, she
“spent a lot of time getting hit and kicked and not really knowing what to do about it” (qtd. in
Rowell 52), so she avoided other children. In addition, as she writes in “Positive Obsession,” “I
was shy, afraid of most people, most situations. I didn’t stop to ask myself how things could hurt
me, or even whether they could hurt me. I was just afraid” (126). Consequently, Butler’s work
often forces readers to question their thoughts, fears, and beliefs, challenging readers to
determine whether they need to continue thinking, fearing, or believing as they do. She adds, “I
did a lot of thinking—the same things over and over. Who was I anyway? Why should anyone
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pay attention to what I had to say? Did I have anything to say? I was writing science fiction and
fantasy […] At that time nearly all professional science-fiction writers were white men” (133).
Butler’s thoughts expose an early self-awareness of her marginality and insecurities. This
awareness enabled her to explore identity concepts in a genre that, as she notes, seemed to
belong to white males, but according to Butler, SF-writing white males are themselves different:
“She elaborated on this sense of isolation among her [writing] peers, believing that ‘to write
science fiction you do have to be kind of a loner, live in your head, and, at the same time, have a
love for talking’” (Glickman & Zerbonia 30). Butler’s recognition of her commonalities with
white males, who most would consider her direct opposite, attests to her gift for connecting
seemingly dissimilar people, even those who may outwardly appear disconnected.
Butler’s loner tendencies continued throughout her life and provided her with a great deal
of time to think and write. She explains to McCaffery and McMenamin that people frequently
assumed she was gay, which was part of the reason others mistreated her, because she was six
feet tall and had short hair: “I […] realized, once I thought it over, that I’m a hermit. I enjoy my
own company more than most other people’s—and going to parties or trying to meet Mr. or Ms.
Right or whatever simply doesn’t appeal to me” (58). She states that she learned about gay
sexuality because of other people’s comments about her, and she adds, “I was intrigued by gay
sexuality, enough so that I wanted to play around with it in my imagination and my work. That’s
one of the things I do in my writing: either I find out certain things about myself or I write to
create some context in which I can explore what I want to be” (58). Her writing enabled her to
remain a loner and explore the topics and maltreatment she experienced, which explains the
thoughtful exploration of topics like difference and oppression in her work.
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Butler did not have Delany’s apparent social ease, but her upbringing still revealed to her
the importance of community, as her work shows. Unlike Delany, who frequently references
conversations with friends and romantic relationships, “Butler referred to herself as solitary. In
their remembrances, many of her friends and students have commented on how much she liked
being alone, but how she made the effort to be with other people, at workshops, literary
conventions, and other public gatherings” (“Obituary” 19). Despite her self-perception as
“solitary,” Butler told Marilyn Mehaffy and AnaLouise Keating in the interview “‘Radio
Imagination’: Octavia Butler on the Poetics of Narrative Embodiment,” “I’ve always lived in
clusters of people who found ways of getting along together even if they didn’t much like each
other, which was often the case […] All of my characters either are in a community like Lauren
in Parable of the Sower, or they create one […] My own feeling is that human beings need to
live that way and we too often don’t” (61). Butler consistently advocates for community living,
and despite her preference for being alone, she chose to fulfill her role in her community as a
teacher, speaker, and friend. Delany, on the other hand, has been in plural relationships and lived
in a commune, suggesting a much greater enjoyment of and exposure to communal living
(Govan 105).
As the child of a single mother, Butler contrasted socioeconomically with Delany as well.
Govan reports that Delany’s parents were the “owners of Levy and Delany, a Harlem funeral
parlor. His background provided the gifted young Delany with rich and varied experiences […]
His summers were spent at racially integrated upstate New York youth camps” (104). Butler’s
childhood, however, did not offer the same luxuries. She often spoke of her mother, who worked
to support the two of them, during interviews, and she recalled, “Sometimes, I was able to go
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inside and hear people talk about or to my mother in ways that were obviously disrespectful. As
a child I did not blame them for their disgusting behavior, but I blamed my mother for taking it. I
didn’t really understand. This is something I carried with me for quite a while” (Rowell 51). The
people for whom her mother worked skewed how Butler—who did not understand that her
mother’s race, sex, and class placed her in a vulnerable if not powerless position—viewed her
mother for a long time, but she eventually appreciated and credited her mother for keeping her
fed and housed (51). She learned that her mother remained silent not because of weakness but
out of need, one of the oppressor’s greatest tools for silencing the oppressed. Delany never
references financial want or need in his writing, whereas Butler expressed the economic
difficulties for single black women in the U.S. in multiple interviews, revealing another
difference between the two authors.
Butler’s and Delany’s life experiences and personalities differ substantially, and while
their shared experience as Other clearly influences their subject matter, they are, as Delany says,
very different writers. Regarding Butler’s and Delany’s writing, Boulter claims, “Unlike […]
Samuel Delany, Butler does not experiment with narrative structures or expectations to
continually estrange or challenge the reader” (173). Delany’s work borders at times on the fancy
footwork, so to speak, that Gardner cautions can deter readers from art’s purpose, making him
more appealing to a more “literary” crowd, but Butler employs straightforward structures,
making her work more universally accessible according to Boulter. According to Gardner,
linguistic opacity suggests indifference to the needs and wishes of the reader and to
whatever ideas may be buried under all that brush. And since one reason we read fiction
is our hope that we will be moved by it, finding characters we can enjoy and sympathize
with, an academic striving for opacity suggests, if not misanthropy, a perversity or
shallowness that no reader would tolerate except if he is one of those poor milktoast
innocents who timidly accepts violation of their feelings from a habit of supposing they
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must be missing something, or one of those arrogant donzels who chuckle at things
obscure because their enjoyment proves to them that they are not like lesser mortals. (69)
Clearly, Gardner feels very strongly that fiction authors who ignore the wants and needs of
readers in order to experiment with their prose perform a disservice to average readers and
further the problems of weak or arrogant readers. When Delany occasionally ventures into his
more structurally complex and linguistically unclear prose, like during Rydra’s linguistic
analysis of the assassin on Jebel Tarik, Gardner would suggest, he sacrifices the work’s purpose
for his readers—or at least some of it—and makes it more difficult for readers to connect with
his characters. Butler, on the other hand, as Boulter notes, refrains from this kind of linguistic
experiments, keeping the focus entirely on her characters.
Both Delany and Butler, regardless of their formatting and stylistics, mindfully
incorporate real-life familiarity with identity-based oppression into their fiction, intentionally
using their knowledge of even the most subtle forms of othering to expose, explore, and oppose
underlying prejudiced thoughts and behaviors. By representing multiple forms of identity
through the use of supernatural components, Butler and Delany encourage readers to consider
countless prejudgments—some with exact correspondence to reality and some symbolic—and
their detriments. For example, Babel-17 covers diverse aspects of identity, but other than a few
obscure references (e.g. names like Wong), Delany does not directly address race. Butler,
however, has a black heroine and several other racially-identified characters in Fledgling,
bringing race to the forefront of readers’ consciousness.
Shori is by no means Butler’s first black heroine, but she is Butler’s first vampire
heroine. Butler told Evette Porter in “Having Her Say,” “I realized there was a whole genre
[(vampire novels)] out there I wasn’t aware of […] which inspired Fledgling” (96), so she wrote
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her vampire-novel inspired tale, which created another avenue for viewing the Other in her
fiction. Brox argues that Butler “uses the hybrid vampire figure not only to challenge the Ina’s
species prejudice but also to challenge the black/white binary that preoccupies American
society” (395). However, Butler has successfully challenged the black/white binary in her
previous fiction through the use of humans, so why would she also need to make use of species
to combat race? Brox is far closer to the mark when she briefly notes that “the ‘traditional’
vampire is often presented as the ‘other’ who threatens humanity […] this vampire represents the
‘queered’ or Othered because he embodies the fears and anxieties of the society he infiltrates”
(391). Shori’s skin color elicits race conversations within the text, but her role as a vampire—a
fictional being who signifies any identity variance that results in othering—enables Butler to
confront all forms of othering because she represents otherness with a characteristic that does not
directly translate to a specific human construct. In his essay “Minority and Becoming-minor in
Octavia Butler’s Fledgling,” Chuck Robinson states, “My suggestion is that, rather than reading
Butler’s primary concern as something concrete, fixed, or adjectival, i.e., this or that race, this or
that gender, this or that ethnicity, we should instead look at her conceptual figurations of
minority” (485), which is the goal here.
In “An Interview with Octavia E. Butler,” Randall Kenan summarizes Butler’s primary
areas of subversion as “race, gender, and power” (495), but Fledgling’s fantastic elements do not
stop with Butler’s characteristic examinations; they expand to include all forms of othering
through the indeterminate vampire figure. This is not to say Butler encapsulates every aspect of
being Other or attempts to represent the unique experiences of each Other; rather, she prods
readers to question along with her how otherness in general affects every facet of thinking,
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living, and being. In his discussion of vampire as HIV/AIDS, Fink suggests that Butler’s vampire
figure allows for this kind of exploration, writing, “not naming the pandemic allows for the
redefinition of its culturally constructed assumptions” (422). Butler’s vampire figure does stand
in for unnamed Others for the sake of redefinition and (re)consideration, but Fink’s focus seems
a bit narrow. He views Fledgling as one of the “discourses currently available to talk about ‘the
disease that has no name’” (423), and while that is certainly one reading, it limits the possible
roles of the unspecified Other to a single pandemic. By drawing on the vampire figure rather
than a concretely-defined Other, Butler subverts numerous societal definitions and even labels of
“Other” through the Ina, especially Shori.
Often, the vampire figure appears as a highly-sexualized, white, adult, male heterosexual
who preys upon humans and who has no regard for his victims’—often attractive young
women—lives, but Butler challenges preconceived notions about vampires, thereby
simultaneously challenging preconceived notions of the Other. Fink writes, “Fledgling’s narrator
Shori […] radically reinscribes the vampire’s traditional function. A black female vampire […]
Shori ridicules the canonical ideas of the vampire as sexual threat or immoral predator, asserting
that ‘we have very little in common with the vampire creatures Bram Stoker described in
Dracula’” (417), and having read Dracula, Butler was familiar with the vampire stereotype
therein (Porter 96). According to Frances Gateward, contemporary authors often use vampires to
represent otherness because “they have the potential to directly challenge the dominant
ideologies of sexism, white supremacy, homophobia, and capitalism upon which highbrow
aesthetics rest” (qtd. in Brox 391). A. Timothy Spaulding’s Re-forming the Past: History, the
Fantastic, and the Postmodern Slave Narrative (2005) also looks at how contemporary authors
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are employing vampire stories. According to Michelle Reid’s “Review: A Constellation of Slave
Narratives,” Spaulding suggests that “contemporary extensions to the slave narrative tradition
include postmodern satire, a gothic novel, vampire stories, and science fiction” (317). Spaulding
includes Butler’s Kindred in this discussion but not Fledgling, as it was just coming out, but the
constant power tensions between characters in Fledgling are highly reminiscent of those in slave
narratives. Fledgling explores ownership/hierarchy through the Ina/symbiont relationship,
performs Gateward’s challenging of dominant ideologies, exhibits Spaulding’s extension of the
slave narrative tradition, and reveals how “inexplicable fantastic elements emphasize that the
physical and psychological impact of slavery cannot be contained within a single historical
moment” (Reid 318), further supporting Butler’s involvement in “black consciousness raising”
(Beal 15). The resurgence of slave narrative themes in an other-worldly text like Fledgling lays
bare the pervasion of prejudices’ destructiveness, and through the vampire figure, the text
provides an up-close examination of the Other’s experience as well as potential revisions of the
Other’s future.
While vampires certainly do have the potential to challenge societal roles through their
position as powerful Others, they still traditionally appear in the form of white heterosexual adult
males, intimating that only white heterosexual adult males can effect change. Robbie B. H.
Goh’s discussion of the role of swords in modern society in “Sword Play: The Cultural Semiotics
of Violent Scapegoating and Sexual and Racial Othering,” translates well to the role of the
vampire figure: one “quality of the sword [(the vampire)] consists in its ability to signal not only
a primal masculine power and dominance, but also to stigmatize an other [(humans)], projecting
onto it qualities of weakness, deviance, and a violent and ungovernable excess” (85). The
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vampire, in its reverse othering, metaphorically emasculates humans while exploiting their
unbecoming traits and weaknesses. Thus, even though the traditional vampire serves to combat
human social constructs and to reciprocally other them, he still relies on patriarchal power and
representation to do so. Similarly, in her article “Women and Madness: The Critical Phallacy,”
Shoshana Felman urges caution when using representations of the Other—particularly the female
Other—as they can quickly become another means of speaking for and/or projecting qualities
onto the Other instead of allowing her to speak for herself: “Is it not a precise repetition of the
oppressive gesture of representation, by means of which, throughout the history of logos, man
has reduced the woman to the status of a silent and subordinate object, to something inherently
spoken for?” (4). Aware of the traditional figure’s potential for silencing/oppression, Butler
revises the vampire figure almost entirely, including its conventional masculinity, and she
develops the polyoid that is Shori, allowing for an even greater challenge of social constructs.
As polyoid, Shori, aptly referred to as an “experiment” (Butler 43), tests the bounds of
established identity categories and disrupts binaries in ways that the white heterosexual adult
male vampire cannot. Indeed, “Shori’s hybrid identity implies that binaries are no longer
sufficient because they rely on fixed boundaries. Shori’s existence forces readers into the
ambivalent realm of the hybrid Third space where one must rearticulate the conversation about
identity beyond fixed racial categories” (Brox 395). Brox limits her reading to race, but Shori’s
physical appearance and her dialogue with other characters reveal that race is only one of
Butler’s concerns. Brox echoes many Butler scholars, however, in claiming that binaries fall
short in Butler’s fiction. Brigitte Scheer-Schüzler, for example, writes in her essay “Loving
Insects Can Be Dangerous: Assessing the Cost of Life in Octavia Estelle Butler’s Novella
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‘Bloodchild’ (1984),” “Butler rejects the binary model of thinking as in colonizer or colonized,
victimizer or victim, life or death” (319), a statement that holds true throughout Butler’s body of
fiction. Seeking to undermine such binaries, Butler examines how each person is Other to
someone and delves into the possible benefits of nontraditional communities in which diverse
beings join and offer unique assets, investigating through her fantastic worlds how to better
understand people and potentially improve real-life relations.
In U.S. society, people often fail to consider the benefits of racial, gender, sexual
integration/hybridization, as the benefits often do not manifest themselves in highly-observable,
life-or-death ways in reality, but Fledgling, on the other hand, showcases the biological, cultural,
and communal implications of merging diverse “peoples.” Through Shori alone we see the
lifesaving possibilities that stem from integration in a very literal sense, for her human DNA
makes her the only Ina who can withstand the sun and remain awake during the day. As Pramod
K. Nayar states in “A New Biological Citizenship: Posthumanism in Octavia Butler’s
Fledgling,” “The origins of a Shori are trans-species […] both humans and vampires are her kin.
Shori marks the anterior moment of a whole new community of the future” (809). By using the
symbolism of intraspecial supernatural genealogy, Butler enables readers to visualize the
possible benefits of combining opposing Others. The greatest feat this biological combination of
species achieves is the power to unite and de-chotomize societal divisions and, consequently, to
create a new, stronger community that embraces the different strengths its diverse community
members offer. In “Twisting the Other: Using a ‘Third’ Sex to Represent Homosexuality in
Science Fiction,” Traci N. Castleberry claims, “Unlike mainstream literature, science fiction
allows authors to create worlds free of the moralities of our own society” (13), which is certainly
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the case in Ina culture. Human and Ina sexual, social, and mating practices, views on race and
ethnicity, and gender roles differ vastly from each other. By bringing together members of
human and Ina society to create her new community—a community borne of diversity and
acceptance—Shori offers many forms of Other a space to find the acceptance, support,
protection, love, and life inherent in community. While this sounds very idyllic, Butler
repeatedly professed her disbelief in utopic societies: “I find utopias ridiculous. We’re not going
to have a perfect society until we get a few perfect humans, and that seems unlikely. Besides, any
true utopia would almost certainly be incredibly boring, and it would probably be so
overspecialized that any change we might introduce would probably destroy the whole system”
(qtd. in McCaffery & McMenamin 69). Not surprisingly, then, conflict and prejudice do not
disappear with the creation of polyoid Shori and her Mothers’ evolving community; rather, the
turmoil incited by her existence calls into question many open and underlying beliefs about the
Other.
As the text reveals, “Other” proves a rather subjective term, but as in most societies, the
majority tends to dictate societal norms, and this often includes determining who moves freely,
or “out,” in mainstream society. Fledgling’s fictional world is occupied by humans, essentially
the same as in reality; the Ina, mythologized and demonized by mainstream society as
“vampires”; and “symbionts,” humans who act as a food source for the Ina, create familial
relationships with the Ina but also forsake their lives in the outside world in order to live
alongside the Ina. The symbionts’ relationships with the literally bloodthirsty Ina often confuse
and/or disgust the symbionts themselves at first, so they do not expect their peers to understand
their interspecial arrangements. Moreover, the Ina challenge societal norms far beyond their
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dietary needs. In “The Limits of Newness: Hybridity in Octavia E. Butler’s Fledgling,” Melissa
Strong effectively encapsulates a primary function of the Ina and Fledgling, stating,
The novel’s reworking of gender and sexuality is a distinct topic that warrants its own
article-length treatment, but it also is germane to Shori’s hybridity. The Ina do not
distinguish between familial love and romantic/erotic love as humans do, nor do they
have a heterosexual/homosexual binary; they mate as groups and engage in sexual
relations with both male and female symbionts. Thus, Ina sexual relationships and
identities are themselves hybrids of the relationships and identities readers know. These
hybrid relationships undermine cultural norms and seeming certainties about the nature of
love, sex, and family, unnerving readers in much the same way that Ina/human hybridity
unnerves some of the novel’s characters. (37)
As Strong notes, the same facets of Ina society that unsettle readers cause the novel’s
characters—who mirror real-life society exceptionally well—to hate the Ina, which, as with most
cases of prejudice, often has a cyclical effect: some Ina hate humans because they resent
humans’ treatment of them as it has long forced them to live in isolated communities and in fear.
Conversely, some humans hate Ina because they fear the Ina and feel they pose a threat to human
safety, and convinced by cultural mythology, they believe the Ina hate and wish to harm humans.
These fictional Others enable Butler to sufficiently distance issues of prejudice from
readers and to experiment with possible resolutions. As Gardner writes, “True moral fiction is a
laboratory experiment too difficult and dangerous to try in the real world but safe and important
in the mirror image of reality in the writer’s mind” (115-6). Through the Ina, humans, and
symbionts relationships, Butler sets up scenarios in which Others can voice and act out their
prejudices and methods to combat them without anyone being hurt in reality; she tests possible
solutions and outcomes for various beliefs and behaviors. Fledgling fulfills Gardner’s claim that
“[i]n fiction we stand back, weigh things as we do not have time to in real life; and the effect of
great fiction is to temper real experience, modify prejudice, humanize” (114). Through
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Fledgling, readers can visualize and contemplate the effects of hateful belief systems as well as
question their moral assumptions. For example, when the heroine of the story desires revenge
and enacts violence on other characters, readers must evaluate whether violence can be heroic or
whether violence detracts from heroism. Gardner suggests, “It’s the total effect of an action
that’s moral or immoral, Aristotle pointed out. In other words, it’s the energeia—the
actualization of the potential which exists in character and situation—that gives us the poet’s fix
on good and evil; that is, dramatically demonstrates the moral laws, and the possibility of tragic
waste, in the universe” (23). Through Ina, human, and symbiont interactions, readers must
determine Butler’s morality as well as their own.
The cycle of mutual hate and distrust between some Ina and humans has spiraled for
centuries, but the creation of Shori could conceivably revolutionize human-Ina relations. In
“Vampires, Anxieties, and Dreams: Race and Sex in the Contemporary United States,” Shannon
Winnubst explains the cruel Ina’s treatment of their symbionts very effectively: “the more the
subject realizes his dependence on the Other, the more vehemently he rejects all connection to
and violently distances himself from that Other” (4). In “Living the Undead Life,” Susanna
Sturgis makes the same observation within Fledgling, writing, “Shori’s existence exacerbates
their latent contempt for the humans on whom they depend as well as their racism, which,
ironically, they seem to have acquired by osmosis from the humans they despise” (11). The Ina
who mistreat their symbionts know that their lives depend on them, even though they view them
as an inferior species, which means that they cannot rid themselves of the humans, so they find
ways to distance and mistreat humans. They have, like Sam Mullet, allowed their anger and
resentment toward humans who mistreated them to build, and their hate leads them to behave
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much like those very humans. They do not feel bad for mistreating humans, for like Mullet, they
“know what [they] did and why [they] did it” (Welsh-Huggins par. 7). Because humans treated
them as Others and sent them to die in their wars previously, the human-hating Ina feel their
actions are justifiable, which is one of the text’s primary examples of how prejudice is
perpetuated.
Because of the tension, fear, and hate between Ina and humanity, the Ina must live apart
from the humans that cohabitate the planet, but Shori’s existence—her role as both Ina and
human—may change the dynamic between humans and Ina; as polyoid, she creates a connection
point between the two communities: a commonality and difference within the same being that
forces them to grapple with (re)defining identity. Like the Amish, the Ina have their own way of
life and different sects among them. Those Ina who hate humans and perceive Shori as a threat
because she has human DNA regard both humans and sects/families like Shori’s mothers’ as a
threat to Ina ways and what it means to be Ina. This again hearkens back to Butler’s comment
about her involvement in “black consciousness raising” (qtd. in Beal 15), for the anti-human
Ina’s attitudes about living separately from humans reflect a popular Black Power perspective
during the 1960s and 1970s that Jerry H. Bryant explains in Victims and Heroes: Racial Violence
in the African American Novel: “[O]nce the ‘folk’ is conceived of as a mystical community,
maintaining its purity becomes an important aspect of its action. Whites can never be members
of the group […] They are incapable of understanding or helping. The black masses, already
isolated, by this reasoning are called upon to celebrate their isolation as a strength” (243). The
anti-human Ina reflect this mentality as they embrace their isolation from most of humanity and
often resent their human symbionts because of their reliance on them. They have no desire to
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mix with humanity on any level and create a clear Ina-human hierarchy within their
communities. Consequently, Shori’s very existence causes intracommunal conflict and results in
attacks on her families because she acts as “a form of Orc, Blake’s revolutionary figure who
constantly threatens the established order” (61), as Patrick A. McCarthy writes in “Science
Fiction as Creative Revisionism: The Example of Alfred Bester’s ‘The Stars My Destination.’”17
Shori obscures the Ina-human hierarchy, and according to the human-hating Ina, she threatens
the purity and superiority of the species. These Ina believe mixing human and Ina DNA
jeopardizes the Ina’s strength and genetic superiority in general by mixing with the Other, so
they view Shori as an exceptionally dangerous Other and rationalize their oppressive violence
and the murder of her and her DNA-mixing families.
Shori, like Rydra, is a polyoid, but unlike Rydra, Shori lacks, at least at Fledgling’s
outset, communicative abilities and a community, making her highly vulnerable. Without
communicative abilities or a community to teach her, Shori does not know how to effectively
connect, so her multiplicity makes her Other to everyone instead of relatable to everyone, forcing
her into closet after closet. Shori embodies several binaries. As Siobhan B. Somerville writes in
“Feminism, Queer Theory, and the Racial Closet,” “binarisms […] are ‘inextricably structured
through the problematic of homo/heterosexual definition’” (194). Shori’s dualism, then, should
alert readers to Fledgling’s subversion of homo/heterosexual definitions as well as other identitybased characterizations, for as Lorde says, “racism, sexism, and homophobia are inseparable”
(110). Although Shori is fifty-three years old, she looks like an eleven-year-old human child, as
fifty-three is not “adult” to Ina, but she does have sex with her symbionts, as being an adult only

17

McCarthy interprets Bester’s tiger in The Stars My Destination as the Orc figure, which is equally fitting for Shori
in Fledgling as she is also the SF Other that “threatens the established order.”
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means that she could reproduce with male Ina (sex between Ina and humans does not result in
procreation): she is a woman-child. Shori is half human, half Ina as a result of her mothers’
genetic experiment: bispecial; she is half black because her human mother is black and half
“white” because Ina have white skin (though the Ina do not have race prior to Shori): biracial;
and she has sex with both males and females: bisexual. If Shori were simply a woman or child,
Ina or human, black or white, heterosexual or homosexual, she would most likely not, as Ali
Brox says, “destabiliz[e] the notion of fixed categories and boundaries” and cause unease
amongst the Ina, humans, and symbionts (406). Because she does not fall neatly into one
category, many Ina and humans perceive her as a threat, and her amnesia—which leaves her
without almost all of her linguistic and social memories at the novel’s beginning—makes her
even more vulnerable to those who seek to erase her all together.
Similarly to Rydra, but even more so, Shori is neither and both in nearly every area of
identification, and neither the purist members of the Ina society nor the change-resistant
members of the human society want any overlap between them and their respective Other, not to
mention the various other prejudiced groups. Regardless of her company, Shori is in some
manner the Other, leading to much of the hate and violence directed toward and enacted upon
her. Because she falls outside the norm, “the hybrid figure opens up a space of cultural
uncertainty and instability […] disrupts the unity and homogeneity of cultural identity to create
an in-between that can be read anew” (Brox 391), and in order to read the hybrid anew, we have
to learn to respond in new ways to the uncertainty and instability brought on by her existence.
Through the Ina (particularly Shori), their symbionts, and humans who are not part of the Ina
communities, Fledgling reveals the destructive and cyclical nature of othering and explores
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numerous harmful belief systems that divide and destroy various relationships and lives when
they remain uncontested. By casting the Ina and humans as interdependent species, Butler
challenges social constructs that mirror those of the real world and presents multiple forms of
bigotry that, while presented in a fictional context, easily translate to those in the real world, as
shown through the Amish news article. Through Shori as polyoid, Fledgling repeatedly
illustrates the link between language and identity as well as the power of communication to
breach the barriers of prejudice and oppression in order to build community.
Throughout Fledgling, characters are guilty of and subject to judgments based on
physical characteristics, species, race, as well as sexual preference, and their actions and
interactions demonstrate the tendency of prejudices to induce further othering and oppression.
These cycles of othering often result in inhumane (and in-Ina) and uncharacteristically violent,
shameful behavior by everyone involved. The text suggests that this prejudice and othering also
lead to ostracism of othered groups via closeting, or placing the Other into strictly defined
boundaries, which creates barriers and anxiety between people groups. Somerville underscores
the significance of identity-based oppression specifically when she writes, “[Sedgwick’s] focus
is less on identities per se and more on forms of oppression based on identity” (197). In other
words, Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick’s “Epistemology of the Closet,” perhaps the most definitive
work on the closet as a contemporary metaphor for oppression, focuses primarily on identitybased oppression—as opposed to identity itself—leading to closeting, just as Fledgling
demonstrates through the characters’ oppressive behaviors and oppressions; it is not the aspect of
identity itself but the oppression of that identity aspect that leads to closeting. In addition to
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identity-based oppression, Fledgling suggests that unchecked fear and ignorance also contribute
to closeting, which will be discussed more fully later.
Like Babel-17, Fledgling suggests that, at times, the fear of mixing with the Other may
cause the individual or community to self-closet, as in the case of the human-hating Ina, but at
other times, oppression or fear of oppression from an outside force may result in closeting the
oppressor or closeting by the oppressor. In his radio broadcast “Agenda #5: Perpetuate
Prejudice,” Chip Ingram explains, “Generations of socialization and indoctrination create
barriers at best and hatred at worst with those who are different from ourselves […] When
anyone is different from us, it creates barriers” (8 Aug. 2016). The hatred directed at Shori by
generations of Silks demonstrates this indoctrination and closeting; they hate Shori because they
have “looked at life through a lens that came from parents and grandparents and where [they]
came from.” The human-hating Ina resent humans because “[Ina] usually looked like foreigners,
and when times got bad they were treated like foreigners—suspected, disliked, driven out, or
killed” for centuries (Butler 136). The Ina’s identity-based differences made them easy targets
for prejudiced humans who could trigger suspicion in their peers during difficult times, turning
the human majority against the Ina minority.
Through the complex relational histories of the humans and Ina, Butler highlights the
unfairness and the closeted nature of prejudice and othering. Fink draws attention to subtext of
the Ina-human power structures, stating, “Fledgling […] exposes how dominance is often made
invisible […] Because Shori’s amnesia permits her to approach the world from outside
traditional human and vampire prejudices, she learns to identify how racism operates covertly
and systematically even when it is denied or concealed” (427). Shori frequently comments on the
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subtle slights or attempted intimidation directed at her and her symbionts, and she often reflects
on the horrific violence and othering enacted on her and her community “because Shori is black,
and racists—probably Ina racists—don’t like the idea that a good part of the answer to [their]
daytime problems is melanin” (Butler 153). In “Digging Deep: Ailments of Difference in
Octavia Butler’s ‘The Evening and the Morning and the Night,’” Isiah Lavender suggests,
“[F]ear [of mixing with the Other/becoming like the Other] results in reactionary measures to
social, environmental, and cultural change, such as violence or attempts at isolation” (71). As
Lavender says, “The idea of racism operates in part according to a fear of contact with the other.
Though racism may not be contagious itself at this contact point, the stigma of race, an outsider
status, can be caught because some people fear race mixing as well as racial myths” (71), and
Fledgling showcases these reactionary measures through both violence and isolation.
Shori exemplifies how violent othering can lead to isolative reactionary measures and
how othering can enact isolation on individuals without them knowing it. Although she cannot
recall doing so as a result of the amnesia, Shori has entered a cave in hopes of escaping whoever
murdered everyone in her mothers’ community and nearly succeeded in murdering her. Upon
waking, Shori, states, “I had no idea where I was or where I should be or how I had come to be
there or even why I was there—there was so much I didn’t know” (Butler 9). She has no idea
what this dark enclosure is, finding herself in a rather literal portrayal of Sedgwick’s closet
metaphor: “[L]ike Wendy in Peter Pan, people find new walls springing up around them even as
they drowse” (“Epistemology” 68). Because of severe oppression, Shori wakes to find herself
closeted, unaware whether she sought this refuge or if, like Wendy, someone walled her in.
Furthermore, she has no idea who or what she is; her oppressors have severely injured her,
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stripped her of her identity, and closeted her, cutting her off from her community who could help
her regain her self. This first scene in the text calls to mind descriptions of the Middle Passage in
slave narratives: people shoved into dark ship bellies lay confused, injured, and afraid; they are
stripped of their humanity and torn from everyone and everything they know, so that, as with
amnesia, everything becomes unknown. According to Marlene D. Allen in “Octavia Butler’s
‘Parable’ Novels and the ‘Boomerang’ of African American History,”
By using science fiction conventions […] Octavia Butler is able to imagine both fictional
futures in which she deals with the many wounds of the past for African Americans and
other marginalized groups, and alternative pasts wherein her contemporary characters
learn about their ancestors by confronting them face to face. In her writings, Butler
conceptualizes time as a cycle […] to denote the violent nature of the spiraling of history,
especially for African Americans and other minority groups. This conception of time and
history reflects an Afrocentric notion that the pains of racism and sexism of the past are
ever-present and continue to affect the psyche of African Americans today. (1354)
Like the oppressed Africans of the Middle Passage, Shori lies on the verge of death, victimized
and displaced, forced by her oppressors to start anew, if she survives. Her fear and confusion are
palpable, evoking centuries of identity-based oppressions and their ramifications.
Shori’s supernatural Ina ability to heal enables her to start over, and Fledgling enables
readers to experience her self-identification process alongside her so that we begin, like Shori, in
the dark cave, as blank slates, and are thus entirely open-minded as we begin our journey,
uncovering her past and the world in which she lives as we explore her identity—as well as
identity itself—from differing perspectives. In other words, as Pramod K. Nayar puts it in his
essay “A New Biological Citizenship: Posthumanism in Octavia Butler’s Fledgling,” “Shori is
rendered into a bare life, we discover, for being an exception to the species (Ina) norm: she is a
modified vampire, the radical other of the vampire species (itself the other to the human). Here,
Shori is bare life precisely because her dubious biological-ontological status and the
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representation-recognition of her as a hybrid has attracted animosity and attacks” (798). Because
Shori is a hybrid, or polyoid, in the supernatural form of a humanic Ina, she enables readers to
imagine the fusion of any number of identities in a way that a mundane-fiction heroine could not.
As Hampton asserts, “What is most interesting about Shori’s body is that it has no memory of
itself because it erases all that has been written upon it” (111). Her supernatural body first allows
the melding of two species, and then it allows for the endangered hybrid, in effect, to reset.
By erasing the psychological graffiti with which others have marked her, Shori’s body
enables a rewriting of her social script, and through its supernatural healing process, her body
deletes the external scars of her former life: an impossible feat in the mundane world. In her
essay “The Vampire and the Alien: Variations on the Outsider,” Veronica Hollinger asserts that
Fledgling contributes to “a small but growing number of works, most of them by women [that]
are interested in creating new scripts for this particular ‘semi-mythological creature’ [(the
vampire)]—scripts which are applicable to the ‘real’ world as well” (155). As polyoid, Shori
enables new scripts in Butler’s vampire story: “Shori embodies an intraspecies alterity (the Other
to Ina) and an interspecies alterity (a vampire and thus the Other to humans)” (“New Biological
Citizenship” 798). As is common in the real world, Shori undergoes significant suffering because
of her alterity, and through the fictional presentation of Shori and her experiences, Fledgling
allows readers to closely observe and contemplate the consequences of prejudice and the effects
of othering that they may never have been privy to otherwise.
When Shori wakes, she has lost nearly all semblance of her former self, and her
oppressors have so violently damaged her that any nurture has, at least temporarily, vanished,
leaving only nature. Nayar claims that when she wakes, “Shori is some-body whose primal
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instincts are in place, but possesses very little of anything else, even though she does understand
human speech […] It is this primordial, primeval—biological—self that marks the start of the
origin story” (“New Biological Citizenship” 799). Though Nayar correctly asserts that this is the
“new” Shori’s origin story, he overlooks an important detail involving speech. Shori tells of an
“animal” that approached, and she recalls, “It touched my face, my wrist, my throat […] making
noises of its own” (Butler 8). Later, Shori realizes that the animal she thinks she consumes is, in
fact, her brother’s symbiont, who Shori’s family considers one of their own. Significantly, when
her oppressor has reduced her to base nature—to self-preservation—she cannot understand
human language, contrary to Nayar’s claim that she understands human speech. The severity of
her closeting and oppression has left Shori incapable of any social connection; fear and her need
for healing, which manifests as a need for meat/blood for the Ina (this will receive further
exploration later), prevent her from recognizing her allies; she hears only “noises” when he
speaks. However, the symbiont’s language and touch begin her healing process and her
identification of herself.
As Shori mentions, the symbiont touches areas vital to life: face, wrist, throat; he checks
her body for heat and pulse, but the areas he touches also signify mind, blood, voice, which are
all necessary to life in Butler’s world; they represent thought, biology,
communication/community. Shori believes that only his meat and blood have started her healing
process, but later she learns that Ina depend on communication through both word and touch. He
touches each part of her necessary to her existence, beginning the healing process that will
enable her to understand her higher-order needs—including human speech—in the future.
Unfortunately for the symbiont, Shori’s does not yet have a sense of self, much like the
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Butcher’s inability to relate “I” to “you” in Babel-17, because the Other has taken that from her,
keeping her from comprehending her relationship to the symbiont until after his death. As his
meat and blood begin to heal her physical body and satisfy her hunger, his words and touch start
to heal her mind and emotions, slowly awakening an appetite for conversation and
companionship.
When Shori gains physical strength, she ventures during the cover of night from her
“closet”—a controlled space in which she can roam limitedly, providing she stays hidden within
the borders of rural areas—hoping to avoid encountering her oppressors. She goes out to find
food before returning to the confines of the cave. Her fear of others seeing her reveals that her
oppressors’ violent methods have succeeded; she knows “her place” and does not dare deviate
from it. According to Jason Chamber’s article “Equal in Every Way: African Americans,
Consumption and Materialism from Reconstruction to the Civil Rights Movement,” “[A]fter
slavery, racial conventions continued to constrain blacks’ choices in where they lived, worked,
and spent their leisure time” (n.p.). Once again, slavery imagery arises in Shori’s response to her
oppressors, though this fear of crossing the oppressor often accompanies identity-based
oppressions. Many oppressed people would rather adhere to oppressor standards in order to live
more freely in the controlled space than be confined in the closet, or be killed. Eventually, Shori
realizes, like many Others, that she cannot continue to live in isolation; she must “come out” of
her closet to find answers.
With no memory of her previous existence, though, Shori must seek out new companions
and a new life; she must try to find her self. As Nayar states, “Butler erases the past of her
characters so that a fresh start in life, and new origin stories, are possible. Amnesia here serves as
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a convenient erasure of Shori’s personal and communitarian history” (“New Biological
Citizenship” 815). Butler’s erasure of Shori’s history may strike Nayar as “convenient,” but the
oppressor-erased histories Butler represents through Shori exist in reality and are neither
convenient nor painless, as Shori’s struggles for memory and inclusion in a shared consciousness
demonstrate throughout the text. In “Some Losses Remain with Us: Impossible Mourning and
the Prevalence of Ritual in August Wilson’s The Piano Lesson,” Jermaine Singleton observes,
“Recently […] scholars have begun to view the ‘loss-of-self’ on a racial level as opposed to the
traditional view that only sees the loss-of-self on an individual basis” (43), and once again,
“racial” expands to include many forms of identity, which Shori’s attempts to regain her Inaness
manifest; losing her memory means losing what it is to be Ina. As Steve Biko writes in “White
Racism and Black Consciousness,” “The most potent weapon in the hands of the oppressor is the
mind of the oppressed” (68), for the mind, as Fledgling establishes, holds a person’s perceived
identity, the identity that—regardless of accuracy—shapes and motivates nearly every action.
Amnesia may act as a convenient plot device in the sense that Butler can literally reset and
therefore enable Shori’s reprogramming for readers’ observation, but Fledgling’s powerful
portrayal of the real-life loss of history, and thereby self, that many Others experience should not
be overlooked.
Shori must (re)examine her world through a new lens, one that would not have been
available to her had she not undergone such suffering as a consequence of the trauma she
endures. In “Diversity, Change, Violence: Octavia Butler’s Pedagogical Philosophy,” Sarah
Outterson describes Butler’s literary portrayals of violence and isolation:
On the most basic level, violence is bodily harm that inflicts suffering. Abstracted, the
word has developed to include cultural harm; that is, restriction or imposition on rights
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and freedoms both systemically and deliberately. But if the metaphoric possibilities of
‘violence’ are extended, the word also carries the idea of the violation of boundaries,
transgression of the lines defining personal identity…an idea central to Butler’s interests.
For Butler, whose entire project sometimes seems to be to depict ‘violent transgression of
bodily boundaries,’ the resonant connotations inherent in this word ‘violence’ allow her
to enact, as Peter Sands says, a ‘rhetorical worldview’ that emphasizes the ‘fluidity of
bodily borders, perhaps of essences.’ (434)
Shori exemplifies Outterson’s claims well, for her attackers inflict bodily suffering that
systematically and deliberately transforms her culture and identity, emphasizing the bidirectional
relationship between individual and communal identity formation. That is, it is no accident in
Butler’s design that the violence that erased Shori’s community also destroys her memories and
identity; without Shori, her community lacks part of its whole, and without her community,
Shori—at least that iteration of Shori—ceases to exist. Individuals shape the community and vice
versa, so when violence violates the boundaries of either, the effects are multifariously
deleterious. Because of violence enacted on her, Shori’s identity shifts significantly because,
where her Ina community primarily helped to shape it previously, a human community will first
influence her after her reset. Some aspects of her identity, she finds, survive the amnesia, perhaps
suggesting that they are written in her DNA. For example, though she cannot fully remember
why, she feels the need for companionship, something most likely roused in her because of her
contact with her brother’s symbiont.
Before finding companions, shadows of Shori’s social memory awaken when she exits
the closet for the controlled space, which underscores the importance of remaining in the
controlled space instead of the closet; those in the controlled space strengthen their sense of
identity through the shared consciousness or “essences” of community (Sands qtd. in Outterson
434), but the oppressor closets those who tamper with the status quo, severing ties between the
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community and the self. During an outing in the controlled space, Shori realizes she is naked:
“Being naked had seemed completely normal until I became aware of it” (10-11). Her memory
flickers through just enough to remind her she “should be dressed” (10), but in her previous
ignorance, she was unaware that there was anything unusual about her state. As with many
characteristics of identity, her nakedness seemed normal until an outside rule or norm entered her
consciousness and changed her perception. From that point on, she is driven to find clothing—
something to hide her nakedness/unacceptable trait. Before societal expectations enter her
thought processes, Shori runs free and uninhibited, but when she recalls them, she experiences
shame, discomfort, and a desire to conform her body to standards that will allow her to remain
free. Haraway writes, “Gender, race, or class consciousness is an achievement forced on us by
the terrible historical experience of the contradictory social realities of patriarchy, colonialism,
and capitalism” (155), and Shori’s sudden self-consciousness about her nakedness represents this
“achievement” well. When she functions at what Nayar calls “bare life,” her nakedness does not
trouble her, but as she spends more time in the controlled space, she grows increasingly aware of
her physicality and the expectations regarding it, especially as she meets other beings.
When Shori meets Wright, who becomes her first new-life instructor, she can speak and
has instinctive behaviors, but she only has a few memories of the world and society, which are
more in the form of feelings, leaving her quite malleable and open to others’ ideologies. Upon
meeting Wright, she records, “I didn’t want to stop talking to him. I felt almost as hungry for
conversation as I was for food. A taste of it had only whetted my appetite” (Butler 15). By
leaving her cave-closet, Shori is able to connect with other individuals, and she realizes the depth
of her need for communication and community. Once she forms a connection, she no longer
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returns to the closet; she goes with Wright, even though later she recalls that when she decided to
go with Wright, fear nagged at her: “why did the idea of going among [humans] scare me?” (15).
She could not remember why she would fear humans, but her instincts urged her to be cautious
when in their territory. In “Octavia Butler and Virginia Hamilton: Black Women Writers and
Science Fiction,” Gregory Jerome Hampton and Wanda M. Brooks write:
Many African American authors, like Butler and Hamilton […] desire to translate the
lasting effects of one of the most fundamental motifs at the root of much, if not all,
African American literature: the alienation and marginalization […] science fiction is the
new frontier for African American literature that might lead to a more critical view of the
past and a future that dismantles the concepts of alienation and marginalization, while it
reinterprets the meaning of ‘otherness.’ (74)
Shori’s fear of crossing paths with humans provides an excellent example of Butler using SF to
show the lasting effects of alienation and marginalization—as well as oppression. Shori cannot
recall why she fears humans, but her self-preservation instincts warn her to stay on her guard.
This fear that transcends her amnesia draws attention to the past’s effects on present and future
behaviors and beliefs. Since her amnesia, Shori has not had negative interactions with humans,
but the lingering sense of otherness elicits trepidation, showing the profound depth that identitybased oppression has had on her. Without memories or knowledge of herself, Shori has no other
community, so she presses through her fear and risks the potential danger humanity presents.
Because she discerns her need for companionship surpasses her need to feel safe, Shori goes with
Wright, leaving the cave and (re)entering the world.
The concept of rebirth is important to understanding Shori’s journey, for when she comes
out of the cave-closet, she must relearn how to think, behave, live. Much like she does with
nakedness, Shori must re-view herself in the controlled space and modify her behaviors
according to what she learns from her environment, and she must accomplish all of this with the
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knowledge that she has already done all of this before and that an unknown oppressor took her
former life and learning from her, and could again. When she leaves the closet, she does not have
a name or identity, so Wright renames her “Renee,” meaning “reborn” (Butler 19). He tells her,
“You’ve been reborn into a new life” (19), but she senses that whoever she used to be and
whoever wanted to harm her before still puts her and those with her at risk. Although she
discovers her nakedness on her own, she cannot remember most aspects of her former life; her
oppressors have taken advantage of what many oppressed eventually realize: “that most of the
world we live in is given to us by those around us,” as Daniel Walden puts it in “Richard
Wright’s American Dream: A ‘Native Son’ in Chicago” (36). By destroying her community,
Shori’s oppressors made sure that, if she did survive, she would have no one to “give” her the
world that she had once known. Walden quotes Richard Wright, stating, “No man can stand
absolutely alone and make any meaning out of life” (36), and once her oppressors wipe out her
community and her memory, Shori must seek a new community and, as Wright’s words intimate,
a new meaning out of life.
Shori’s supernatural Ina ability to physically heal from attempted genocide gives her a
new power: the ability to see everything afresh and re-form her identity while learning about life
and herself from the Other’s perspective, which is both beneficial and harmful. Her first
“reflection” of herself is through the eyes of the oppressor, albeit one who cares for her, so she
learns to see herself as a monster: a vampire. Shori’s rebirth from the confines of the closet and
subsequent rediscovery of the world through the “new” eyes of her emergence demonstrate how
coming out and gaining new perspectives through choosing to be open “can awaken in us
sleeping senses for the contemplation of universes that otherwise we should never have known”
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(Proust qtd. in Sedgwick 67). Indeed, when she comes out of her closet, she begins to sense and
contemplate the world around her and the world she cannot recall in new ways. She recounts
later, “I had emerged from [the little cave] almost like a child being born” (Butler 32). Shori, like
many who experience identity-based oppression, sees the world anew when she crosses the
boundaries of her closet, and she views the world in a way that she previously could not, as she
was limited by the “walls” of her closet (Sedgwick 68). She depends on Wright—a human—to
teach her, telling herself when she has questions, “Wright would tell me and show me. He was
exactly what I needed right now” (Butler 23). When she explains Wright’s significance to Joel,
she states, “When I had no one else, when I had no idea who or what I was, he helped me” (165).
Instead of experiencing the world as an Ina and learning to see it through an Ina lens as she did
after her first birth, she relearns everything from the perspective of the Other after her rebirth
and, perhaps most importantly, trusts this Other to help and teach her.
When Shori exits the closet, she still cannot recall why she sought refuge there in the first
place; she must rediscover all over again that she is Other and what that means for her in the
world. For example, Shori’s Ina instincts and dietary needs remain the same, causing her to bite
and feed from Wright, a behavior that the Ina community or “group” finds acceptable, but
Wright immediately labels her: “You’re a vampire, you know” (Butler 18). Within minutes of
finding community, she discovers differences in her identity—that she does not classify as a
member of the human group. When meeting her second symbiont, Theodora, in the daylight for
the first time, Theodora remarks, “You’re supposed to be a tall, handsome, fully grown white
man. Just my luck” (97). She does not seem to mind Shori’s species, but her height, sex, and race
all appear to disappoint Theodora. Therí Pickens observes in her essay “‘You’re Supposed to Be
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a Tall, Handsome, Fully Grown White Man’: Theorizing Race, Gender, and Disability in Octavia
Butler’s Fledgling” that “Shori listens to [Theodora] bemoan her […] This symbiont’s
expectation speaks not only to vampire mythology among humans, but also the potential
difficulty for Shori to amass symbionts. For this symbiont, the desire for an able white man is
palpable but not necessary. For others, it may be a requirement” (43). Identity-based prejudice
has not only robbed Shori of her former community—nearly costing her life—but may also place
her prospects of future community—and therefore survival—in jeopardy, revealing how deeply
prejudice can affect and deter from individual and communal wellbeing. Despite Theodora’s
terrific loneliness and Shori’s physical needs, criticism about non-essential physical traits still
surfaces, undoubtedly causing Shori to question whether humans who do not “need” her will
accept her.
Wright and Theodora highlight the differences that may keep others from accepting
Shori, and Shori’s fear of rejection, as well as the negative self-perception it provokes, could
keep her from building a new community. In A Third Way to Change: Violence against Whites in
African American Novels from the 1970s, Daniel Shank Cruz confirms that Shori’s experience is
common for the Other; members of mainstream society provide “a distorted view of the Other,
and they also ‘affect [… how minorities] experience themselves’” (17). For example, Wright
draws attention to her childlike appearance, telling her, “And you’re way too young...Super
jailbait” (Butler 18) and “‘No breasts,’ he said. ‘Pity. I guess you really are a kid. Or maybe...Are
you sure you’re female?’” (24). When Shori does not fill his expectations of what a woman
should be, Wright undermines Shori as woman. She references breasts several times throughout
the novel, hoping Wright will find a fellow symbiont with them. His comments as he undresses
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her for sex remain with her, for he makes her aware of something she lacks and even questions
her age and sex because of it. For Shori, these comments are perplexing because she cannot
recall if anything about her is normal or if any of these differences from Wright’s expectations
are explainable. Wright, too, has concerns, for while Shori offers sex and has aroused him
through her feeding process, which is pleasurable for both parties, she appears to be a child:
jailbait. Indeed, many aspects of Shori’s identity seem to trouble Wright; Robinson claims
Wright has an “incessant demand to know what Shori is, on which question he makes numerous
pronouncements. She is a ‘vampire,’ ‘jailbait,’ ‘Renee’…a ‘damned vampire,’ ‘not human,’
‘girl’ (as in, ‘You go, girl’), and ‘black’” (490). Beyond the differences Wright notes and the
insecurities it causes her, Shori also worries that other humans will notice her differences and
react negatively. Only two humans have really seen and interacted with Shori, and each has
made her otherness apparent. Theodora and Wright comment on multiple facets of her
appearance and behavior, and Shori encounters various demonizing accounts of vampires
through her research as well. These human views have othered nearly every aspect of Shori’s
external characteristics/identity, providing her with a negative—or at least inaccurate—view of
the Other, and thus of herself.
Because the first perspectives Shori learns belong to those who consider her Other, the
reborn Shori holds a worldview in which she is Other. As Elizabeth Lundberg writes in “‘Let Me
Bite You Again’: Vampiric Agency in Octavia Butler’s Fledgling,” “Shori’s memory loss […]
seems to allow her a blank slate on which to inscribe a new identity and complete freedom to do
so, but actually requires that she form bonds with the first people she encounters, who
immediately begin to limit her agency” (569). Wright and Theodora love Shori and do their best
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to accept her differences, but their initial reactions to her undoubtedly influence her self-image
and, consequently, her future actions. When she first looks in the mirror, she examines herself,
with human appraisals of her echoing in her mind:
I touched my face and the short fuzz of black hair on my head, and I tried to see someone
I recognized. I was a lean, sharp-faced, large-eyed, brown-skinned person—complete
stranger. Did I look like a child of about ten or eleven? Was I? How could I know?...My
canine teeth—Wright told me they were called that—were longer and sharper than his.
Would people notice the difference? It wasn’t a big difference. Would it frighten people?
(Butler 24)
Shori’s investigation of herself in front of the mirror supports Robertson’s claim: “History, for
Butler, is immanent in and inseparable from the bodies of those who experience it. Bodies forge
and maintain—in fact are—connections with the past” (363). Shori examines her appearance,
looking for clues about her past and seeking to understand her current identity, but as Robinson
states, “Shori familiarizes herself with herself and her world on the go. As an amnesiac, she does
not have a personal, cultural, or historical past to serve as a model” (489). With her clothes,
memories, and community gone, her body provides her only link to her previous identity, and
she only has human perceptions of her appearance with which to evaluate herself. Shori cannot
communicate with her community to establish some sort of compass for normalcy, and because
of people’s stereotypes and judgments of her body and behaviors as well as her lost history,
Shori questions her identity.
Instead of providing Shori with personal insights, the mirror forces her to literally face
the differences that make her Other—differences that, so far, have made her a disappointment to
the only community she has. Shori’s mirror scene also reflects issues that Butler grappled with
herself:
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There seems to be an unwritten rule, hurtful and at odds with the realities of American
culture. It says you aren’t supposed to wonder whether as a Black person, a Black
woman, you really might be inferior—not quite bright enough, not quite quick enough,
nor quite good enough to do the things you want to do. Though, of course, you do
wonder. You’re supposed to know you’re as good as anyone. And if you don’t know, you
aren’t supposed to admit it. If anyone near you admits it, you’re supposed to reassure
them quickly so they’ll shut up. That sort of talk is embarrassing. Act tough and
confident and don’t talk about your doubts. If you never deal with them, you may never
get rid of them, but no matter. Fake everyone out. Even yourself. (“Positive Obsession”
132-3)

Shori wrestles with her doubts alone in front of the mirror instead of discussing her insecurities,
as though she senses the unwritten rule of which Butler speaks. Farah J. Griffin explains these
insecurities in “Textual Healing: Claiming Black Women’s Bodies, the Erotic and Resistance in
Contemporary Novels of Slavery,” stating, “[M]any black people have been convinced that their
bodies are, in fact, ugly—primarily because of their color, but also because of their size and
shape as well. As such, they are often complicit in maintaining standards that oppress them”
(521). Shori’s fears that people will notice her bodily differences echo Butler’s ponderings about
being inferior, and others’ opinions and comments reinforce the standards that insist on her status
as Other. Shori acts tough, as Butler says black women must, but when she finally meets her
father and takes on experienced symbionts, she learns that her self-reliance is not—as American
mythology proclaims—an attribute, but dangerous for Ina. The Ina teach her, “We need our
symbionts more than most of them know…not only their blood, but physical contact” (Butler
276). Fledgling insists on the need for diverse community for survival, but it also suggests that
people must understand their needs to survive. Shori cannot afford to fake herself out; she needs
to know herself and her needs to protect herself and her new community, which can only happen
through successful communication and involvement with her birth/biological community.
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Shori, however, represents something new—beyond the typical Ina—so while Ina
communal knowledge plays a vital role in Shori and her symbiont’s survival, Shori will also
have to discover her polyoid limitations through testing standard Ina limitations. As polyoid,
Shori has unique connections to both human and Ina communities and, therefore, enables
understanding between those two communities in a way that was never possible previously in the
sense that she is both; as Ina, she knows—at least in part—what it means to be human, and as
human, she knows—at least in part—what it means to be Ina. Laurel Bollinger explains in
“Symbiogenesis, Selfhood, and Science Fiction” that Butler views the individual in terms of the
community, and Bollinger adds, “[T]o see all individuality as fundamentally plural calls into
question the very notion of a self/other split, and reaffirms our connectedness to the natural
processes by which life evolves” (36). In other words, Butler sees everyone as connected at a
biological level, making everyone part of a larger whole, which complicates the notion of self
and other. As polyoid, Shori complicates the self/other binary on a much larger, more obvious
scale. She belongs to and needs the connection to her parents’ community as part of the natural
life process through her shared evolution, as Bollinger implies, but because her mothers insert
human DNA in her genes, Shori evolves outside of the “natural” community, placing her into a
realm of new forms of identity and community. Her human DNA adds biological attributes, but
the attributes also result in behavioral changes like daytime wakefulness. While her Ina and
human genetics provide her with understanding of and the ability to relate to both communities,
she cannot fully identify with either, nor can they fully understand her innately. As the first
polyoid of her kind, Shori must establish her physical and social needs to ensure her survival
through the help of the Ina and humans as well as simple trial and error. Unfortunately, her
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oppressors have essentially erased any strides she has made in developing and conquering new
ground through her polyoid identity along with her memory. She must now learn everything
again, including her unique situation as polyoid.
Shori no longer has her parents’ view of the world to rely on, as she must now venture
not only out of the cave closet but also out of her mothers’ community’s closet, trusting
Wright—who could hate her because she is the Other—to reinform her worldviews. Although
his preconceived ideas of what Shori should be lead him to make a few hurtful remarks, Wright
does his best to accept Shori. With books and the internet, Shori continues to learn about herself
from the perspective of those who consider her Other/vampire. Unaware of her past, Shori does
not realize that she has human DNA as well, leading her to accept otherness as her only identity,
for Wright informs her clearly that she is “ not human” (Butler 26). Interestingly, it is Shori’s
behavior that causes Wright to make this declaration initially rather than her appearance, and
through Wright’s behavior-based othering, the text also takes on the issue of othering via cultural
practices or non-normative conduct, drawing readers’ attention to performance as part of
identity. Reborn Shori’s first experience with othering occurs as a result of her atypical behaviors
instead of a physical characteristic, which underscores that mainstream society constructs
identity itself, shaping how people perceive and define one another. A biological need for blood
prompts Shori to bite Wright, but until she acts on her need, he assumes she is human. Had he
seen her eating raw animal meat first, he may have considered her dietary habits strange, but
because she bites a human—performs a non-normative act—she classifies as Other. Wright
immediately labels and thereby distances and dehumanizes Shori, exposing the swift and
programmed manner in which people other one another based on behavioral identification.
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Fledgling quickly reveals that behavior is as married to identity as any physical
characteristic and, through Shori’s search for identity, undercuts the accuracy of identity
assumptions as well as shows the senselessness of identity-based prejudices through uncovering
identity’s subjective nature. As is often the case when the oppressor writes the history, the
oppressed do not receive a particularly flattering representation. Shori’s residual inklings about
her past cause her to question and even reject much of what she reads about vampires, and she
tells Wright, “Most of what you told me…I don’t think it has anything to do with me. But I do
need blood. Maybe there are bits of truth mixed into the movies and folktales” (Butler 34). This
moment plays a significant role in Shori’s development, for she rejects the oppressors’ claims
about her. Clara Escoda Agustí writes about Butler’s Parable of the Sower heroine in “The
Relationship between Community and Subjectivity in Octavia E. Butler’s Parable of the Sower”
that “the privilege of Olamina’s marginalization is a ‘consciousness that defies the purported
truthfulness of History’” (224). Shori shares this same privilege, viewing society from the
privilege of the margins. She quickly discovers the inaccuracy and fearmongering that often
takes place when the oppressor stereotypes the other, and she recognizes that the oppressor often
morphs the truth, which leads people to accept multiple erroneous claims about the Other
because of one fact. For example, Theodora believes Shori should be tall, white, and male
because she consumes blood, but Shori defies the stereotypes, undermining social typecasts.
As Shori continues to examine human descriptions of vampires, she determines that if she
wants to learn her true identity, she cannot allow anyone to know about her differences for fear
that they will hurt or closet her, so she decides she must lay low to remain safe. Shori concludes,
“Wright, I don’t know what I am, but I’m not like you. I think maybe...maybe I look a lot more
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human than I am. I don’t want to draw attention to myself, maybe have people lock me up
because they’re afraid of me” (Butler 34). Shori does not want to die or experience the pain she
did in the cave, so she stays in Wright’s uncle’s cabin or under the cover of night. By closeting
herself, Shori has done her oppressors’ work for them; she has, albeit unknowingly, cut herself
off from her Ina community and thus kept herself from her full potential. However, Shori travels
“in and out of the closet of privacy” as she ventures out and creates a relationship with Theodora
and feeds from other humans (“Epistemology” 72). These outings allow her to embrace her Ina
identity by fulfilling her physical and communicational needs, and the outings, along with her
communication and community with Wright, strengthen Shori, emboldening her to eventually
stay out long enough to connect with her fellow Others.
If Shori was a typical Ina, she would not be able to form community the way she does,
but because she is partly human, she has the option of crossing paths with humans, for she is at
least part “daywalker” (Brox 392). However, this must be done carefully, for Ina are allergic to
the sun. Although Shori is more resistant, daylight may still—literally or metaphorically—burn
her. The burning effect of the sun symbolizes the struggle of the Other to coexist in a society that
has forced them to live closeted in the shadows. Most Ina/Others would not even attempt
crossing into daylight, but Shori knows that, in spite of the possible dangers, she must risk
coming out in order to discover her identity. Because of such danger, Shori, as Other, “could
deliberately choose to remain in or to reenter the closet in some or all segments of [her] life”
(Sedgwick 68) as she has been doing by only leaving the closet in the cover of night, but she
begins to recognize that she needs a more complete community to survive. Also, her role as
both/neither makes it so she “becomes both halves of the dichotomy simultaneously, and,
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consequentially, something more” (Deman 9). That is, the humanity in Shori enhances her
Inaness, though some Ina doubt this, by making her better able to form community with new
symbionts, who are not nocturnal like Ina.
Shori’s outings lead her to the ruins of her mothers’ community, and she is shocked to
find evidence that both human and vampires had lived here: two seeming adversaries cohabiting.
She puzzles, “[V]ampires and other people living and dying together. What did that mean?”
(Butler 43). Through Shori’s questioning, readers are also forced to ask what this means and
whether different people groups peacefully coexist. Shori begins to understand the she and
Wright do not have the only vampire/human cohabiters; companionship does not have to be, as
Sedgwick points out, similar people aligning with similar people, resulting in a sort of “us” and
“them” society (Sedgwick 48). Butler, like Sedgwick, does not define community as those most
alike. Indeed, the first community formed in the text is that of Shori and Wright: Ina and human.
Both individuals consistently seek each other’s wellbeing and are mutually benefited by their
relationship, particularly by their differences. Wright protects Shori because his adult male
stature fends off anyone who would bother what appears to be a child, and Shori protects Wright
with her supernatural speed and heightened sense of smell, detecting predators and weapons
before Wright could. Their relationship demonstrates that one does not have to be at odds with
the Other.
Through her presentation of symbionts and Ina peacefully living together, Butler
encourages different types of people to come together and coexist symbiotically, hence her
choice of the name “symbiont” for the humans who live in mutually-beneficial relationships with
the Ina; symbionts provide Ina with food and companionship, and the Ina provide symbionts
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with companionship, protection, and their venom, which lengthens human life and quickens the
healing process. In “Black Girls are from the Future: Afrofuturist Feminism in Octavia E.
Butler’s Fledgling,” Susana M. Morris states, “Clearly, mutualism helps to stem some of the
frailties of life for both humans and vampires” (160). The goal is not to place all blacks in one
area and all whites in another; the goal is to create an environment in which all people find value
in the company of one another, as they benefit from friendship and camaraderie, which Butler
demonstrates through the symbiont-Ina relationships in the text. As the Ina select their
symbionts, they do not simply choose one because of its similarity to another; they choose a
variety of people, creating not a “melting pot” situation but a community that appreciates and
profits from the unique qualities and skill sets each person contributes.
While Butler promotes diverse communities, she acknowledges the prejudice and
violence that often plague those who are born or choose to live outside the norm, and the
inequality with which society treats them. Even before the novel begins, assailants are able to lay
waste to Shori’s mothers’ entire community, the controlled space where they live in hopes of
avoiding conflict with humans, and to leave before Shori’s father arrives via helicopter for a
routine visit with Shori’s mothers. When Shori’s father and a few of his people arrive, they clean
up the ruins and sift through ashes to remove any evidence of the Ina’s existence and conduct a
search for Shori before the police arrive. The amount of time between the attack and the arrival
of emergency crews demonstrates both the level of isolation in which the Ina live and the priority
level of helping those who live in such areas.
By placing the Ina communities in remote rural settings—two of which end up
completely razed, with virtually everyone but Shori killed—Butler once again emphasizes the
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Ina’s otherness. Stacy I. Morgan observes in “Migration, Material Culture, and Identity in
William Attaway’s Blood on the Forge and Harriette Arnow’s The Dollmaker” that “Attaway
describes a rural landscape in which African American life is always already characterized by
sociocultural rupture, loss, and dislocation” (720), which is how Butler portrays the rural Ina
communities. They are isolated, away from the urban setting that characterizes mainstream
society, and placed in an area around which the boundaries are so massive that they do not even
receive proper emergency assistance, which we find out through Shori’s adamant refusal to visit
the hospital, even when she cannot recall why going to a human hospital is unsafe for her.
Society brushes aside the Other, allowing them to fall in what cracks they may find, at which
point, those cracks become othered spaces. The space of the Ina’s rural communities, the
controlled space where they seclude themselves from those who would oppress them, are othered
by these same oppressors. As with most bigoted people groups, no one would knowingly move
into an area where the Ina dwell, and providing emergency assistance for these other—these nonmainstream spaces—is hardly a priority.
Furthermore, as only an Other would typically occupy a controlled space or closet, the
space itself, as is suggested by its automatic association with the Other, is also othered: it is an
outlier, a place unfit or undesirable for anyone who is not Other, a space that is not part of
“normal” white America’s world. This othered space ceases to exist in the minds of mainstream
society, as the Ina mention at different points in the text, because they do not view it as relevant
to them. Unless something noteworthy occurs in this space, people forget it exists. The delayed
emergency response in the text highlights “omission as well as erasure […] homophobia
[(identity-based prejudice)] takes the form of forgetting as well as hating” (Roscoe 452). Because
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the controlled space and closet lie outside of “normal” white America’s space, they often lie
outside its interest, which explains the poor emergency response time: the oppressor rarely
prioritizes the Other’s safety, as is the case with providing justice for the Other. But how do
circumstances arrive at this point? How does hate become so powerful that a space itself
becomes tarnished through its contact with the designated Other? How do these cyclical
prejudices that lead to othering and closeting begin, and how are they maintained and
propagated?
One of the most common progenitors of prejudice, Fledgling repeatedly demonstrates, is
fear, particularly fear of the unknown. Fredric Jameson accurately asserts, “The essential point to
be made here [about the Other] is not so much that he is feared because he is evil; rather he is
evil because he is Other, alien, different, unclean, and unfamiliar” (qtd. in Hollinger 148).
Lavender explains that “humans who project their internalized doubts as fear of the other are
attempting to preserve a healthy sense of self” (76), and Ina have the same tendency. Shori
compromises this sense of self by collapsing the boundaries between the two species, literally
embodying the fears of many humans and Ina. As Other to both, Shori elicits fear from both Ina
and humans, and inaccurate assumptions often accompany these fears of the polyoid “vampire.”
As Brox notes, the vampire figure often “threatens” humanity because he embodies their
fears (391). Humans do not know much about these Others, so they respond to the Other with
fear, anger, and hate. They have heard that vampires cruelly murder and enslave humans, so they
resolve to act first. During her research, Shori finds,
All [vampires] took something from their subjects, usually not caring how they injured
the subject. Many killed their subjects. Many were dead themselves, but magically
reanimated by the blood, flesh, or energy they took. One feeding usually meant the taking
of one life. And that made no sense, at least for those who took blood. Who could need
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that much blood? Why kill a person who would willingly feed you again and again if you
handled them carefully? No wonder vampires in folklore were feared, hated, and hunted.
(Butler 43)
Shori points to the fallacies and illogical aspects of the vampire myths and questions how such
myths came to be, gaining understanding for the animosity humans have toward Ina: ignorance
breeds fear and hate. Because of their ignorance, humans believe these myths, and they send the
Ina to fight in wars that they do not support, craft terrifying myths about them in which they
heartlessly murder innocent people through their perversions (e.g. drinking blood). As is often
the case with oppressor/oppressed relations, fear leads humans to dehumanize the Ina, and
dehumanizing the Ina enables humans to (r)eject the Ina from mainstream society on the basis of
their difference, their Otherness.
In response to humans othering them, some Ina enact violence on humans, extending the
cycle of fear, hate, and violence. As those involved in the Black Power movement of the 1960s
discovered, “[T]he violent revolutionary can only expect counterviolence, not a new world based
on fairness” (Bryant 268). The human-hating Ina abuse the power of their venom to use humans
to fight their battles, speak of humans as an inferior specie, and prey on human weaknesses such
as racism, which only leads to more humans fearing and hating the Ina. Instead of benefiting
from symbiotic relationships like Shori and her symbionts, many Ina and human perpetuate fear
and hatred of humans through cultural myths and hate crimes that result in more of the same. In
“Cyborg Feminism: The Science Fiction of Octavia E. Butler and Gloria Anzaldua,” Catherine S.
Ramirez asserts that the body is a “field of inscription of socio-symbolic codes: it stands for the
radical materiality of the subject. The body is simultaneously material and discursive. Our
conceptions and experiences of it as material are always socially mediated” (Ramirez 386). By
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propagating prejudice, human and Ina continue to inscribe divisive rhetoric onto one another’s
bodies; once an individual determines the species of another individual, the body—and thus the
individual—is accepted or rejected based on a social discourse founded on hatred and fear of the
unknown. Instead of communicating and forming community, each specie rejects the other
because of preconceived notions that typically have more fabrication than fact. Furthermore,
society has no predetermined script for Shori’s body, which creates even more anxiety for
humans and Ina alike, for Shori is neither entirely us nor entirely them, confounding traditional
methods of determining what to accept or reject. Her indefinability makes her even more
frightening for both species as her fluid identity undermines their previous demarcations of self
and other.
Throughout her fiction, Butler, like Delany, makes it evident that fear of the Other is
often based on ignorance. Babel-17’s Appleby speaks and acts hatefully toward Transport at first
because he fears their differences and knows them only through stereotypes. When he learns
about Transport culture, knowledge replaces fear and understanding replaces hate. This is often
the case in Fledgling. Dana, the human heroine from Butler’s Kindred, like Shori, communicates
and forms communities with many humans, and while Fledgling focuses on an “alien”/Ina
justice trial, humans play a vital role in the trial’s success through their community with Shori—
perhaps the most humane in the text. In addition, Butler’s “alien” species hold as much
culpability for the interspecies prejudice as humans and have their own intraspecies prejudice. At
first, many of the Ina feel uncertain about Shori because she has human blood. One of her allies
tells her of the other Ina, “They thought mixing human genes with ours would weaken us. You
proved them very wrong” (Butler 231). This ignorant fear of human DNA weakening their genes
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drives Ina to murder Shori’s entire family, but when the Ina actually encounter Shori and learn
the facts, many find the human aspects of her have only added to her abilities, abilities that her
symbiont/human community has helped her hone.
Wright accepts Shori as nonhuman, but he still struggles with aspects of her Ina identity,
exposing the complexity of prejudicial beliefs and the need for successful communication to
challenge them. Sex brings some of Wright’s most rigid cultural assumptions to the surface:
“The Ina/human relationships exemplify various sexual inclinations: the Ina have no reservations
or prohibitions about interracial, homosexual, or pedophilic sex between Ina and their humans,
and multiple sexual partners are encouraged for both their Ina and their symbionts” (Brox 393).
Wright manages to work past the interracial as well as pedophilic aspect of his and Shori’s
relationship—so long as they keep it within the confines of the closet. Iosif says to Wright,
“You’ve been hiding her. Of course you have—lest someone think you were having an improper
relationship with a child. Once you’re living with us, there will be no need to hide. And with us,
there is nothing improper about your relationship” (Butler 74). The cultural differences between
the humans and Ina result in the closeting of various behaviors in one group’s space but not the
other. Behavior that classifies as the norm for the Ina often results in othering in human
communities and vice versa. Instead of seeking understanding via communication, the groups
typically shun or punish each other for non-normative behaviors, leading to further hurt and
prejudice.
While Wright does quite well accepting some facets of the Ina’s sexual identities, when
he learns about Theodora, he becomes jealous and insecure—even hateful—toward Shori; his
ability to overlook some nontraditional aspects of her identity does not extend to her
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polyamorous relationships or bisexuality. He cannot seem to make peace with these parts of the
Other’s identity. Before meeting Shori, Wright has known only human sexuality, for which the
norm includes male-dominant relationships, male-enacted penetration, monogamy, and
heterosexuality. When he hears of Theodora, Wright snarls,
‘Swing both ways, do you?’
I frowned, startled and confused by the terrible bitterness in his voice.
‘What?’
‘Sex with men and with women?’
‘With my symbionts if both they and I want it’…
He was so angry—so full of rage and confusion. (Butler 91)
Shori is clearly upset by Wright’s aggression and anger. She knows that she and her symbionts
enjoy having sex with each other, and because she handles sex with her symbionts respectfully
and requires mutual consent, Wright’s human-perspective response puzzles her. For Shori, this is
a natural and positive part of her symbiotic relationships. After they next have sex, Wright
admits that he tried to hurt Shori in the process, despite her consistent kindness and
protectiveness of him. In “The Meaning of ‘Penis Envy’ in Women,” Maria Torok explains
responses like Wright’s in terms of “penis envy” (42). Torok explains that penis envy has
nothing to do with an actual penis; the “penis”/nameable object acts “as a stopgap invented to
camouflage a desire, as an artificially constructed obstacle thrown in the way of our becoming
one with ourselves in the course of being liberated from inhibited acts” (42). He wants Shori to
himself and for her to align with human sexual norms, and her deviation from the norm elicits
trained responses of anger and violence toward the Other and, judging by his attempts to hurt
Shori with his penis, causes him feelings of emasculation and envy.
Through Wright, Butler subverts sexual norms and penis envy to some extent by making
Shori the penetrator and sex giver, inverting traditional male/female roles, leaving Wright with
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penis envy or, perhaps more accurately, the desire for control. Even when he attempts to reassert
his masculinity, Wright proves unable to hurt Shori with his penis, reiterating that his position as
a male does not pose a threat to her in the world of Fledgling. Although Wright’s initial response
is to punish Shori for her otherness, their power transposition leads to conversations between
Shori and Wright that expand his understanding of sex. However, because Butler does not
believe in “quick fixes,” Wright continues to struggle with envy throughout the text, fulfilling
Torok’s claim that “[a] desire can be satisfied, envy never. Envy can only breed more envy and
destruction” (42). Wright’s attempts to harm Shori during sex exemplify envy’s destructiveness.
When Shori inquires whether Wright was trying to hurt her, he responds, “I think I was” (Butler
92), leaving the impression his violence is almost subconscious. Wright’s answer demonstrates
the violence inherent in the deeply ingrained prejudice that othering perpetuates. His exposure to
exclusively human behaviors and perspectives and his education that those acting outside the
norm deserve rejection and even punishment affect him so greatly that he enacts violence and
“rage” against someone he loves (92). Social training has programmed Wright to subject and
other to ensure a position of dominance, but Shori uses communication to help Wright
understand their differences when he explains that he does not know how to deal with her
existence, fortifying their relationship and stopping the walls Wright’s behavior would have
erected.
Although Shori can calmly communicate with her human community in the safety of the
cabin and diffuse potentially volatile situations, her reflexive reactions when someone threatens
her or her new community reveal the complexity of Butler’s characters and of violence. In
“Review: Victims and Heroes: Racial Violence in the African American Novel by Jerry H.
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Bryant,” Rita B. Dandridge writes that, according to Bryant, many African American novelists
suggest “violence is a deterrent to familial and communal harmony. Black novelists seem to
agree that violence is morally wrong no matter who instigates it” (196), and Fledgling very much
supports Bryant’s claim. Butler presents violence as a base response and as necessary at times,
but it is never glorified or without negative consequence, whether that consequence is
disapproval from upstanding characters, further conflict, or death. When an Ina-controlled
human tries to kill Shori as she returns to her mothers’ family’s ruins, she admits, “If he had
managed to shoot Wright, I would have made sure he died” (Butler 51-2). Further, after Shori
takes the bullet for Wright, she says, “I didn’t care whether I hurt or killed the gunman […] I
took his blood because he spilled mine, and because suddenly, I was in pain. Suddenly, I needed
to heal” (51). Shori goes for blood because the human hurt her and taking his blood somehow
helps her heal, a sort of return fire because he came after Wright and hurt her; she feels justified
in potentially harming him because he harmed her.
Supernatural polyoid Shori enables a literal presentation of the revenge mentality that
often fuels othering and hating; the original Other wants to exact revenge by othering the
oppressor and making sure they know what it is to hurt as they have. Shori, who has proven
caring and careful with her own humans/symbionts, becomes reckless and violent with the
human who puts her/her community at risk. With her memory erased, Shori does not yet fully
remember how Ina saliva works, so she does not comprehend that the human shooting at them
may not be doing so of his own volition. That is, he may not be acting on his own fear or
prejudice against the Other, but like a child, has had another’s prejudice injected into him and
acts on beliefs he does not fully understand. Similarly, Shori operates based on her learned
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beliefs that most humans hate vampires, and consequently, she and the gunman—at least
initially—substantiate prejudicial assumptions that neither truly understands, showing how
quickly hatred and violence divide and destroy.
Although Shori directs her violence at an Other, she inadvertently disrupts her own
community by doing so, supporting Bryant’s claim about the divisiveness of violence. She
employs the few memories that she does have, like the memory of the symbiont she ate the last
time she needed to heal and was not in her right mind, to protect her new community, and she
demands that Wright leave her. Likewise, Wright tries to ensure Shori’s wellbeing before leaving
her alone: “Eventually, he found a reasonably intact little corner with two wall fragments still
standing. That was better than a chimney because it was less of a potential trap. There was no
part of it I couldn’t break through if I had to. It might have been part of a closet” (55). Lest we
miss the closet imagery of oppression in the text, Butler uses a literal closet to house Shori when
her oppressors force her to separate from her community.
Through Shori’s experience with the gunman, Butler enables readers a multifaceted view
into and from the Other’s perspective. The human-hating Ina’s desperation to keep what makes
them different from their oppressors becomes clear as they employ humans to kill members of
their own community, which suggests they can only achieve their goals with help from members
of mainstream society, a problem familiar to many minorities. So, to maintain separation from
humans by killing the polyoids and their Ina creators, the human-hating Ina must have human
assistance to regulate their Ina community—lest the intracommunal turmoil cause their
communities to implode—and enforce human-Ina reproductive boundaries, undoubtedly
reminding the human-hating Ina of their limited power. Further, after the gunman attacks her,
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Shori must hide in her community’s ashes while the gunman has the freedom to return to his
home and family, underscoring his privileged position as a member of the majority. As he rests
in safety and comfort, the Other, Shori, must part with her community and determine where
within the controlled space she has the best chance for survival.
Once again, Shori experiences severe pain, the threat of loss, and a need to heal because
her oppressors attempt to strip her of community. In “Healing Darkness,” hooks describes a
contemporary trend that explains Butler’s focus on Shori’s injuries and recovery throughout the
text: “Progressive black women artists have shown ongoing concern about healing our wounds.
Much of the celebrated fiction by black women writers is concerned with identifying our pain
and imaginatively constructing maps for healing” (11). In Fledgling, Shori’s map to healing
involves learning about herself and her agency, discovering her true oppressors and allies, and
consequently, redefining community. Like hooks, Griffin argues that, in response to the body of
literature whites composed to devalue and subjugate blacks, “Contemporary Black women
writers of fiction, criticism, theory and popular self-help books, along with black women
theologians and a burgeoning grass roots movement spearheaded by the Black Women’s Health
Project are all participating in [a] communal project of textual healing” (522). By advocating for
communal healing in their texts, black women fiction writers foster healing through the language
of their texts while encouraging effective communication to bring healing and understanding,
enabling people to form new, stronger communities. Through their cooperation in Shori’s
healing, Butler uses Wright, a white, adult, American male, and Shori, a polyoid, to promote
nontraditional communities and overturn assumptions of what constitutes community. In this
situation, Wright’s ability to help Shori does not depend on his status as a white, adult, American
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male; he helps Shori by loving, supporting, and listening to her, by providing physical and
emotional strength in her weakness. Had Wright asserted his white-male dominance and failed to
communicate with Shori, he would have endangered them both, but because he chooses to take
direction, trust, and act communally, he becomes part of Shori’s healing.
When her enemy wounds her and thereby forces her into a vulnerable state that could
make her a danger to herself or her community, Shori determines her safest option is to enter a
closet—but this time, one that she has more control over. Shori would have been more sheltered
by the chimney, but she also would have been cornered had her oppressor come back and located
her. In the two-walled closet, Shori has far more control over when she exits the closet. Because
Shori and Wright work together to find the safest path to recovery and healing, Shori has a better
chance of leaving and surviving the closet, but she does not fully know how to care for her Ina
needs, leading her to risk the dangers of the closet and to push Wright away. Shori’s easy-exit
closet selection and conversation with her community indicate that she perceives the dangers of
the closet, but she does not yet realize how important physical touch—nonverbal
communication—is to her survival. Griffin observes, “Many [African American women writers’]
popular books emphasize the importance of touching” (522), and Fledgling follows suit: “Ina
need to be touched, especially young Ina” (Butler 246). By withdrawing from her community as
she enters the closet, Shori unwittingly places herself at greater risk, something neither she nor
Wright understands because of their limited Ina knowledge. His supportive touch as he carries
her to the closet, then, aids in her healing, and as Griffin18 suggests, “[A]ttention to individual
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Here, Griffin paraphrases and incorporates part of Body & Soul’s foreword by political activists and authors
Angela Davis and June Jordan into her essay.
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healing lays a foundation for entering a community of resistance” (223). With its members
whole, Shori’s community will have the strength to protect itself and resist its oppressors.
While Shori possesses supernatural traits as polyoid, the text continually reasserts the
importance of each community member to its overall success; Wright’s touch, like the symbiont
in the cave, is pivotal to Shori’s healing and survival. Through Shori, the symbiont, and many of
the novel’s characters, Butler repeatedly emphasizes the need of the othered to communicate and
commune with each other not only to most effectively withstand their oppressors, but also to
provide one another with support, friendship, community. By invoking the image of the closet
and insisting on its danger as a long-term dwelling, she sends a message to fellow Others that
they, too, must embrace their roles in a community—not only for the benefit of the individual,
but for the group as a whole.
The importance of touch surfaces repeatedly in Fledgling, and the text suggests that
verbal and nonverbal communication supplement each other to create a healthier, happier
community. While Babel-17 consistently focuses on the role of language in creating community,
Fledgling, in what Griffin and others see as a trend in contemporary black women writers’
fiction, emphasizes the importance of nonverbal communication as well, especially between Ina
and their symbionts. In Symbiotic Planet: A New Look at Evolution, Lynn Margulis explains,
“[P]artners in symbiosis, fellow symbionts abide in the same place at the same time, literally
touching each other or inside each other” (2). On the most basic level, then, symbiosis suggests
physical contact, but through Shori and her community’s development, Fledgling explores the
communal implications of symbiotic living. Maria Aline Ferreira writes in “Symbiotic Bodies
and Evolutionary Tropes in the Work of Octavia Butler” that, “In Butler’s fiction there are often
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examples of force-driven relations where the predators do not just parasitize the other, but offer
some benefits in return, such as more vigorous health, a longer lifespan, and pleasurable
feelings” (403). Butler’s Ina, who Ferreira terms “predator” here, offer all of the physical
benefits Ferreira lists in return for the sustenance human blood provides them: “Although the Ina
are clearly the more powerful partners, the humans benefit considerably from the partnership.
The act of feeding is intensely sensual, often sexual, and over time exposure to Ina ‘venom’
enhances human senses and physical strength, confers immunity to diseases, and extends life
expectancy to nearly two hundred years” (“Undead Life” 11). The physical pleasure humans
derive from feedings often acts as the initial draw into the symbiont relationship, showing that
people so intensely crave physical connection and pleasure that they will abandon life as they
know it to secure it, which Fledgling portrays through, much like reality, people pursuing
relationships with unknown and potentially dangerous individuals. Shori’s selection of lonely
individuals shows how vulnerable those without community are to outside influences and how
great the human need for communication—verbal and nonverbal—and community is.
The symbionts’ willingness to join the Ina demonstrates the need for community on a
realistic level, but the Ina allow Butler to exhibit that need in a much more palpable manner. An
Ina female explains to Shori, “We not only need [humans’] blood, but physical contact with them
and emotional reassurance from them. Companionship. I’ve never known even one of us to
survive without symbionts. We should be able to do it—survive through casual hunting. But the
truth is […] We either weave ourselves a family of symbionts, or we die” (Butler 276). Humans’
blood cannot sustain the Ina, for as high-order species, they require the communication and
community humans provide. In the few times she has to eat quickly, she seems dissatisfied and
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unfulfilled, remarking that she prefers to talk and spend time with them during the feeding
process and underscoring the importance of a holistic relationship. During feedings, Shori asks
each symbiont to teach her how to bring them more pleasure. The feeding process encourages
conversation and better understanding of each other; these encounters suggest that experiencing
pleasure demands understanding and knowledge of the individual. When there is intracommunal
conflict or Shori does not yet know the symbiont well, the feeding process brings confusion,
resentment, and even pain at times, but when communication succeeds, it further cements the
community. For example, when Shori takes over her murdered family’s symbionts, the
symbionts are angry and resistant. When Shori talks with them and is physically careful, gentle,
and considerate with them, they understand she truly means well, and they eventually develop
pleasurable, loving, truly symbiotic relationships that make them dependent on each other,
forcing them to remain in their communities and out of the closet as she becomes physically and
emotionally dependent on them and they become dependent on her venom.
Throughout her fiction, Butler stresses the manifold advantages as well as the
complexities of symbiotic communities, and through the science fiction world of Fledgling, she
can physically demonstrate the social and emotional facets of symbiosis through the Ina and their
human counterparts. According to Patricia Melzer in “‘All that You Touch You Change’:
Utopian Desire and the Concept of Change in Octavia Butler’s Parable of the Sower and Parable
of the Talents,” Butler “addresses issues of agency and the potential to seize the moment and
change the world around us, the promise of ‘All that you touch, you change’” (para. 39). Melzer
also perceives that the concept of nonverbal/touch-communication is paramount to Butler’s
fiction, and she highlights the importance of intentionality of touch. When Shori lacks full self-
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awareness, she does not realize that her bite/touch has so much power—that she can literally
addict humans to her. Over time, she realizes that individuals who she regularly feeds from
become tied to her and take on her scent, and she becomes weak when her symbionts do not
touch her. Science fiction affords Butler a means to tangibly demonstrate the bonds individuals
who regularly interact form, and Fledgling showcases both the benefits and dangers of these
relationships. Anyone Shori touches does, in fact, change—and vice versa: “It’s a mutualistic
symbiosis” (Butler 69).
As Shori realizes the influence she has, she is charged to be more mindful about her
interactions with others. Butler told Scott Simon in “Interview: Octavia Butler Discusses What
the World Would Be Like without Racism,” “I don't think human beings can live without some
sort of conflict. Not that we enjoy it particularly, but I think it is inevitable” (n.p.), and that belief
is evident in Fledgling. Shori’s selection of former loners makes it easier to form a new
community, but Wright and Joel, for example, still struggle with jealousy, and outside attackers
endanger the community, revealing that even a carefully selected group that communicates with
intentionality can still have issues. As Lavender writes, “Butler’s science fiction tells stories
about what it is to be human, to be black, to be female, to be a slave, to be betrayed by biology,
to be Other. In Butler’s stories as in life, these categories, these differences, overlap and
transform one another […] Butler yanks her audience outside its comfort zone and continuously
‘digs’ into their thoughts” (79). True to human experience, conflict arises between characters
throughout the novel, but when they foster communicative relationships and endeavor to
understand one another—as Shori and her community usually do—they stand a much better
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chance of survival and happiness than the communities who prize hierarchy over
communication.
Robinson explains Shori’s success in community formation and its significance, stating,
“[H]er ability to pick and choose her identifications […] recommend[s] her as the next step in
Ina (and perhaps human) evolution, inseparably so. She is a completely new thing and all
opposing forces, such as the Silk family, receive stern indictment in Butler’s fiction—these are
the poisonous elements, hostile to life” (492). Her role as polyoid combined with the trauma she
sustains empowers her to form what McCarthy phrases as a “new identity […] born in [her] out
of the wreckage” (63). Outterson echoes this belief that “even coercive, damaging violence has
redemptive effects for those who suffer it,” though Outterson only acknowledges its value in
terms of forcing us to face “the messiness of change” (449, emphasis added). The supernatural
feats of rebirth and forming, as McCarthy states, a new identity are the truly redemptive effects
of Shori’s suffering. Though she undoubtedly suffers from the trauma her oppressors inflict on
her, it also enables her to evolve.
Through this new identity, Shori has the means to transform the future of human-Ina
communal practices in a way that a purely Ina or purely human or even her fellow-experiment,
Stefan, who possessed only Ina ideologies, could not. Shori learns that “not everyone treats
symbionts as people” (Butler 137), but as Robinson notes, “At some points, the equality—even
deference—with which she treats her symbionts makes more venerable Ina uncomfortable”
(491). Shori’s unique perspective as human-“raised” polyoid fosters exceptionally
nonhierarchical relationships between her and her symbiont community, whereas other Inahuman relations are often likened to master-slave relationships by scholars. According to Reid,
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Spaulding views many contemporary vampire texts as part of the slave narrative tradition and
argues, “The texts all use aspects of the fantastic to break the constraints of traditional histories
that obscure the dehumanizing effects of slavery through claims of objectivity [i.e., Othering]”
(317). Fledgling uses the fantastic aspect of Shori as reborn amnesiac polyoid to defy traditional
Ina-human, master-slave relationships and to expose the dehumanizing consequences of
othering. Indeed, as Robinson claims, “Her ability to move forward with vivacity, ingenuity, and
adaptability are in large part enabled by her lack of psychically internalized, naturalized, or
idealized cultural dogmas” (Robinson 492). Because reborn Shori has not adopted standard Ina
worldviews, she challenges the Ina—even those who typically treat their symbionts quite well—
who insist on the otherness and inferiority of humans, as does Butler’s positioning of humans as
integral to the Ina’s survival: and vice versa.
Fledgling’s inter- and intraspecial dependency insists on the mutual dependency of
Others and the need for polyoids like Shori to bridge the divisions and expand understanding
between diverse peoples. As Gardner writes, “True art, by specific technical means now
commonly forgotten, clarifies life, establishes models of human action, casts nets toward the
future, carefully judges our right and wrong directions, celebrates, and mourns […] It designs
visions worth trying to make fact” (100), which is exactly what Fledgling does. Butler offers the
possibilities that communal blending offers through Shori, who embodies the best of both species
and suggests the power and advantages of unified progress. Her Ina and human counterparts,
however, do not share Shori’s experience or worldview, and the perception of each other and the
conflict between and among them often threaten the progress Shori could bring.
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On the surface, Shori’s families are progressive and pro-human, but they, reminiscent of
more benevolent slave owners, still hold many ideologies that are at least somewhat illiberal in
nature. As Shori meets humans in an attempts to acquire food and symbionts, they inquire about
aspects of her identity, and “the encounter with the Other forces a self-recognition of ‘past
ancestry’” (Brox 398), causing Shori to look to other Ina for answers about her past and ancestral
identity. Although Shori and the members of her small community have created their own
dynamics, humans are still Other to Shori, and she experiences the phenomenon of which Brox
speaks. Past ancestry for Shori means learning about her Ina heritage,19 and because of her
amnesia, that means starting with the basics. Shori spends the majority of the text trying to
understand who and what she is and, consequently, where she fits. At every turn, someone or
something forces her to answer identity-based questions, exposing how prevalent identity issues
are in society. Iosif, who represents the more progressive Ina, explains to Shori, “Our kind. We
are Ina. We are probably responsible for much of the world’s [vampire] mythology, but among
ourselves, we are Ina” (Butler 72). Rather than criticizing humans for demonizing the Ina, Iosif
good-naturedly continues that Ina “have very little in common with the vampire creatures Bram
Stoker described in Dracula, but we are long-lived blood drinkers” (69). Contrary to humanity’s
fear-mongering myths, many Ina love their human symbionts and are loved in return, but the
myths—errant communication—have resulted in centuries of fear, hatred, and oppression
between the humans and Ina.

19

This is one of the many ways Butler complicates our understanding of identity. Because Shori’s Ina mothers opted
for “blending human and Ina DNA” (Butler 153), Shori could classify as either both human and Ina or neither
human nor Ina, but because she feeds on human blood, most characters seem to accept her as more Ina than human,
though others question whether she should classify as Ina at all. For the purposes of this discussion, we view Shori,
though polyoid, as having simply Ina ancestry.
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Ina like Iosif and Shori’s mothers understand that mistreatment of the Other will only
lead to further hatred. Indeed, before he is brutally murdered, Iosif urges Shori:
[T]reat your people well, Shori. Let them see that you trust them and let them solve their
own problems, make their own decisions. Do that and they will willingly commit their
lives to you. Bully them, control them out of fear or malice or just for your own
convenience, and after a while, you’ll have to spend all your time thinking for them,
controlling them, and stifling their resentment. (70)
He warns Shori of the dangers of mistreating people as well as informs her of the possibilities of
respectful, loving relationships. However, Iosif still uses us/them rhetoric and terms of
ownership, e.g. “your people,” which Butler told McCaffery and McMenamin, “That, I realized,
was slavery—humans being treated as if they were possessions” (57). Though Iosif clearly loves
and values his symbionts, he has not overcome some of the divisive social beliefs that Shori—the
polyoid figure—can because of her both/neitherness. Through Iosif’s advice to Shori, “Butler
shifts the monstrosity from the vampire figure to current social ills, and one of those ills is a
hierarchical society where the Ina have reversed the power structure and are the ones who
dominate humans” (Brox 398). Iosif no longer seems monstrous because he is Ina, but his view
of humanity as property still makes him problematic. Butler inverts the social hierarchy of
marginal Other as oppressed and has the marginal Other other and control the majority. In stark
contrast to early feminist literature in which progressive women died because society had no
place for them, it is those who—intentionally or not—inhibit progress who have no place in
Butler’s world. Iosif sees the biological benefits of combining Ina and human DNA, but he still
views humans as inferior. As is often the case with Butler, characters’ motives and perspectives
are not neatly cut and dried: not black and white. Iosif exemplifies the power of long-held
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beliefs; his kind nature and love for his symbionts positively influence his view of the Other, but
his culture’s view of “HumansymIna” leads him to see humans in terms of ownership.
Like Shori’s mothers, Iosif is murdered while in the false sense of safety of his stagnant
closet. Although their form of closet (extremely isolated rural communities) differs from the
vampire’s coffin, both closets serve as protection on one level and as omens of danger and death
on another. Iosif’s claim that some truth lies in the midst of the myths proves to be accurate;
though the Ina believe their isolative rural closets protect them, the oppressor’s original purpose
and intent for the closet are not fully undone. The closet is still a device for oppression and a
portent of death. Because humans have so greatly influenced reborn Shori’s development, she
becomes her family’s sole survivor; Shori’s human DNA and her decision to align her schedule
and movements with her symbiont community’s (as opposed to vice versa) saves them all from
death. Had they operated traditionally, their oppressors’ cultural assumptions about Ina would
have enabled them to kill Shori and her new community. Shori’s polyoid DNA and community
prove lifesaving.
Throughout Fledgling, Butler repeatedly challenges the idea that miscegenation would
weaken or hurt any group. When Shori asks Iosif about what she has read in regard to vampires,
Iosif does not respond hatefully to those humans who negatively stereotype Ina. Instead, he seeks
to provide clarity and, in doing so, advocate for better human-Ina relations through
understanding: “[F]ortunately, we don’t have to injure the humans we take [blood] from. But we
are born as we are. We can’t magically convert humans to our kind” (69). Here, Butler shows
that Iosif and those Ina like him do not desire to harm humans even though they view them as
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somewhat inferior, and she draws attention to one of the traditional vampire figure’s most
important literary roles:
[V]ampires since Dracula have served as literary emblems of fears of miscegenation and
racial otherness. Fixated upon the mixing of blood, historical discourses of race such as
the ‘one drop rule’ are reflected metaphorically in the vampire. Critics including Teresa
Goddu and Kathy Patterson have identified this ‘tendency to conflate Blackness with
vampirism,’ exposing how the ‘focus on the terror of possession, the iconography of
imprisonment, the fear of retribution, and the weight of sin provided a useful vocabulary
and register of images by which to represent the scene of America's greatest guilt:
slavery.’ (Fink 429)
Butler uses Iosif to quite obviously address the “one drop rule,” emphasizing the oppressor’s
“desire to safeguard ‘pure’ society from contamination [which] enflames public opinion against
the afflicted and symbolically involves the one-drop rule” (Lavender 73). Butler consistently
places the most biologically and ideologically diverse community in the most favorable
positions. As Nayar claims, “By demonstrating how Shori, her human symbionts, and Ina are all
mutually dependent, Butler suggests that autonomy of any life form is overrated, just as a single,
coherent, and self-contained ontology is impossible given the nature of species origins. The new
biology encourages, indeed demands, multispecies citizenship” (“New Biological Citizenship”
808). While multispecies citizenship needs to occur, there are always some who resist it.
Once again, Butler creates an unusual twist, for though the human majority does feel
concern regarding miscegenation, the minority Ina, readers eventually discover, are the driving
force behind the novel’s anti-miscegenation violence. After centuries of having family members
“outed and executed as vampires” (136), the human-hating Ina, like many oppressed people, see
miscegenation or passing as an act of betrayal—a sort of alliance with the Other. Ironically, this
threat often drives the Other to act in ways alarmingly similar to their oppressors. Shori asks a
human attacker why the Silks are after her:
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He surprised me. ‘Dirty little nigger bitch,’ he said reflexively…‘mongrel cub.’ Then he
gasped and clutched his head between his hands...It was clear he was in pain…‘Didn’t
mean to say that,’ he whispered. ‘Didn’t mean to call you that.’ He looked at me. ‘Sorry.
Didn’t mean it.’
‘They call me those things, don’t they?’
He nodded.
“Because I’m dark skinned?”
“And human,” he said. “Ina mixed with some human or maybe human mixed with a little
Ina. That’s not supposed to happen. Not ever. Couldn’t let you and you…your
kind…your family…breed.” (Butler 179)
Shori quickly realizes that human-hating Ina have programmed the gunman with their venom
and poured their prejudice and hate speech into him. The supernatural element of their venom
demonstrates on a literal level the influence language has to divide and mislead when abused,
just as it can connect and bring truth when used with love. By demonizing Shori, her enemies
have brainwashed this man into killing her and her families. As Sturgis notes of Fledgling, the
human-hating Ina’s “actions have shown beyond doubt that ‘we’ are far more like ‘them’ than
[the Silk family’s representative] is able to admit” (“Undead Life” 11). That is, the human-hating
Ina have become the oppressors—narrow-minded and prejudiced like the humans who they insist
are their inferiors.
Some Inas’ reciprocal hatred for humans is so deep-seated that they would rather live
confined to their closets and without biological enhancements that could increase their quality of
life than mix DNA with humans or have any of their kind mix with humans. As Jim Miller writes
in “Post-Apocalyptic Hoping: Octavia Butler’s Dystopian/Utopian Vision,”
The cyborg is a ‘hybrid,’ a figure which breaks down the ‘boundaries’ between ‘human
and animal,’ ‘organism and machine,’ ‘physical and non-physical,’ and self and other
with regard to ‘gender, race, or class.’ A cyborg is a construct of ‘transgressed
boundaries,’ comfortable with ‘permanently partial identities and contradictory
standpoints’ […] the ‘focal point’ where ‘the possibility of uniting all that is separate
occurs’ […] This transformation is not achieved by smoothing over differences, but by
developing a “tolerance for ambiguity” and for crossing ‘borders.’ (338)
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For those Ina who believe humans are inferior to them, the prospect of uniting all that is other
disgusts and terrifies them, so Shori’s partiality and indefinability elicit violence and contempt,
driving her adversaries to base actions. They believe human blood will contaminate and
“weaken” the Ina, but in reality, “Shori’s black female body is stronger and more resilient than
any of the pale white male bodies in the narrative. Shori’s ability to move in spaces that are out
of the bounds of mobility for Ina male bodies should translate into immediate power and respect,
but does not because it deviates from images of Ina homogeneity and utopia” (Winnubst 4).
These Ina oppose miscegenation so entirely that the hard evidence of Shori’s genetic advantages
and superiority do not dissuade them from wiping her and her family out.
To eliminate the DNA atrocity that is Shori, the human-hating Ina send their symbionts
and other innocent humans, such as the gunman, to perform the murders because, since they have
no respect for humans, it means nothing to them if their pawns are killed or caught along the
way, which is a disgraceful way to treat humans according to Ina tradition. The human-hating
Ina long to “separate [themselves] from that Other—construct clear and distinct and ridged
boundaries between [themselves] and the Other” (Winnubst 4). As Sam Mullet’s case makes
evident, the Other—like the Silks’ and Katharine Dahlman’s matricide and patricide of Shori’s
families via human pawns—often handles intracommunal conflict themselves, for the
government and mainstream society have little interest in justice for the Other. Realizing the
government’s uninterest in the rules and values of his society, Mullet argues that “he should be
allowed to punish people who break the laws of the church [(which are the laws that regulate his
society)], just as police are allowed to punish people who break the laws of the state” (Welsh-
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Huggins par. 10). Mullet and his community know that mainstream society’s concerns and
values do not match their own, so they form their own system of governing, as do the Ina.
To maintain order, the Other must create their own “legal” procedures that enable them to
check the behavior of their community’s members according to the standards and strictures on
which they have agreed. Shori’s family takes a proactive approach to handle conflict before it
becomes unmanageable and encourages regular communication to ensure intracommunal peace
and understanding: “We meet here on Sunday evenings or when there’s something that needs
community-wide discussion” (Butler 77), revealing the importance of communication to
communal unity. The Ina’s council demonstrates the same confidence in effective
communication to bring conflict resolution. When the Silks and Katharine Dahlman decide to
enact rogue justice because of their hatred for humans and therefore Shori and her family, they
expose—like Sam Mullet and his followers—the dangers of intracommunal conflict.
Many Ina insist through their rhetoric and some of their behaviors that they are superior
to humans, but when intracommunal conflict arises, the Inaness of some is questionable.
According to Lacey, “The relationship between Ina and humans require each to become other,
resulting in a symbiotic balance that replaces hierarchical structures” (393), but the view of each
as Other fosters a hierarchical structure in most Ina-human relationships. The Ina repeatedly
assert their difference—their Inaness—whether they are pro- or anti-human, insisting, “We are
an ancient and honorable people […] We are a proud and powerful people, well aware of our
duty to our families, to our kind, and to the truths that make us who we are” (Butler 238). This
speech creates a clear divide between Ina and humans, and while this rhetoric may not seem antihuman, George Slusser argues, “Not only does language affect the way each man perceives
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reality, but for each man reality is first and foremost a linguistic phenomenon” (qtd. in Collings
63). In other words, words define reality, so when Ina use disconnecting language toward
humans, they view humans as separate from them: not part of their community. Indeed, the Silk
family defends their murderous actions, demanding, “We are Ina! That is what this Council must
protect” (Butler 239). This mentality only grows more extreme as the trial continues: “We are
Ina. You are nothing!” (278). The human-hating Ina imply that, in their view, to be anything
other than Ina is to be nothing at all.
The Silks and Dahlman have wholly internalized the Ina-as-separate worldview and have
adopted hate speech that fuels and seems to provide them with justification for their violence.
Milo, for example, shouts at Shori, “You’re not Ina […] You’re not! And you have no more
business at this Counsel than would a clever dog” (244), and he treats her as such. Likewise,
Dahlman tells Preston, “You want your sons to mate with this person. You want them to get
black, human children from her. Here in the United States, even most humans will look down on
them. When I came to this country, such people were kept as property, as slaves” (278).
Dahlman’s lumping of “black” and “human” suggests that she views the two as equally
problematic, showing once again how like her human Other her reciprocal hate has made her.
Fink observes, “While Shori’s clan initially asserts that because vampires are ‘not human…they
don’t care about white or black,’ the narrative later proves that not only can vampires be outright
‘bigots’ but that some vampires’ lack of alliance with Shori indicates their willingness to allow
racialized violence to continue unchecked” (427). Dahlman’s racist comments and hatred support
Fink’s claims, and further, the Silks and Dahlman not only “allow” racialized violence, but they
perpetuate it. The Ina paint themselves as impervious to racism, but Shori’s existence exposes
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their racism; they may not mind black humans, but they treat the prospect of blackness in Ina like
potential contamination.
Defending her stance against Shori, Dahlman states blackness is a detriment among
humans, and Dahlman’s claims underscore racial tensions in the U.S. and their similarity to the
Ina-human/owner-property relations in the text. Bryant discusses the evolution of U.S. race
relations, and they bear a striking resemblance to Ina-human developments: “The Cobras, the
Black Commandos, the Vietnam veterans are the black equivalent of the white Ku Klux Klan,
justifying their mayhem with the same self-righteousness that white supremacists used to defend
theirs” (251). The Silks and Dahlman argue that they are protecting the Ina, but like the whites
and blacks of the U.S., their actions have far more to do with their hatred than the specie’s
wellbeing. They demand, “What will she give us? Fur? Tails?” (Butler 306), echoing the claims
of the white supremacists who insisted that blacks were more animal than human, and their hate
speech exposes how cruel and hateful their prejudice has made them. According to Brox, “[T]he
Ina who attack Shori and her family are not monstrous because they’re vampires, but they’re
monstrous because of the anti-human rhetoric they direct toward their symbionts and Shori’s
mixed-blood status” (Brox 396). Their language has shaped them and caused them to act in ways
that most Ina condemn, creating rifts in the Ina community and causing them to appear far less
Ina than Shori, who remembers that Ina must “care for [human symbionts] and keep them from
harm” and “look after [human symbionts] with kindness” (Butler 238).
Because Ina’s venom enables them to control whomever they bite, the Ina view using
humans as “murderous tool[s]” as shameful and unfair (Butler 309), but the Ina still prize one
another above humans: with the exception of Shori. Even though they know other Ina disapprove
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of puppetting humans, the Silks and Dahlman are too controlled by their hate to allow the
human-Ina “experiment” to run its course. Consequently, the Council votes to dismiss Katharine,
and Joan reasons, “Her fears have made her stupid. We cannot afford to have stupid Council
members” (579). Dahlman’s fears and hate cause the Council to dismiss her, but the most severe
punishments fall on their human puppets. Shori argues against punishing the human because she
understands “none of this really has anything to do with” them—that they acted under Ina
influence (190). Unfortunately, the Council, Shori learns, is not as flawless as they claim, for
they sometimes knowingly shirk justice: “And when it happens, everybody knows it. It’s usually
a result of friendship or loyalty causing dishonesty. Or the problem might be fear or
intimidation” (226). These unfair dealings undoubtedly strengthen the belief that Ina reign
supreme and can get away with more, for when they repeatedly see humans punished for Inainfluenced actions, they will grow increasingly bold in their crimes because they know the
Council will direct the worst of the punishment at the humans who perform them. The Ina
protect their own instead of ensuring justice, and Shori, who does not have the blind allegiance to
the Ina that most Ina possess, struggles to understand what she perceives as injustice.
As polyoid, Shori sympathizes with both species, and her loyalties belong to justice
rather than either group. She seeks a fair community, and because of her reintroduction to the
world through a human perspective, she has the ability to understand humans’ position in the
human-Ina relationship much more effectively than most Ina. Shori communicates with humans
with intentionality; she desires to understand them and, through them, better understand herself
and her role in their relationship, which is what makes her relationships with humans so strong
and groundbreaking. She tells the Ina, “I need to know the consequences of what I do” (Butler
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191), and this statement demonstrates Shori’s self-awareness and her understanding that words
and action have repercussions. This one statement reveals a great deal about Shori’s character;
while virtually every other character in the text worries about how others affect them or even
how others affect others, Shori dedicates herself to understanding in what ways she affects others
and acting accordingly. By taking responsibility for her words and actions and doing her best to
create mutually beneficial relationships with her symbionts and the Ina, Shori earns the trust and
respect of those around her, convincing them that she will “make a damn good ally” (316).
When Shori realizes how powerfully her venom affects humans and because much of her
new worldview came from humans, Shori acts as the greatest human advocate among the Ina
(and vice versa) because, as both, she is capable of seeing each Other more objectively. Shori is
not perfect and often has Ina telling her how to treat her human community, but “when Shori
does treat her symbionts as equals, Butler’s text offers an example of a cooperative, symbiotic
alternative” (Lacey 388). Shori’s human community communicates with her to help her
thoroughly understand how Ina affect humans, which opens her eyes to injustices in Ina-human
relationships. When her adversaries allege that Theodora “was not a symbiont because Shori is
not Ina,” Shori ponders, “What did that mean? Was she saying she thought it was all right to kill
innocent humans [(Others)] who were not symbionts [(allies)]?” (Butler 310). Shori recognizes
the Ina-symbiont-human hierarchy the Ina have created because of her unique position as
polyoid; the Ina, raised with this perspective, do not see their own prejudice and the consequent
injustice, but Shori’s supernatural recovery enables her to witness the innermost workings of the
Ina justice system as, essentially, an outsider. She has access because she is Ina, but she views
their practices through an unindoctrinated lens that clearly exposes the flaws and prejudices in
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their system. A non-symbiont human does not benefit the Ina and may even pose a threat, so
their lives are apparently more disposable. Because human and Ina live, as Lacey suggests, more
equally within Shori’s small community, Shori knows more about her symbionts and knows that
Ina and humans work far more effectively when they work together, communicating and acting
communally rather than hierarchically.
Lacey also notes that although Butler’s protagonists “often do attempt to offer
alternatives to traditional hierarchies, they do not always act peacefully or nonaggressively”
(383), and in her attempts to secure her new community—her alternative to traditional
hierarchies—Shori often finds herself in the midst of conflict. The Council’s proceedings often
dismay Shori because of their obvious favoring of Ina over humans, so when the Council offers
Dahlman’s symbiont’s life to Shori as recompense for Theodora, Shori responds with disgust,
knowing Dahlman’s punishment will not cost her life: “I want a life for [Theodora's] life. I will
have a life for her life” (Butler 270). She knows the guilt lies with Dahlman, and she admits, “I
hated Katharine Dahlman. I would see her dead sooner or later, no matter what anyone said […]
I wanted the Silks dead, but I didn’t need them dead in the way that I needed to see Katharine
dead. That wasn’t the way I should have felt, but it was the way I did feel” (295). Like Delany,
Butler does not glorify violence but acknowledges it as part of reality; both suggest through their
novels that change requires a certain violence: to overthrow the status quo is to kill the current
order. The future has no place for those like the Silks and Dahlman, who stand in the way of
progress; these are the ones who attempt to murder Shori and her family, those who represent the
future of Ina-human communities.
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The Silks and Dahlman, much like the prejudiced humans they despise, oppress and other
Shori and her families, and the intracommunal conflict that ensues forces the Council to punish
them. Daniel explains to Shori: “‘They are ostracized,’ he said. ‘They might survive, but only if
they move to some distant part of the world and manage to find mates. Today, with
communication so improved, even moving might not work’” (227). Daniel reveals just how
destructive the closet can be; once a family is closeted, they may cease to exist. Not only are the
perpetrators punished, but their offspring live ostracized, closeted from the society their
forefathers have wronged. While punishing generations may sound extreme, the Ina likely realize
that prejudice works much the same way; the elders impress their hate upon innocent children,
closeting them from whatever sect of society they have learned to fear and hate. The children
perpetuate the ostracism and othering of the elders, barring them from relationships and
interactions that may have provided the foundations of their future. Prejudice divides and
stagnates people, so the Ina ostracize the perpetuators. The Silks and Dahlman’s immovability
and rage make them easy to convict, punish, and remove from society; their palpable,
uncontrolled hate makes them narrow-minded and, as the Ina say, “stupid,” and they eventually
ensure their own destruction.
Shori, however, because she defies labels, stereotypes, and fixed notions of identity,
cannot easily be destroyed by those who refuse to see the world outside of these fixed
boundaries, for she can use their assumptions against them. They assume that, because she is Ina,
she will not stir during the day and that, because she is human, she will not survive the
explosions and gun wounds—that she does not have the Ina’s amazing healing abilities. Her
human attackers assume that because she is a small female, she will be weak and that they will
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be able to overpower her easily, not understanding that femaleness and body size do not mean
less strength for Ina; neither her size nor her sex fits within human expectations. Hollinger
writes, “Writers such as Joanna Russ and Monique Wittig have created literary worlds in which
the range of social and political practices available to women have not been constrained by a
binarism that situates women on the ‘feminine’ side of an essentialized and insurmountable
gender divide” (“(Re)reading Queerly” 26). Like Russ and Wittig, Butler has created a literary
world in which polyoid Shori moves beyond the constraints of gender, a world in which she, for
example, leads her community, has control over her sexuality, protects her people. Because she
is both while at the same time neither in numerous categories, Shori can exploit the oppressors’
presuppositions, and because they assume she cannot survive their violence and thus quickly
depart after attacking her, she can escape. In this way, the text demonstrates the power of
refusing societal categorizations and assumptions. It is only because Shori can/will not adhere to
expectations and is able to exist in the Third Space that she can overcome the rules ascribed to
her. However, Shori still suffers when those around her cannot also rise above these constructs.
Her families have adapted to lives as the Other, and they never escape the confines of the closet.
Their refusal to and fear of going beyond the confines of their closet enables the oppressor to
conquer them as they predictably sleep through the day.
Through effective communication, Shori teaches her new community to move beyond
their assumptions and fears toward mutual understanding, acceptance, and support. Unlike many
Ina, Shori realizes,
Difference must be not merely tolerated, but seen as a fund of necessary polarities
between which our creativity can spark like a dialectic. Only then does the necessity for
interdependency become unthreatening. Only within that interdependency of different
strengths, acknowledged and equal, can the power to seek new ways of being in the
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world generate, as well as the courage and sustenance to act where there are no charters.
(Lorde 111)
As polyoid, Shori has insight into multiple forms of identity and values the unique traits each
individual offers. Furthermore, Shori knows firsthand the degradation of being merely tolerated
and has experienced the pain of othering. Walden describes Richard Wright’s experience with
othering as a black man in the U.S., stating, “It was a trauma, a shock beyond belief, to know
that the white man did not regard him as a human being, that he did not share his world” (40), an
experience that Shori, as polyoid, experiences repeatedly in Fledgling. Shori struggles with the
pain of othering and grapples to understand her identity, but she comes to embrace the strength
and diversity her complexity offers her and her community:
This complex subject position in which [Shori]20, as an African American woman, finds
herself […] ‘experiences gender from a ‘racialized’ position and race from a gendered
position; so that any notion of the unified self is challenged both from without and from
within.’ As such, this new subject can relate to difference in terms of identification and
interpellation. Butler demonstrates how [Shori] is able to blur the differences between
subject and Other, manhood and femaleness in herself, in a way that difference is
incorporated into the self, and it can be taught to the community in the process of
relating, in order to downplay the legal fictions of gender and race which distort the
growth of a community and its individuals. (Agustí 354)
As Shori works through the intricacy of her own identity, she recognizes inaccuracies in
society’s definitions and assumptions about her, and her position as polyoid enables her to blend
what many consider contradictory aspects of her identity and to teach those around her about the
fluidity of identity. As she and her symbionts form their new community, they learn to value not
only their commonalities, but also their differences.
Though they certainly experience loss, hurt, persecution, and othering because of their
differences, Shori’s community proves stronger than, for example, her parents’ communities:
20
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communities of the past that promote Ina-symbiont-human hierarchies through their very speech.
As Ria Cheyne asserts in “Created Languages in Science Fiction,” “[T]he language that people
speak affects the way they think” (395). The Ina’s us/them rhetoric and terms of ownership
influences their perception of humans and symbionts, but Shori, who does not encounter this
language in the early (re)development of her worldview, tends to view people in terms of their
attributes rather than in preconceived social strata. Most Ina believe themselves superior to and
even as overseers of their symbionts, so much so that Martin recounts, “The whole thing was too
weird for me. Worse, I thought it sounded more like slavery than symbiosis. It scared the hell out
of me” (210). Shori, who truly listens to Martin and the various other symbionts and humans she
meets, recognizes the inequality in Ina-human relations. Most people accept prejudice and
inequality as regrettable but unchangeable facets of life, but Gardner encourages artists to
challenge the darkness: “[T]he black abyss is merely life as it is or as it may soon become, and
staring at it does nothing, merely confirms that it is there” (126). In Fledgling, Butler paints the
black abyss of life, but instead of doing “nothing,” Butler offers the possibility of overcoming
prejudice and othering by forming nontraditional communities through effective communication,
whereby the people who once viewed each other as Other gain understanding and appreciation of
their diversity.
Unfortunately, Butler’s works are, at times, mistaken for utopias and thus deemed
ineffective in terms of providing hope. Hoda M. Zaki has created quite a stir amongst Butler
scholars for her utopian claims in her article “Utopia, Dystopia, and Ideology in the Science
Fiction of Octavia Butler.” She writes, “Expressing as they do many utopian hopes and desires,
her works contain a muted critique of the current political order. Yet in denying the possibility of
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change through political and collective human action, she softens her critique and situates her
utopia beyond human reach” (247). Perhaps Zaki would have reconsidered this claim had
Fledgling been available at the time she wrote her article, but Butler’s previous works offered
similar models of communication and community, making Zaki’s claim seem a bit inaccurate.
Butler highlights the flaws of human biological tendencies and social practices, thereby raising
awareness about these issues, and offers effective communication as a means to combat
prejudice and othering.
Effective communication enables understanding and, consequently, nontraditional
communities as a starting place for bettering human society as a whole. She does not promote
“radical,” unrealistic utopic ideals; instead, she suggests that creating diverse communities
through effective communication will allow for social and perhaps even biological variance and
growth. Bringing together culturally and biologically heterogeneous people will allow human
communities to draw from a broader array of strengths and advantages as well as help to reduce
some of the current forms of prejudice. Indeed, “Shori, neither singular nor universal, at once Ina
and human, neither Ina nor human, is a fledgling, the anterior moment of this coming community
whose potential, as vampire-human hybrids and companion species with constitutive
codependency is yet to be fully grasped” (“New Biological Citizenship” 812). Despite the tumult
and violence of the text, Shori makes clear her plans for breeding and for a future life with her
new community among various Ina families, suggesting that she will continue to alter social and
biological customs. Butler does not create fictional worlds devoid of conflict, but she does offer
hope in Fledgling by demonstrating the power of intentional communication to create and
sustain new community between seemingly dissimilar people(s). Zaki does not appear to read
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Butler’s alien/human (vampire/human, in the case of Fledgling) relationships as symbolic of
potential future human relationships, though most critics agree the alien/vampire figure is
symbolic and part of the social-reimagining advantage of SF/fantastic literature, but as a sign that
Butler does not believe humanity can improve, which goes against what Butler repeatedly
expressed in her writing and interviews.
Because all of the members of Shori’s new community believe they have something to
contribute, so they do not simply shrivel back and wait for their Ina to handle the situation. Every
member offers what help and support s/he can. In “The Intuition of the Future: Utopia and
Catastrophe in Octavia Butler’s Parable of the Sower,” Jerry Phillips describes Butler’s Lauren,
who, like Shori, “is a new type of science fiction hero […] a ‘Community-Reliant Individual’”
(308). Shori chooses the members of her community and they choose her—rather than simply
being born into a particular community—and their commitment to and reliance on each other as
well as their deliberate communication connect and empower them. Agustí21 explains how
Butler’s communities function: “It is from [the group] modifying […] and actively relating to the
diversity of the group that change occurs […] the novel does affirm the individuality of the
members of the group, in that change must first occur within the individuals in order to modify
society in any lasting manner” (358). In Fledgling, Shori works with each of her community
members to help them overcome their prejudices and fears of the Other, and they do the same for
her. At times, Shori appears leery of other Ina because of the oppression she endures, but then an
Ina offers acceptance, telling her, “You’re with us now. You aren’t alone,” or appreciates her
differences, saying, “[D]o you understand your uniqueness, your great value? […] You are a
treasure” (Butler 159). These tender moments in the text remind Shori—and readers—not to
21
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stereotype, for though many Ina are bound to tradition, there are also those who are ready and
willing to embrace polyoid Shori and her new symbiont family as part of their own families.
Through its characters’ actions and interactions—both honorable and dishonorable—
Fledgling offers a lens through which to view social practices and beliefs as well as possible
methods to revise them. In “Reading Buchi Emecheta: Contests for ‘Women’s Experience’ in
Women’s Studies,” Haraway asserts that Butler’s “post-holocaust reinvented ‘families’” function
“as tropes to guide us through the ravages of gender, class, imperialism, racism, and nuclear
exterminist global culture” (121). Furthermore, Kilgore adds,
[S]cience fiction is an engine of difference (an engine of prolific alterity or of
proliferating alterities). It is a fantastic medium through which we continually construct
and manage images of new peoples and, therefore, new races. If we accept the
implication that the representation of new races is an essential component of science
fiction (as well as of human biosocial/historical evolution), we will have a better chance
of gaining imaginative as well as political control over their transmission and meaning.
(“Difference Engine” 21)
Contrary to the claims of fruitless utopias, Butler’s SF is truly a difference engine; the reinvented
families created by diverse individuals, many of them formerly othered and closeted, who choose
to communicate, connect, and form communities, provide Gardner’s “models of decent behavior
[…] characters in fiction, drama, and film whose basic goodness and struggle against confusion,
error, and evil—in themselves and in others—give firm intellectual and emotional support to our
own struggle” (Gardner 106).

CONCLUSION
ON MINORITY MORAL FICTION: A CALL FOR THE POLYOID ARTIST
Our task is to read deeply, to think carefully, to argue fiercely, and to live up to the example set
for us. – Matthew Cheney, “Science Fiction and Difference: An Introduction to Starboard
Wine”
Despite Gardner’s claims that contemporary fiction lacks purpose, minority fiction
authors have continued to write fiction with supernatural components that imagine a better future
and encourage readers to do the same. These authors enable readers to contemplate a reality in
which effective communication enables the seemingly impossible: communities comprised of
individuals who once considered one another the Other. Minority fiction with supernatural
components like Samuel R. Delany’s Babel-17 and Octavia Butler’s Fledgling provides insight
into the cyclical nature of oppression and othering, byproducts of humanity’s hierarchical nature,
and they suggest that as long as the closet is in use, each side will continue to try to force their
respective Other into it.
Minority authors like Delany and Butler employ their fiction to explore means of
understanding and improving society by fulfilling what Gardner calls “the business of the poet”
for contemporary readers: “And whereas the hero’s function…is to set the standard in action, the
business of the poet…is to celebrate the work of the hero, pass the image on, keep the heroic
model of behavior fresh, generation on generation” (29). In other words, their fiction “holds up
models of virtue” (82) for readers to contemplate and possibly emulate. In “An Experimental
Talk,” Delany argues that science fiction works particularly well for presenting such models, for
“the sort of thinking science fiction engenders, a certain rationalist approach to the world […is]
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applicable not only to imaginative events, but to the world itself as well” (113). Wayne C. Booth
supports Gardner’s and Delany’s claims in “Why Ethical Criticism Can Never Be Simple,”
stating, “[N]o one who has thought about it for long can deny that we are at least partly
constructed, in our most fundamental moral character, by the stories we have heard, or read, or
viewed, or acted out in amateur theatricals: the stories we have really listened to” (353). And our
roles as scholars, as Gardner pointed out, is to draw attention to the stories worth hearing, stories
that are constructive and moral.
Stories like Babel-17 and Fledgling address issues of oppression and othering—issues
that seem, contrary to Gardner’s claim that they are time-specific, constantly at the forefront of
U.S. and global news—and they urge new methods of combatting social problems by allowing
readers to view and analyze the nature and consequences of prejudice and subjugation in
otherworldly-yet-familiar scenarios in foreign settings. In January of 2017, news anchor Mervis
Herring reported, “The Urban Institute for Contemporary Arts (UICA) is marking its 40th
anniversary with exhibitions that challenge issues of race, culture, and religion” (n.p.). Fifty
years after Babel-17’s publication and eleven years after Fledgling’s, issues of prejudice are just
as relevant, and institutions like the UICA are combatting the preferential treatment white, male
art has long received. Heather Duffy, curator for the UICA, states, “We see our future being
more diverse and accepting and promoting of different viewpoints” (n.p.). When critics and
artists promote diversity and inclusion through their work, they create a context in which the
walls that separate give way to windows of insight and understanding; they encourage
questioning and connection through the visions they offer.
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Gardner’s claim that civil rights issues become irrelevant with the passage of time
overlooks the greater issue—one that particularly interested Butler—of human’s hierarchical
nature. As De Witt D. Kilgore states in “Difference Engine: Aliens, Robots, and Other Racial
Matters in the History of Science Fiction,” SF texts “require paying attention to an actual history
of race (and racism) in which what constitutes the Other and the Self is always under revision.
This means noting not only where traditional definitions of race and racism are broken but also
how they are reformed in new guises. The assumption here is that race (or even species) will
always make some difference” (17). Difference, as Kilgore suggests, invariably results in social
hierarchies, prejudice, and othering, and as Chip Ingram states in “Agenda #5: Perpetuate
Prejudice,” “When we are prejudice, it brings forth death […] Walls of prejudice often come
down a few bricks at a time” (9 August 2016). Despite knowing the risks of prejudice, most
people struggle to relinquish long-held fears and beliefs regarding the Other, and the
reprogramming effort often takes time and intentionality. But, as authors like Butler and Delany
argue, literature can greatly contribute to understanding and to transforming worldviews.
Both Butler and Delany value SF because it allows writers to almost limitlessly
investigate human behavior and social practices and, as Gardner desired, offer better models for
handling difference. Delany writes in “Racism and Science Fiction,” “Because we still live in a
racist society, the only way to combat it in any systematic way is to establish—and repeatedly
revamp—anti-racist institutions and traditions […] It seems absurd to have to point out that
racism is by no means exhausted simply by black/white differences […] And it means
encouraging dialogue” (par. 36). As Butler told Frances M. Beal in “Black Scholar Interview
with Octavia Butler: Black Women and the Science Fiction Genre,” “A science fiction writer has
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the freedom to do absolutely anything. The limits are the imagination of the writer” (16).
Because they use SF so effectively to explore issues of race, Michelle A. Reid claims in
“Review: A Constellation of Slave Narratives,” critics have started to recognize “the importance
of Butler and Delany within a tradition of African American writing, as opposed to their familiar
position as the figureheads of black sf” (319). Hopefully, as knowledge of their craft spreads, so
too, will their messages of overcoming oppression and othering.
Babel-17 and Fledgling “tap into ‘sf’s power to imagine alternative possibilities for the
ways in which we live, and love, in the world’ […] Here science fiction reveals the other but also
questions the presumption that the other is alien” (Kilgore18), and they offer visions of diverse
individuals joining together to form stronger communities and suggest that effective
communication is the key to that future. The supernatural components in texts like Babel-17 and
Fledgling empower characters to connect people who would not normally have met—at least
amicably—and enable conversations and understandings—and thereby communities—that
would not have occurred otherwise. In order to create community and the kind of future that will
have peace, or at least move toward justice, then, individuals have to break through the walls of
the closet in the present to secure that future of community, for it is not until language unlocks
the closet and community dismantles it that cyclical prejudice can be stopped/slowed.
Minority fiction writers know all too well that prejudice is cyclical, that the past
permeates the present and future of society. Babel-17 and Fledgling suggest that communication
is the key to exiting the closet and creating lasting community, but to make the communication
effective, it has a historical element to it: a teaching of what was. Although both texts center on
the need for diverse community for a successful future, each also insists on the knowledge of
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communal history. As the characters devise how to go forward, they all have to be aware of who
they are as individuals and their respective pasts before they can successfully venture forward
together. They have to know who “I” and “you” are to be able to become “you and I,” and
knowing “you” and knowing “I” requires historical knowledge. Because community is so
integral to individual identity, even characters who have irreparable amnesia or who have been
ignorant of their cultural past gain identity through community members’ verbal acts of
inclusion: that is, the (re)telling of the communal history. Even if they cannot personally
recollect the past, participating in the act of communicating the past/“sharing” collective
memories with community members (re)connects individuals to their group identities, breaking
down the walls of oppressive isolation and liberating them to live and create a new, shared future
that brings diverse traditions together into a new, blended-but-still-proud-of-its-unique-culturalvalues community. These communities are by no means flawless or free from conflict, but
ideally, they will continue work toward understanding, acceptance and, consequently,
community.
Delany and Butler represent a much larger minority writing community who use fiction
with supernatural elements to explore possibilities for combatting prejudice and forming
community through effective communication. While Delany and Butler selected the science
fiction genre for Babel-17 and Fledgling, other minority authors have used a variety of fantastic
genres, such as magical realism, the ghost story, fantasy, and speculative fiction, to create moral
fiction. Moral interpretations of Paule Marshall’s Praisesong for the Widow, Anna Lee Walters’
Ghost Singer, Karen Tei Yamashita’s Tropic of Orange, and—crossing over into drama—
August Wilson’s The Piano Lesson, to name just a few, could offer even greater insight into
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contemporary authors’ perspectives on our social infrastructure and ways to combat prejudice,
oppression, and closeting.
By broadening the critical gaze to include non-traditional/non-Western fiction and
marginalized authors, we begin—as the novels herein have advised—to open ourselves to
understanding other perspectives and traditions, to erase the boundaries that inhibit
communication, and to expand our literary and, hopefully, social community as a result.
Although he underestimated its long-term relevance for race issues, Gardner advocated for
literature as a means for encouraging society-improving dialogue, writing that “insofar as
literature tells archetypical stories in an attempt to understand once more their truth—translate
their wisdom for another generation—literature will be exhausted only when we all, in our
foolish arrogance, abandon it” (66). Indeed, literature has nearly limitless potential to inspire and
transform society—especially when diverse art is readily available. As Booth writes, “With a
little effort we can twist any literary experience into the service of improving thought, improving
the world, or creating a new piece of beauty” (359).
Gardner called our attention to the value of purposeful art and wisely insisted, “The
business of civilization is to pay attention, remembering what is central, remembering that we
live or die by the artist’s vision, sane or cracked” (205). Similarly, Booth urges,
Our cultural moment will ensure the production of many more claims, by the purists, that
ethical and political views are irrelevant to literary judgment, and by the remaining
defenders of the fact/value split that whenever values intrude, genuine knowledge and
true rationality fly out the window. Intellectual fashions fade much more slowly than
clothing styles. But while we wait patiently for the fading, we can continue to remind the
purists and value-dodgers that whenever they engage with a story, privately or publicly,
they encounter evidence that refutes their dogmas. (361)
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In the interest of progress, we must look to the artists whose visions are “shot through with love:
love of the good, a love proved not by some airy and abstract highmindedness but by active
celebration of whatever good or trace of good can be found by a quick and compassionate eye in
this always corrupt and corruptible but god-freighted world” (Gardner 204-5). As Delany and
Butler demonstrate, this benevolent-visioned artist often falls outside the mainstream parameters
that limited Gardner’s gaze. Perhaps most importantly, then, to embrace art’s full potential, we
must undefine the artist: no longer just euro-white, straight males, but a person who has the
power to create with a message.
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